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vn., by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and of the
BrJtish Dominions beyonit'tlte Seas, King, Defender of the Faith, Emrercr 0/ India.

EDWARD

TO

our trusty and ,well-beloved the HONORABLE DONALD MACKINNON, M.L.A., HONORABLE
RICHARD HARTLEY SMITH ABBOTT, M.L~C., JOHN JOSEPH CARLISLE, Esquire, M.L.A:,
JOHN GRAY, Esquire, M,L.A., GEOROE FREDE~CK HOLDEN, Esquire, M.L.A., JOHN
LEMMON, Esquire, M.L.A., HONORABLE 'WALTER MANIFOLD, M.L.C., HONORABLE RICHARD
BLOOMI;'IELD REES, M.L.C., and DAVID SlIIITH, Esquire, M.L.A.

GREETING:
WHEREAS we have deemed it expedient lor divers good causes and considerations thai a Oommi8sion lihculd fcrf},'I£ilh iuue
for the purpose 0/ making dil1'gent and full inquiry concerning the flow of the Murray Ri?:erand itB tributariee, and the
principles which should govern th~ division, of ils 'I£aters between the States directly concerned, and to rer-crt en the follcwing
matters relative thereto : -

(1) the total flow of the 8t1'ea~n and the respective cont1'l~utions then?io made by £ach of the States ,(2) the considerations which sltould determine the allolled share of each State to the 'I£ater8 of the stream;
(3) the manner in which the respective shares in the stream of each State should be de1e1mined, and the tr{bunal or
authority which should control the division of its flow and secure 10 each State its alloti~d vohtme ;
(4) the measures to be taken for regulating the flow so aD to secure the btll use of Ihe river for all purposes ..

NOW KNOW YE that we, reposing great tru.st and confidence in your zeal, d1'screiion, and integrity, have authorized
and appointed you the said DONA-I,D MACKINNON, RICHARD HARTLEY Snm'E ABBOTT, JOHN JOSEPH CARLISLE, JOHN
GRAY, GEORGE FREDERICK HOLDEN, JOHN LEZ,UION, WALTER MANIFOLD, BICHARD 13LOOZ,!FIELD BEES, and DAVID
SMITH to be our Oommissione~8 ior the purposes aforesaid.. And for the better eOecting of the purposes of I1n's Ocmmission
we ,do by these Presents give and grant unto you, or any three or more of you, in case you shall think fit 80 to do, full pO'ICer
and authority to call before ymt such persons as you shall judge likely to aOord you any information upon the 6ubject of this
our Oommission .. and we do by these Presenl<l will and ordain that this our Oommission shall continue in full force and virtue,
and that you our said Oommissioners or any three, or more of you may from time to time proceed in tlle execution thereof
and 0/ every matter and thing therein 'contained although your: proceedings be not continued frem time to time ~y adjournment.. And we further ordain that any three or more of you may have liberty to report your proceedings under tMs Oommission
from time to time if you shall judge'it expedient so to do: A'Ild oUr further u;ill and plwsure is that you do, w1'th as little delay
as possible, report to us under your hands and seals your opinion upon the matters herein s~tbmitted for your con~ideration ;
And we appoint YOll, the said DONALD .MACKINNON to be Ohairman of this Oem mission, wiik authority to give a sccond
or casting vote at any meeting at which the votes (includ1'ng that of the Ohairriwn) cn any question pertaining ihertlo
shall be equal.

IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF

we nave caused thesc.our Letters to be made Patent, and the Seal of our sa:d State 10

be hereunto affr;I;ed.

(L.S.)

WITNESS our right trusty and well-beloved THOMAS DAVID GIBSON CARMICHAEL, Baronet, Knight
Oommander of the Most Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Governor
of the State 0/ Victoria and its Dependencies 'in the Oommonwealth of Australia, &c., &c., &c.,
at .1IIelbourne, this fourth day of May, One thousand nine hundred and nine, and in the ninth
year of our reign. '
THOS. D, GIBSON OARMIOHAEL.

By His Excellency's Oommand,
J. MURRAY.

Entered on record by me in the Register or Patente, Book 24. pages 341 and 342, th1'8 fourth day 0/ M all, One
t};ousand nine hundred and nine.
W. A. OALLA WAY,
Under.Secretary.
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To His Excellency SIR THOMAS GIBSON CARMICHAEL, Baronet, Governor of the
. State of Victoria and its Dependencies in the Oommonwealth of Australia,
&c., &c., &c.
MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY:

.
'tVe, yout Commissiop.ers, appointed on the 4th day of May, 1909, "for the
purpose of making diligent and full inquiry concer.ning the flow of the Murray River
·and its tributaries, and the principles which should govern the division of its waters
between the States directly concerned and to :r;eport on the following mat~ers relative
thereto :(I) the total flow of the stream and the respective 'contributions thereto
.
made by each of the States;
(2) the considerations which should determil).e the allotted share of each
State to the waters of the stream;
(3) the manner in which the respective shares in the stream of each State
should be determined,. and the tribunal or authority which should
control the division of its .flow and secure to each State its allotted
volume;
(4) the measures to be taken for regulating the flow so as to secure the full
.
use of the river for all purposes" ;
have the honour to present our Report- .
We have held seventeen meetings for the purpose of taking evidence at various Meetings and
places in the St~ tes of New South "Wale('l, Victoria, and South Australia, and 30 witnesses evidence called.
have been examined; we have also held numerous meetings in Committee. The nature
of the questions submitted to us is such that we have had to be guided in our determinations largely by expert testimony. "Ve believe we have called all witnesses who
could, under ·the circumstances, assist us. For reasons which are set out in our
Report, we have considered and relied upoJ+ the evidence taken by the Inter-State
Commission of 1902 on the Murray River, and the New South "Vales Parliamentary
Standing Committee on Public Works relating to the Barrenjack Storage Reservoir
and Northern Murrnmbidgee Schemt'. A large portion of the evidence taken on
these two important inquiries is relevant to the issues we have been called upon to
decide. To have. covered the same ground again would have made necessary much
labour and a heavy expenditure. The reports of these two bodies have been of immense use to us. Our inquiry· has involved the consideration of many departmental
papers, returns and reports dealing ",ith irrigation, water supply, and the Murray
River, which have been freely placed at our service by the authorities of the three
States. We have also had an opportunity of perusing the progress reports and
voluminous evidence taken by the Waterways Commission, which has recently concluded its labours in England, and regret that its final- report has not been
published long enough to be made available for us. Circular letters were addressed
to woolbrokers in Adelaide and Melbourne,and to merchants and traders carrying
on business in }\iurray, Murrnmbidgee, and Darling towns, and in answer
to these we received much valuable information. We have personally inspected
the main stream from Echuca to the mouth, and all the points of importance in that
section, including Lake Victoria, near the South Australian boundary, and Lakes
Alexandrina and Albert at the mouth. We have also visited the site of the proposed
storage at Cumberoona, above Albury, and the Barrenjack Storage on the Murrnmbidgee, now in course of construction. In coming to our determinations, we have not
thought it necessary to visit Queensland. That State's interest in the river system
may become, under conceivable circumstances, very large as time goes on. But her
association is entirely with the Darling, and we do not consider that the regulation of
that stream is likely to be undertaken, except for minor purposes, for many years to come.

,

VI

THE MURRAY RIVER AND ITS TRIBUTARIES.
Boundaries of
. and areas of
States- in Mmray basin.

The basin :of the Murray River is 414,253 square miles in area. The general
boundaries which' form the watershed of the streams flowing through this basin areon the east, the Coast Range of New South vValesand Queensland; on the south and
north, the Dividing Ra:p.ge of Victoria all;d a line of low hills stretching north-westward
from Toowoomba, in Queensland, respectively; on the west, the Mount:Lofty, Barrier,
and other lower a1?-d less-defined hills. The areas of the various States that go to make
up the basin. are-.
Queensland
New South Wales
Victoria
South Australia

104,525 square miles.
"
234,362
50,979
"
24,387
"

,
I

Nature of
country com- \.
priBing Murray
basin.

Gradient 01.

Murray basin.

THE GENERAL NATURE OF THE SURFACE.
. Broadly speaking, the pasin of the Murray River can be divided into(1) Undulating and mountainous country.
(2) Plain country.
The undulating and mountainous country vanes ill elevation from .Mount
Kosciusko, 7,256 feet, to where it merges into the plains at a general elevation of
·between: 500 feet and 700 feet above sea-level. The plains then fall gradually from
this level towards the main stream and towards the outlet of the riv~r syst~m at Lake
Alexandrina, the' average slope being approximately 1 foot per mile, although it
becomes less as the sea is approached ..
DIVISION INTO CONTRIBUTING AND- NON-CONTRIBUTING AREAS.

Contributing

tritu~in"gC~r~.

. . 'The undulating and plain areas are practically cOIncident with the contributing
and non-contributing division of the Mlirray basin. It is only occasionally-and that
principally in Victoria and in small· isolated areas-that the plains contribute to the
flow of the. rivers. The following are the contributing and non-contributing areas of
the Murray basin:;. ' .
.

State.

'Contribuling Areas.

N on· contributing Areas.

67,690 sq. miles
75,499
"
15,310
,;

36,835
158,863
35,669
24,387

,I

Queensland
,New South Wales ..
Victoria ..
South Australia

. 158,499 sq. miles

sq~

miles
"
"
"

255,754 sq. niiles

THE PRINCIPAL RIVERS MAKING UP THE MURRAY SYSTEM.
The Murray.

The 1!llrrllJn<o -'

~he Murray'River rises in the higlrlandsabout Mount Kosciusko, and enters the
plains be~ween Albury and Corowa .. The distance from Albury to the mouth is 1,366
miles. The slope or gradient of the river bed increases from 3 inches per mile to
about 1 foot per mile at Albluy,.thence as the valley becomes more restricted the gradient
ip.creases to 10 feet per mile till the small tributary streams at the source of the main
stream, 2,nd its upper tributaries in the highlands, have a slope of up to 200 feet per
mile. The area of the watershed above the Goulburn that is ~ontributory is 9,673 square
miles, of w,hich 'only 2,373 square miles are in New South Wales.

The Murrumbidgee River has the saine characteristics as the Murray itself,

bidgec·~cn;"a.hd, if the Goulbutn River be e~cruded, is little inferior in length and flow to the 'main

I
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stream. The watersh~d of the Murrumbidgee that is contributory is 13,000 miles in
area, but the river receives practically no additions to its flow below the junction of the
Tumut River, near Gundagai.
The Goulburn River rises at Wood's Point, in Victoria, and has an effective con- The Ooulburn.
tributing area of about 5,000 miles. This river has a much shorter course than the
Murrumbidgee, but in flow and effective catchment, as the recent gaugings of the two
streams show, is really superior to that stream.
The Darling River has a total catchment area of 300,000 square miles. Of this, The Darling.
however, only 100,000 conld be considereil as effectively contributi~g to the flow. Rising
as it does in Queensland it is some 2,000 miles long before it junctions with the Murray,
When fed by the heavy monsoonal rains in Queensland, for shorter periods it contributes
as much water as the Murray does when in flood. On the other hand, it frequently
almost ceases to flow. Between Bourke and Wentworth the slope or gradient averages
only 3 inches per mile. Unlike the Murray and Murrumbidgee the Darling has comparatively high banks, and the country falls towards the river rather than away from it
as in the case of the other two streams.
GEOLOGICAL DEVEI..oPMENT OF THE MURRAY BASIN AND RIVERS.
, Excluding that portion of the Darling watershed north of Menindie, the plains Geo~ogical forof the Murray basin have been the result of the silting up of a'large arm of the sea which ~~~ ~~::.
had its opening to the ocean in the neighbourhood of the present mouth of the Murray,
and which e1...'tended into Australia as far .north as Menindie, as far east as Tocumwal,
and as far south as Echuca and Dimboola. The whole of this area is surrounded by
old rocks, with the exception of the coastline about the lakes at the mouth of the river. ,
Borings put ·down all over this area have disclosed that the materials filling up this
'huge basin consist of river and lake deposits toa depth of over 1,000 feet from the present
surface; in fact, mining is at present being carried on in buried gravels at Rutherglen
which are not 50 feet above sea-level, although this town is situated some 400 miles
from the opening of the Murray basin to the sea, and is some 500 feet above sea-level.
The siltation of this basin, and the river valleys leading into it, extended over long
periods of time and is still going on. The initial cause of this action was probably
" the uprising of the floor of this inland sea in South Australia, along the coast and near
the mouth of the river. This fact is evidenced by the occurrence of sea-shells and
limestone in the high cliffs through which the river has cut its way in its lower reaches
in South Australia. The lake so formed was filled by the sands and silts carried into
it by the rivers denuding the surrounding highlands which have now only a fraction
of the elevation they previously attained. The last series of deposits laid down as
deltaic formation in this original lake, and which now form the surface of the plains,
consists of the rich alluvial soils of the'Mallee, Riverina, and south-west New South
Wales. Deposition is stIll going on in the Murrumbidgee and Murray east of the junction
of these rivers, but to the west of' this point the rivers flow through a valley in
places some 10 miles wide· and 100' feet below the general surface leve1. This valley
has been cut out by the meanderings of the Murray, and places such as the red and
white cliffs which frequently occur along the river indicate where this really is
still in process of formation. The upper strata forming the filling of the Murray basin
is seen at these cliffs.
Owing to' the evenness of the country constituting what is known as the Riverina Changes in the
and owing to the fact that the banks of many of the larger rivers flowing through this ~~r~~~.OI the
area are higher than the adjacent country, there have been numerous changes in the
course of the rivers. The most noticeable is that portion of the country between the
Murrumbidgee Junction and Tocumwal. The physical characteristics of the surface
with its immense river channels, the small cross-section of the Murray RiveI' between
Tocumwal and the Wakool Junction, and the deeper and much larger section of the
Wakool and other, creeks and rivers meandering between Deniliquin and Swan Hill,
point conclusively to the fact that the reach of the Murray between Echuca and the Former course
. was ol'lgma
.. IIy t he ch anne1 0 f the Go ulb m,'n, and that the vVakool and ofGoulburn.
JUurray and
Wa1{oo1 J unctIOn
other Riverina rivers were successively the course of the Murray, which at some period
of its existence cut across the country from Tocumwal to join the Goulburn at Echuca.
It has been pointed out that a considerable' amount of water still goes along the old course
of the river, and that works could deflect again the main part of its flow through the
Puppal Creek and the Wakool and Edwards Rivers.
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RAINFALL OVER THE MURRAY BASIN.
Division of
lIIurray basin-

The area of minimum rainfall is in the neighbourhood of Broken Hill, where the
average is 9 inches per annU1;n.. In going north, east, and south from this city, the
average rainfall' increases
the '10-in. isohyet goes through Renmark, Pooncarie,
Wilcannia, and Tibooburra in the north-west of New South 'Wales; the 12-in. isohyet
goes' through Tilpa, Swan Hill, Tyrrell Downs, and Ouyen; the 15-in. isohyet goes
through Pinaroo, Pyramid Hill, Mount Hope, Qobar, Bourke, and Berrigan; the 17-in.
isohyet goes through Echuca,Narrandera, Condobolin, and Brewarrina; the 20-in.
isohyet goes through Yarrawonga, Lockhart, Tanjil, Forbes, and Burra Junction; the
~5-in. isohyit goes through Albury, Gundagai, Young, 'Vellington, Gilgandra, and
Narrabri. As the undulating country gets more altitude the raiI).fall increases until
it is a maximum in the highlands at the sources of the Murray, Murrumbidgee, and
Goulburn, where the average is between 30 and 40 inches, and in isolated stations as
high as 60 inches per annum.

Southern port,ion fed by
winter rains,
Northern portion fed by

Whilst in the southern portions of the Murray basin the greater part of the rain
falls during the winter months, with a maximum generally.in the month of June, the
northern portion of the basin, covering the Darling catchment, is fed by the monsoonal
rains, which fall generally from the beginning of January to the end of March.

by rainfall.

monsoon~·

Areas suitable<
for natural
cultivation.

The isohyets clearly indicate the areas unsuitable for any cultivatjon by natural
wateringS to be to the north and westward.of ~he 12-in. isohyet, and to the north of th~
31 0 S. latitude.
These determinations are based on the assumption that to the north of the 31 0 ·S.
latitude, which passes through the towns of Tilpa, Coonamble, and Gunnedah, the
monsoonal rains fall at the wrong time of the year for wheat and other .crops, whilst
to the north and west of the 12-in. isohyet the raising of wheat crops is very speculative, although the Commission considers· that, with development in the use of superphosphates,
the extension of dry-farming methods, and the selection of suitable wheats on special
classes of soil, even to the north and west of this isohyet, very considerable areas
will in the future be cultivated. The snow areas of the Murray basin watershed are
situated On the Australian Alps, extendmg from Mount Buffalo to Bathurst.
SUMMARY.

_ ~nu~~~~l~i:
for irrigation.

The foregoing brief account of the natural conditions of this basin, the deficient
rainfall, the character of the soil, the general contour of the country, and the evenness
of the surface and natural grading of the land in many parts, show it to be an ideal area
fqr intense culture by means of artificial water. At a later stage we shall deal with these
characteristics. We shall also refer at length to the flow of the various streams, and
shall show that every year sees vast quantities of available wa~er running to waste.
HISTORY OF THE MURRAY 'VATERS QUESTION.

~~rlieJ~quiries

Prior to the Corowa Conference.in March, 1902, all inquiries into the utilization
of tbe waters of the Murray and its tributaries were the work of individual States'
Commissions, or of State Departments, .which looked at the question almost solely from
the point of view of the particular _Sta:te to which they were responsible. A New South
Wales Commission and a Victorian Commission had two Conferences in 1886, and
adopted certain resolutions for the guidance of the two States; but no action was taken
by either State. A similar attitude characterized the policies and works on the rivers
~hefcorowll:
carried out by the various State Governments. The Corowa Conference, however,
19S2~rence In, marked a new departure.
It . was atte~ded by representatives-including the
Premiers-from Victoria, New' South, Wales, and South Australia, and the Federal
Brime Minister, and was called together by those interested in.the water.supply of the
R:iverina. The Conference was a result of the long succession of drought years, which
~~~~~~. :~~;ult culminated in the extremely dry year of )902, when it appeared that all that could
~~~~~gtB;r;:~s~f save the northern part of Victoria and southern Riverina from decimation was the
institution of large irrigation works. The resolutions carried at that Conference were
principally with this object, but the one tangible result was a determiRation on the part
of the Governments of Victoria, New South Wales, and South Australia to appoint an
Inter-State Royal Commission' for the investigation. of the apportionment of waters
between the riparian States, and the public works neoessary .to fully u,!'le the waters to
the 'best a.dvan,tage of all c?ncernedt
. .

ot..::'d-pou:'tonlY,

ix;
. The Inter-State Commission , consisting 'of , Mr. J. Davis ' Engineer-in-Chief
of CommissIOn
The Inter·State
•
•
of
New South Wales, Mr. Stuart Murray, Chief of the 'Vater Supply Department of VIctorIa, 1902.
and Mr. F. N. Bv.rchell, representing South Australia, was appointed in May, 1902, and
brought in its Report at the end of the same year. The information it collected, the ~at~a~l~ d~rk
evidence it took, the plans it prepared, and the findings embodied in its Report have 0 ", 0 ) .
been invaluable to this Commission. It made the first real attempt to bring into juxtaposition and reconcile the conflicting claims and interests of the various States, and its
apportionment of the waters has served as the basis of all subsequent proposed agreements between the Governments of the States concerned. We would point out, however,
that the resolutions of the Commission which fix the apportionment of the, water
between the States of New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia were based on
what has since proved to be erroneous data, more particularly in so far as concerns the
respective contributions by New South Wales and Victoria. The principles underlying Principles .
. resoIutIOns,
'
. t h'IS R eport, wereunderlying Its
therr
wh'ICh are fuIIy set out I ater on ill
resolutions.
1. That Victoria and New South Wales should divert proportionally to the
contributions then deemed correct,
2. That'there should be a navigation period-July to January-allowed to
South Australia, the upper States diverting all pver 337,000 cubic
feet per minute; and a' non-navigation period, when all over 70,000
cubic feet per minute might be diverted;' and that the Cumberoona
and Lake Victoria reservoirs be' constructed by the three States.
3, That when the rivers are locked 115,000 cubic feet per minute should be
allowed South Australia, with a pro rata reduction when the total
flow is less than 321,000,000,000 cubic feet for the year.
There were, however, no statements as to th'e date when the storages at Cumberoona The locking
and Lake Victoria should be, commenced, and no direct recommendation was made question,
that locking should he even started, although it was foretold that locking the rivers
would eventually be provided. The resolutions arrived at by the Commission, however,
were not unanimoll-s, the South Australian representative not agreeing to several of the
more important of those affecting his State; they therefore cannot even be considered
as an arrangement provisionally agreed upon between the States.
The break-up of the drought in 1903 removed'the apparent urgency of irrigation
and storage.
During the intervals between the presentation of the Report and the Premiers' Jl[urr~y w~ters
. formed a sub']ect at more questIOn
dISagreement 0 f 1907, t h e matter 0 f a sett1ement 0 f t h e questIOn
c~ed at
'C
f
d
I
-,
I
d
k'
d
vanous
PIethan one P remiers on erence, an severa provlsIOna un erta mgs were arrIve at; miers' Conall based, 'however, on the findings of the Report of the Inter-State Commission. A fcrences,
Bill to confirm the 1903 agreement was read a first time in the Victorian Parliament,
but the 1907 Premiers' agreement was the first that was embodied in a measure seriously
discussed in any of the Stat~ Parliaments. The 1907 agreement was modified in many ~~~l_907 Agree·
important clauses, and the 1908 agreement, whilst maintaining the principles of division The 1908 A _
of the waters', made it obligatory on the thre~ States to commence locking the rivers ment. gree
forthwith.
.
The principal provisions of the 1908 agreement, which are fully set out later in this Summary of
provisions of
.
R eport, may b e h ere summarized
as f 0 11ows:1908 Agree.
ment.
1. That an Inter-State Commission of Control be appointed.
2. That diversions by New South 'Vales and Victoria shall be in proportion
to contributions by these States.
3. That for twelve years, between July and January, New South Wales and
Victoria can divert 350,000 cubic feet per minute until the flow in
South Australia is reduced to 170,000 cubic feet; and between
February and June, New South Wales and Victoria can divert 250,000
cubic feet per minute until the flow in South Australia is reduced to
70,000 cubic feet per minute. When the flow falls below 170,000
cubic feet per minute and 70,000 cubic feet per minute respectively
there are to be pro rata reductions.
4. That for all time 60,000,000,000 cubic feet per annum be allowed South
Australia, subject to a pro rata reduction if the total flow is less than
321,000,000,000, cubic feet }or the year.
.
Q. That the construction of Lake Victoria storage and a complete system
9f locki;l be forthwith proceeded with,. at the three States' joint cost,

~~~ ~~'Jg~~~oDle
of discussion
on
1908
agreement

~~Jt:::~~~

AlterClI coudi,

tiOllS

f::ince

Illte~'State

In'llUry of 1002,

Tho mnsidcra·
tions have
imp~rtallt

bea.ring upon
problem te be
solved.

..
'As an outcome of. the submission of tliis agreement to the Victorian Parliament
this Commission
was appointed to reI)ort on.
. .
.
'
I. The total flow of the stream and the respective contributions thereto
. made by each of the States.
II. The considerations which should determine the allotted share of each
State to the waters 6f the stream.
.
III. The manner in which the respective shares in the stream of each State
sllould be determined, and the tribunal or authority which should
control the division of its flow and secure to each State its allotted
volume.
.
IV. The measures to be taken for regulating the flow so as to semITe the full
,.
use· of the river· for aU p1.ITposes.
.
As this is the first inquirJv that has been made into the Mm.:ray River questions
since the Inter-State Commission
inquiry of'1902,'
the result 6f• .which is the foregoing
' .
.
agreement, we would here draw attentIOn to the altered condItIons now as compared
with those that existed in 1902, not so much from the point of view of temporary climatic
difference as from the point of view of the following changes
.
'(1) The deveIopment in wheat.growing in dry areas as the result of improved
farming methods, and. the wider use of superphosphates.
(2) The unsatisfaCtory financial position of irrigation .resulting from insuf.
ficient settlement in irrigable areas.
(3) The :construction in the State of New .South vVales of the Barren .Tack
,Reservoir, and the undertaking of the North 1YIurrumbidgee irrigation
scheme.
(4) The extension of railways into the. Murray basin.
(5) The extreme necessity that has arisen of settling forthwith ~i.large number
o~ people on the land.
These considerations, all of recent origin, have no small bearing upon the problem
to be solved, and iIi many ways alter the conditions under which the Murray basin is
to be developed, from what they were d.JITing the time occll-pied by the Inter-State
inquiry of 1902. This may, in a measure, account for the variation in the findings
of the two Commissions, and in, a further measure account for this Commission recommending that the proposed agreement of 1908 be not ratified, and that a somewhat
different agreement, based upon our recommendations, be entered into by. the three
interested States with the object of developing this large and promising portion of the
habitable area of Australia.
'

, DIFFICULTIES OF THE COMMISSION.
(1) Attitude I.?lojfi(;iaM (tnd people rtf New Sozttlt Wail'.'; and Sontk A'I.Istl'alia.-.people in oUler The primary disadvantage of the Commission was
that it was not constituted
State~.
an Inter.Statebody; ,vith Inter·Sta.te powers to receive evidence and examine witnesses.
This perhaps did not seriously interfere with the Commission obtaining information
from people and Goveru1l,lent officials outside the State of Victoria, yet the fact that the
agreeme~t as entered into by the Governments of the three States was the policy of
th,e Goverument of the State during the course of the Commission's inquiry, prevented
. . any Government official in New South 'Vales and South Australia giving anything
It was impo,-, further than facts and figures relating to the question, and the Commission was unable
sible to, obtam t
bt'
, . 0 f OpmIOl1
..
.
expr!lSsiollS of
0 0
am an expressIOn
on many o.f t h e'
contentIOus
matters wb'lC h are
~~~~I~ i~o~hcr involved in the settlement of this question. In South Australia especially the obligations
states.
of. official reticence were observed with uncompromising fidelity. Under th;. circumstances the evidence ,taken by the Inter-State Commission of 1902·, and the Public Works
Committee .of New South Wales in 1906 in connexion with the Barren .Tack Storage,
embodying as they do the opinions of leading officials in the three States, have been of
ApPllint~J.ent otimmense assistance to the Commission. It was recognised that in South Australia
~g~~~r~~ .a considera.ble hostility was shown to the Commission, both by press and people, not on
breach of faIth
. was t 1lOugh t t 1lat tIe
1 provlsIOna
..
I agreement 13h OUld
in Sout!>
any personaI gronnd's, b ut becuuse It
Austra.lli>.
have been ratified, and that it. was a breach of faith on the part of the Victorian Parliament to ask for further information by means of this inquiry on the important issues
involved. That this further ~nquiry was desirable, even in the interests of South Australia itself, .the evidence that this Commission has adduced abundantly proves.
vVhilst the official attitude in South Australia and New South Wales did not
allow of all. the .inquiries tha.t we should have liked to have made, yet our visits to the
Attitude of
oIDcials and

.
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districts interested, and information obtained from those affected by a settlement of The Commission
the Murray Waters question, has allowed us all the facilities we require for coming to ~~sc:~r~:~~h:d
' d at t h
I USlons
'
by discar di ng, as far as problem
from
defilllte ConclusIOns. We have arnve
ese Q.onc
an Australian
possible, the Victorian point of view, and considering the issues involved from an Aus- stllnd-pomt.
tralian stand-point. For we recognise to the full that. recommendations based on the
wider outlook could alone be of value to the people of the three States.
(2) Unr;:;}'t(L'~n~lf af; to the i1nm::fdint(~ Ii" ultimate snccess ()f i1'rigati()n in .4 ustraNa. UnCe~taillty as
_.-The ultimate great extension or othe:L:wise of irri~ation in. the. Murray b~si,?- is ;~C~;~";:C
the cause of much uncertainty in dealing wrlih the questIOns subillltted to the COmmISSIOn; lrngatlOn,
this will, however, be gone into in detail subsequently. It is sufficient here to state that
the experience in Australia up to the present goes to show that, as far as the State is
directly concerned, irrigation is, not financial success, and that if existing conditions
are allowed to continue it can never be a success. On the other hand, the experience
of some individuals, in Australia, the experience of all other countries, and the evidt?nce
of Mr. Elwood Mead, whom this Commission recognises as knowing more about the
matter than anyone else.in Australia, give us ground for believing that irrigation will
in the future be greatly extended, and will be a financial success for all concerned. "The
difficulty due to the present uncertainty in the matter is very obvious to the CommisE!ion
and has caused our recommendations as regards public expenditure to ,be much more.
cautious than ihey would be if the irrigation question was finally settled.
(3) TVant 0/ knowled,r;e oj tlte l)()/icies ()f tlte New S()uth Wales (md South, AllS- The policies of
tnttian (Jovel'mnents in 'J'(};'f}W;t to public works ()n the LvIw'J'(tJ! 'basi-n.-This difficulty ~;: ~tl~ekn~~~~s
is necessarily the outcome of the position in which Ithe Governments and Government
officials are placed by the agreement entered into between the States' Ministries. Whilst
having nothing definite on this matter, the Commission has endeavoured to view these
. problems of other States in the light of past experience, and of the necessities 'of development in the particular area in question.
(4) UUGel'taintp as to the leg(lt n;l!~t.ts and duties fit th.e re8pecti1:e St(lte~ C01~- Ullcert"i~th as
ceJ'ned (md the C01nmom,uealt/J.-Uncertamty as to the water rIghts of the States m thIS to legal rtg t.
river system is a factor which cannot be passed over in silence in any atteI!lpt to answer
the questions that,have been submitted to us. For many years it has been, and still
is, vigorously claimed on behalf of South Australia that the States which abut upon
the Murray are riparian proprietors in respect of each other; and that the Common The South
Law of England, in so far as it regulates the riparian relationship between individuals ~o';;':!~1ii~':1.
was transplanted to Australia by the original settlers in accordance with a well-known
.
principle, and applies to these States and governs the use and enjoyment of the Murray
and its tributaries by them and their inhabitants.
..
Shortly stated; the English Common Law on this matter is as follows ;(a) When "land abuts upon a natural stream the owner of that land has The English
a right to take and use the water as it runs past him for all reasonable ~~:'f,.':rt;hls~!
purposes.
(b) "As against the upper proprietor he (the lower proprietor) has this right;
he is entitled to have the flow of the water in the natural bed of the
river coming down to him unaltered in quality and quantity subject
• only to.the right 01 the upper proprietors, such as he has against the
proprietors below him to take the water for reasonable purposes."
-Per Cotton L.J., in Kensit v. G. E. R. Coy., 27 Ch.D., at p. 130.
_
As to "reasonable purposes" it has been laid down by an eminent English Meaning of
Judge so far as concerns the case for irrigation in England, as follows ;_
;:;;;;~:S"!?l:s
" On the one hand, it could not be permitted that the owner 0.£ a tract of r:r'~~'iron.
land of many thousand acres of porous soil, abutting on one part of
the stream could be permitted to irrigate them continually by canals
and drains, an.d so canse a serious diminution of the quantity of water,
though there IS no other loss to th~ natural stream than that arising
from the necessary absorption and evaporation of the water employed
for that purpose; on the other hand, one's common sense would' be
shoc.ked by. supposi~g that a riparian o,wner could not dip a wateringP?t mto the st~ea~ m or~er to .water his ga!den, or allow his family or
hIS cattle todrmk It. It IS entIrely a questIOn of de~ee, and it is very
difficult, indeed impossib~e, to define precisely the limits which separate
the. rea~onable and permlt~ed use of the stream from its wrongful applicatIon. -Per Par~e, B., m Embreyv. Owen, 8 Ex. Rep., at p. 372.
•

•

T

a
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To the same, effect the law is stated by Lord Cairns, in Swindon Waterworks Co. v.
Wilts. and Berks. Canal Co" L.R., 7 H.L., p. 704.
"Under certain circumstances and provided no material injury is done
the water may be' used and may be diverted fora time by the upper
owner for the purpose of irrigation. That may well· be done; the
exhanstion of the water which may thereby take place may be so inconsiderable as not to form a snbject of complaint by the lower owner, and
th.e water may be, restored after the object of irrigation is answered
in a volume substantially equal to that in which it passed before."
f~!I~ra~~:~tOi

Upon this. state of the English law, it is contended on the one hand that the
Anstralian States abutting' on the Murray are iir the position of uppe,r and lower proprietors, with the same rights inter seas such proprietors have who are the subjects
of the same State; that the power t.o enforce rights as~etween States which was
formerly wanting i1'l now supplied by the Commonwealth Constitution Act;. arid that
while the States ar~ semi-sovereign bodies for most purposes t;he grant of a Constitution
in ea~h case was subject to the recognition of existing rights in the inhabitants of the
country outside the newly constituted State. On tpe other hand, it is contended that
the States have each got full sovereign powers within their own territory, and can do
what they like 'with the waters in that territory regardless of the effect upon the inhabitants of other States. Further, the English Common Law, which is suitable to a humid,
country like England, is wholly unsuitable to an arid or semi-.arid country like Australia.
" The settlers who go out carry thq law so far as it is applicable to their new situation."
-Per Lord Blackhurn, in Lauderdale Pt;erage Case, 10 App. Cas, p. 745. In addition
~g~~~~wealththe position is, complicated by the Commonwealth' Constitution Act, which provides
Con.qtitution. that while·the National Parliament has power to make laws with respect to the trade'
and commerce among th!'l States (see 51(1)), and this includes navigation (s. 98), it cannot
by virtue of this power abridge the right Of a State or of the residents thereof to the
~easonabl~ use of the waters of the rivers for conservation or irrigation (s. 100).
;o~r;;a~1rthe
, On be,half of N~w South Wales, ~t has been. claimed that as against Victoria
~;r.~.':!w c:~~~d by v]J'tue ?f ~8 & 19 V:ct" c, 54, s. 5, WhICh places the ~hole ?f the water-courst)of the
Wales.
Murray wIthm the: terrItory of New South Wales, she IS entItled to the whole of' 'the
stream.
This Commission has not been asked to report upon the legal aspect of the Murray
Waters question. The short statement herewith shows that the matters involved
are questions upon \vhich widely divergent opinions can be, and we' know have been;
given by' eminent lawyers, and we do n()t feel competent to offer an opinion upon them.
South
We cannot, however,. overlook the fact that the South Australian contention is fraught
Australian
~~~i~~ti~~t~ with immense possibilities of evil :r:ot only. for Victoria a~d New South Wales, but for
~fibilit!es of the whole develop:qlent of AustralIa. StrIctly enforced, It means that the State next
the mouth of a river can insist on monopolizing for its subjects and itself the whole
volume of the stream over and above what the people of the up river States may
require for their ord,inary needs, judging those needs by the standard of England, where
drought and aridity are unknown. We have called no evidence on the subject. This
was done by the Inter-State Commission of 1902, not, this Commission thinks, with the
happiest results. vVe have deemed it best, while stating them, to ignore these .legal
difficulties and make such recommendations, as the evidence and our own perso:t;lal
investigations on the spot justify us in making in the best interests of the States immerhisCommission diately concerned, and of Australia as a whole. vVe leave the legal difficulties to be
ffs:hr~ed,t. "settled by agreement between the various parties interested, State andCommqnwealth,
ega I ell Ie•• or, in the last resource, by the decision of a competent Court. ,Ve are only influenced
by the legal difficulties in the situation to the extent of basing upon theln- the necessity
for an amicable arrangement between the States in the interest of future sound develop'ment in the Murray basin.

States.,

C\l.

QUESTIONS, SPECl]'ICALLY REFERRED TO THE COMMISSION.
QUESTION I.-THl~ TOTAL FLOW OF THE STREAM AND THE RESPECTIVE
CONTRIBUTIONS THERETO MADE BY EACH OF THE STATES.
The

gallgings

~~~~: f,J\i)~
~ tlgw,

I\.S

As a result 'tIf the gaugings taken by the Victorian State Rivers and vVater Supply .
Commission at ,Mildura, Echuca, Albury, Jirigellic, and on the Mitta Mitta, Kiewa, .
Ovep.s, andGQ:rlb~n; and by the New South Wales Government at Albury, and on
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the Murrumbidgee at Narrandera, Gundagai, Wagga, and Hay, a,nd on the Darling at
Menindie; and by the South Australian Government at Morgan, we are enabled to
state fully, and it is believed with accuracy, the flow of the Murray and its tributaries
in past years; but it is purely a process of inference, in view of the vicissitudes of clima~ic It is ~nIf~sible
conditions in Australia~ to predict and determine what will be "the total flow of the ;~!~~l:trib:'w
stream and the respective con~ributions thereto made by each of phe States."
tlOns.
The only determination as regards the flow of the stream that we are unable The contribu.
to give is the respective contributions by Victoria and New South'Wales-to the Murray Yf~~l~~o~;nnot
above Jingellic. The evidence which has been obtained is of a conflicting nature and,be gIVen. '
no real data were forthcoming; but if the recommendations of the Commission be followed
a knowledge of this fact is not an essential preliminary to an agreement between the States.
~o complete gaugings have been taken above Jingellic 'on either side of the Murray,
and considerations of area of watersheds in the respective States above this point are
not reconcilable with what must be considered mere hearsay evidence as to the actual
flow of the tributaries on either side. We see no reason to question the conclusions'
of the Inter-State Commission of 1902 with regard to what they termed typical high,
mean, and low years, the figures for which have formed the basis for all subsequent
Inter-State apportionments. More recent gaugings as well as an alteration in the method
of grouping the various months and the selection of typical low years only to obtain
these figures have forced us to different conclusions with regard to the respective
contributions by the two States.
As the gaugings have been corrected, more particularly in New South 'Vales, Discrepancies
by observations taken in the interim, we are able to point out several important g~;::~1'::.'s
discrepancies. For instaJfce, it is clear that as there is no effective contribution to the f~isi~~~ r::t
Murrumbidgee below Hay, any additions to the flow of the Murray between Echuca ~~~~!~~n of
and Mildura, apart from the Murrumbidgee above Hay, are the result of overflows 1902.
from the Murray itself. vVe consider that the Hay gaugings only should be regarded
in estimating the contribution by New South Wales between Albury and the Darling
Junction. Confirmation of this view is to be found in the evidence of Mr. Wade, the
principal engineer of the Irrigation and Drainage of New South Wales. ' That these
considerations make important differences in the determination of the apportionment
will be seen from the following figures :- '
Compa.rison of
Taking the typical years selected by the ,Inter-State Commission of 1902estimated
•

contributions

(Figures represent millions of cubic feet.)
New South
----------------------------------------------------------------------~::I~d

Gauging

Interstate
CommiBslon's Estimate
for High, Low. and Mean
YeMS.

ActWll
of
Contribution determined
bf New South Wales ,
Public Works Depa.rtment.

Murrumbidgee, Wako91, &c., 1894 (High)
"
"
1896 (Low) ..
"
"
1900 (Mean)

528,000
108,000
203,000

Hay
f 252,814
, Gaugingsl . 50,310
t 134,159

Darling, 1894 (High)
"
1896 (Low)
"
1900 (Mean)

358,000
144,000
148,000

. di (278,646
MeIDJ?e
74,376
58,548
Gaugmgs

Gaugmg.

..
"

0

1

Such large and important differences, more particularly in the low years, necessarily.put an entirely different .complexion on the proportionate allowances for diversion
by the States of Victoria and New South Wales, if the principle of diversion in proportion
to contribution ,be accepted as a working basis. The allowances, then, in the proposed
agreement' would have been unfair to Victoria had the Commission, which was to be
constituted under the agreements of 1907 and 1908, not been empowered to amend the
restrictions upon diversions in such a way that diversions should be allowed in proportion to actual contributions as subsequently ascertained (clause 49). Again, the evidence
upon the matter prevents our admitting that the proportions fixed for Victoria and
New South Wales above Jingellic, namely, as 1 to 3, are correct; whilst the bulk of ~hecontrjbu.
opinion is undoubtedly in favour' of New South vVales contributing considerably more ~~::h,*~::~nd
than Victoria, it is mere opinion based on very unreliable data. The areas of the water- j;;;~~~ ~~~~
sheds in Victoria and New South "Vales are 1,173 and 1,430 square miles respectively, 2to1.
and the evidence of the Commonwealth Meteorologist, Mr. Hunt, and other considera.
tions which will be subsequently stated,. have.determined this··Commission to assume

f
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provisional1y only that the two. States contribute in proportion of 1 to 2 rather than
1 tQ 3 above the point indicated. Making these alterations and allowances, and
excluding the Major Creek, Campaspe, and Loddon contributions, the estimates of the
. two Commissions <;lompare as follows for the. typical mean and low years :~
TOTAL CONTRIBUTIONS BY VICTQRIA AND NEW SOUTH 'VALES 'fO THE MURRAY RIVER.
I

(Quantities in millions of cubic feet).

•

I.ow ¥car.-1890 ..

River.

Mean Year.-1900.

Ganging Station.
New South

Victorino

Wales.

17,400 I
32,517
12,703

Murray
Mitta
Kiewa
Murray
Ovens
'Goulburn
Murrumbidgee
Murray ..
Darling .',

..

34,799

28,608
55,434
50,310
74,376

Total.

Victoria.

----

-----

52,199
32,517
12,703
90,886
28;608
55,434
50,310
206,389
74,376

29,999
51,309
20,534

New, South
\I'nlcs.

. Total.

59,998

, 58,548

89,997
51,309
20,534
164,894
47,605
92,802
134,159
355,053
58,548

252,705

494,954

47,605
92,802
134,159

- - - ---- - - Total, ilicluc1ing loss

146,662

159,485

306,147

---Murray' ..
Loss ..
Diversion
Net loss'

,. Morga,ll

242,249
---

297,939.
8,108
10,300
2,192

---

424,271
70,683
16,000
54,683

I
- - _..-

----

This Commission's estimate for :Total contrihution

146,662

159,485

242,249

252,705

Inter-State Commission' of 1902 estimate. .

153,OO~ I

293,000

255,000

424,000

--_ _From these figures it will be seen' that the effective contributions of Victoria and
:&,~!r~o~l~ns 01 New South VV' ales, excluding the Campaspe, Loddon, and Broken Rivers, are, in a low
~~~~i~~~mean year, 146,662 and 159,485 millions of cubic feet, whilst the Inter-State Commission of
and low years. 1902 estimated them at 153,000 and 293,000 millions cubic feet respectively.
It willhe seen again that in a mean year the effective Contributions of the two
States, Victoria and New South 'Vales, are 242,249 and 252,705 millions of cubic feet,
whilst the Inter-State Commission of 1902 estimated them at 255,000 and 424,000
respectively.
'
.
'.:
.
.
.'
.
ReasonsJor
.
The discrepap.cy is entirely dJ;le to the differences in the Darling and Murrum!~cl~s~iscrep- bidgee figures.. The Menind~e g~ugings give the true flow of- the Darling, and Mr. 'Vade.
iri giving evidence before .this Commission, said that the discharges given for the lower
years can be guaranteed as accurate: Thl:) anomaly of the -increase in the discharge at
Morgan over that at Mildura by more than-was contributed by the Darling, as measured
at Menilldie, is possibly, to a small extent, accounted for by the discharge of Lake Victoria and the time required for water to travel between the two points. It will be seen
that there are grave errors in the gauging at one or other or all of .the three points,
viz., Mildura, Menindie, or Morgan. Only a full Inter-State inquiry can correct these
figures, but the fact remains that the recentgaugings of the New South Wales Govern.
ment go to ahow the contributions of Victoria and New South 'Vales to be nearJy equal,
on the assumption. that the contributions above Jingellic are as 1 to 2 and the gauging
at Hay is the contribution of the Murrumbidgee. It is obvious, however, any
variation in the estimate .for the respective contributions above Jingellic by the two
States cannot greatly alter the proportion of flow ~ .in any case for low and mean years
f'
the contributions can never be in the proportions assumed in· the agreement of .1908,
which decided the diversion in the ratio of 220,000 and 130,000 cubic feet per minute
for the high flow months, and 158,000 and 92,000 cubic feet p.er minute for the low
months for New South 'Vales and Victoria respectively. The figures show the con·
tributions to be more nearly equal ~ven including the Darling.
-----------.,..----------------------

"
The ~ffectivo

...

....
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ESTIMATE OF CONTRIBUTIONS BY VICTORIA AND NEW SOUTH WALES.

As it will be many years before there is any likelihood of works being designed ~:~~lJob~ year&
and areas irrigated to absorb more water than that of typical low years, we consider regarded.
that, in estimating contributions, only these years should be taken into account. vVe
are also of opinion that the years shou1d date from 1st July to 30th June, and that in
future all determinations, as far as annual flow is concerned, should be between these
dates rather than between 1st January and 31st December. In forming our estimate,
we propose to take the years 1895-6 and'1896-7 as typical low years before the drought
of 1902-3, and 1907-8 as the typical low year after the drought. The estimates of contribution by the Murrumbidgee' and Darling are taken as the gauging ,at Hay and
Menindie by the New South Wales, Government; and it is further considered that the
contribution to the Murray by the Yanko and Billabong Creeks is very small compared
with the loss in the Murrumbidgee between Hay and Murray Junction. Any contribu- Oontrib~tions
.
by t h e 'Campaspe, L 0 ddon, M'
by certain
rivers
tIOns
aJor Crce'Ic, and L ac,hIan are d'lSregarded . The are
disregarded.
relative contributions by Victoria and New South vVales above Jingellic are taken as
1 to 2; the error arising Trom this can only be small and is negligible compared with the
total flow of the stream.
The low years are important because it is impossible to imagine storages being Reas,ons for the
constructed for the next 50 years which would be designed to carry the excess waterfg,~s~~7:ration of
. .ill one or two Iow
' years. Th'd
· h or mean year to ma' k~e lip the defi Clency
of a hIg
e eVl ence contributions.
s~tisfied us upon this' point; considerations of cost make storage for a longer period
impossible. In the matter of storages, a11 that is practical is to store water during What is
the six months high flow to make up the supply during the six months of low flow. In f~:e~;;b~i in
actual use the flood-water of the winter will be applied in the irrigation work of the storage.
succeeding summer and autumn.
The years 1896-7, 1897-8, and 1907-8 have been selected as the typical years
from which deductions can he drawn as to the contributions, <;liversions, and losses in
the various States. During high years, or even mean years, there is so much water During high
availa ble for all concerned (except in occasional' isolated months) that any understanding ;;;:~ ;~!seven
. . .IS qUIte
. unnecessary, and
' d e for t hese 1f30
. Iate d mont hs WoUld there
as regar ds restrIctIon
to provi
water ISforample
all,
be to bring in so erratic a factor that it would be impossible to draw any general deduc- purposes.
tions. For the purpose of coming to any understanding between the States, which
deals with the question of contribution of water, we therefore give for the purpose of our
estimate of contribution, on the data available, the following years which appear to be
sufficiently similar and of sufficiently frequent occurrence to enable general conclusions
to be drawn from them:FLOW OF THE MURRAY RIVER AND PRINCIPAL TRIBUTARIES FOR TYPICAL

Low

YEARS.

(Quantities in millions of-cubic feet.)
Year 1896--1897.

Gaugillg Station.

Jillgellic

..

.
Albury

.
July-

River.

11,187
21,698
13,865

·.

46,750

..

Totals

..
·.
..

..

Totals

111,013

Gauging

..

Victorian
Diversions
South Anatra- Diversions

!ian
Gain

"

' ,

·
·.
·.

.. .

·.

5,526
10,540
4,158

22,373

20,224

22,373

..
..

..

,

..

36,188
,

.

Totals,

JanuaryJune,
189'7.

ll,053

·.
·.

--11,053

..

..

..
..

·.

..

4,519
11,445

·.

·.

December,
1896.

..

..

22,037
42,226

July-

June,
189'7.

..

Ovens
Goulhurn · .
Murrumbidgee
Darling
.

New South Wales.

January-

. December,
1896:

Murray
·.
Mitta Mitta ..
Kiewa
·.

Gauging
Loss

Morgan

Victoria.

..

·.

34,328
12,872

12,124
14,938

69,573

38,115

Victoria.

New South

16,713
32,238
18,023

33,426

66,974

33,426

..

..

26,556
53,671

..
..

147,201

..

·.
·.
·.

..

·.
·
.
46,452
27,810
107,688

·.

..

..

·.

4,115

..

1,149

..
..

..
..

5,264
1,000

·.
..
..

..

..

·.

..

·.

..
·.

Tota.is.

Wales.

·.
·.

·.

100,400
88,287
12,113

·...
·.
·.
254,889
259,333

..
6,246

10,708

xvi
Year 1897-1898.

I

Victoria.

- . .-

Gauging St:.tion.

I.iver,

July-

r

·.

.,

·.

Albury

Ovens
·.
Goulburn
.
Murrumbidgee
Darling
·.

20,248

Totals
GailgilJgs

Tietorian
· . Diversions
South Austra- Diversions
.liall
Loss

_.

·.
·.

·.

25,705

----

·.

6,251 ,
14,025

6,041

·.

·.

·.

3,829

·.
·.

·.

I

·.

· .'

17,741
38,895
15,373

9,775

72,009

·.
·.

35,480

·.
·.

·.

·.
·.

74,298

·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
44,993

I

·.
·.
·.
·.

169,838

183,835

353,673

·.

·.
·.
·.
·.

284,187

9,870
1,000

I ·.

·.

I

103,362 '

I

I

·.

-

·.
·.

34,881
62,948 '

·.
8,038
56,485

107,489
102,853
,4,636

35,480

·.
·.

·.

·.

·.
·.

·.

·.

·.
·.
·.
·.

·.
·.

----

·.

----

~---

36,955
46,877
---- ---- ---129,314
40,524 109,537

·.

Victoritl..

9,775

·.

·.
·.

·.
·.

Totals.
SouthWales.

New

----

25,705

4,888
10,616
4,744

28,630
48,923 .

·

June,
1898.

----

51,761

·.
·.

Jalluary-

December,
189'1.

---

, Totals · .
Gauging
·.
JJoss
·.

·.

June,
1898.

12,853
28,279
10,629
----

--------

Morgan

,July-

----

Murray
·.
Mitta ~Iitta ..
Kiewa
·.

Totals.

South Wales.
r

Jalluary-

l)cccmbcr t
1897.
---~--

Jingellic

New

-!--~--

10,870

·.
58,616

Year 1907-1908.
VictorL'l.
,"--

River.

Gauging Station:

July-

December:

JauuaryJune,
1908.

1907.

Jingellie

Albury

·.

Murray
Mitta Mitta
Kiewa

Totals
·.
.. Gauging
Loss

·.

·.
·.

13,542
22,412
17,268

·.

53,222

Ovens
·.
Goulburn · .
Murrumbidgee
, Darling.
·.
Totals

·.
Victorian
·.
South Austra-

Morgan

·.
·.

June,

1~1908._

1

·.

---'

·.
..

35,619
5,255

----

·.

3(l,261

9,177

67,342

36,261

103,603

·.
·
.
--,,-

86,027
17,576

·.

·.

·.
·.

·.
·.

·8,011
.
52,075

---- - - - 67,958

Totals.

Wales.

18,131
28,328
20,883

·.

.

New South

Victoria.

·.
·.

9,177

084

·.

31,386

119,509

69,263

·.

28,152

·.

55,~00

·.
·.

43,630
57,330

·.
·.
-,---

·.
·.
·.

·.

---137,221 288,116

---150,895
!

·.

.. 10,894
.. ;

.

I

27,084

3,965
13,300

·.

Diversions
Diversions
'

·.
·.

---- ----

·.

Loss

.
January-

·.

14,121

·.

·.
·.
·.

July-

December,
1907.

2.7:

Totals.

South Wales.

---- ----

24,187
42,100

Gauging

lian
,"

·.

New

4,589
5,917
3,615

·.
·.

:: I

.

'II 4

·.
..

8,192

~

• .,

!.

••

....

..

-

.,

.

.

...

·.

·.

·.

·.

\."

·.

.. ....

.

.

·.
19,086
],000

·.

! -/

·.
·.
·.

240,620

·.

20,086
27,410

XVll'
'l'OUT, A~NUAL FLOWS OJ..' THE MURRAY AXD PRINCIPAL TR~BUTARIES.

(All Figures represent millions of cubic feet.)
i

Murray

Year. \

at

~Iitb\

Kiewa

at

at

Jin"ellic. Tallan·
e
satta.

Kiewa.

-·~-l
1886 .
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
91,772
1892 71,709
1893 103,339
:1894 152,991
'1895 72,932
1896 52,199
1897
55,144
1898 66,241
18!l!) 55,U24
1900 89,997
63,659
1901
1!)02
25,!l13
UI0357,027
ln04 73,246
1905 86,88!)
;1906 143,470
59,423
·1907
, '1908 58,310
'1909 99,136

34,135!
81,261
36,277
80,366
65,230
68,384 i
52,855;
(13,370
87,!l87
43,491
32,517
38,834
41,377
38,710
51,309
31,300
]2,581
29,579
43,816
44,6!l6
87,469
33,250
26,111

;

Murray

at

I Albury.

1-:

15,327

; 27,438·
15,489!
r 27,1211
22,835
Ii ,889
18,787
23,0!l3 i
20,506
19,245
12,703
14,801
17,788
13,243
20,534
13,516
7,021
17,557
20(1)41
24,543
40,355
22,719
17,011

109,083
263,789
118,881
2(18,161
213,534
178,047
14(1,632
203,023
293,37(\
141,435
90,886
105,677
115,861
!)6,442
164,8!)4
IQ5,3!)2
39,030
!l7,!J74
130,471
157,!J02
26(\,230
100,077
103,457
188,4il

o :ClIS at GOUlburJ
. Cam·
at
; pfh<o;pe
~111rchi. I

W auga·

Tatro.

sou,

56,i41
25,464
62,006
50,003
35,723
48,878
71,263
82.948
43,521l
28,608
29,8(\3

and

ILoddon.

(i7,02nl
Hii,625'
80,061
158,536
128,5(;3
83,422
100,823
125,559
155,238
78,537
55,434
60,368

8,037
23,218
7,584
35(1)58
17,687
11,438
21(81)5
40,231
3;}~622

(l,667
(;,649
9,60(1

'.~08,,218401
.:~8U,'48~~I;.
19"}',45~]1_~
,
u
t1
>
47,605
32,307
(l,1l8
38,310
51,41(1
49,574
86,622
80,!)n5
25,476

\)2,802 14,Hi7
!l2,490 5,0(10
27,7;'8, 1,409
92,l90 18,314
109,227 HI, 5:37
102,33!J 11,153
158,!)55 15,000
G7,7(jO 3,000
58,711
3,000

~Inrrum. ~Iurr""

Between lIfildurn,
Darling

~lurray

Meuindic.

Morgan.

i.

,J

hidgec
at nUl'.

at

IMildum.

..
192,!H7
57,3()()
146,706
. ]()o,] 46
214,624
115,(;94
.126,388
252,814
73,475
50,310
49,07fl
4U
·',4272?>
44 >
134,159
(11,165
ll,895
52,]24
53,280
74.204
151,365
50,!l24
50,952
nO,845

Menindier and

Morgan.'

at

at

Loss.

Gain.

1
154,748
236,!l92 234,850 317,094
(51),320 :l60,1l4 747,709 171,725
81,603
354,262
55,978 491,843
642,501 161,112 697,717 108,896
67,536
576,585 483,956 1,067,007
65,6!l3
534,469 415,287 1 883,709
11,646
360,171 WO,l!n 513,024
511,987 403,329 773,034 141,523
73,1184
7S0,7n 278,64() 955,087
10U,!lll.
347,294!. 56,458 50n,951
18,107
206,38
74;376 297,939
17,545
1fl8,44]
(12,715 277,548
16,222
205,2]1
(11,308 281,787
45,405
210,50J
19,528 274,Ul(1
11,421
355,053 58,548 424,271
8,328
211,372
23,5!l5 242,321
36,983
57,517
50 93,274
31,142
216,04() 127,810 311,U66
46,850
270,5(1]
8!l,653 406,187
38,648
287,9(12
37,964 3(13,725
9,535
5UO,898 72,990 (123,900
86,478
22!),1ll7
48,986 364,142
14!),983
li!l,OOO 66,908 260,178
4(iO,5!J1
34,574

"In c"lcuInting the indicated loss and ~"in.betwcen Mildura ami McniD<lie antllllorgan, the Mildura diversions hnve been deducted fTOlli.the
, .
lliJdufl1 ftow, no account has, ho\ve\'cr, been ,taken of the Renmark diver~ions.

GeneraliziI;lg
these figures, it will be seen that the flows that can be relied upon at
Reliable flows
.
gauging
h f 11owmg gauging stations areat teo
stations.
Totnl Annual },low,

55,000,000,000 cubic feet
100,000,000,000
"
30,000,000,000
"
60,000,000,000
"
60,000,000,000
"
50,000,000,000
"
50,000,000,000
"
250,000,000,000
"

Murray at Jingellic
Murray at Albury
Ovens at Waugaratta
Goulburn at l\'Iurchison
Murrumbidgee at Narralldera
. MlJrrumbidgee at Hay
Darling at Mcnindie
Murray at Morgan

The maximum and mlmmum flows that have been reported. at these various Maximum amI
gauging points have been as follows (the minimum flows, it will be noticed, have all minimum flows.
occurred in 1902) : -

._---

----Ma.ximum.

Year.

---------- ----

Minimum.

o

i

Cubic feet.

Murray at Jingcllic
Murray at Albury
Ovens at Wangaratta
GoulbUl'n at Murchison
Murrumbidgee at NaiTandera
Murrumbidgee at Hay
Murray at Mildura
Darling at Menindie
Murray at Morgan

152,991,000,000
293,376,000,000
86,622,000,000
167,625,000,000
295,035,000,000
252,814,000,000
750,731,000,000
483,956,000,000
1,067,007,000,000

Cubic fcet.

1894
'1894
1906
1887
1894
189,1
1894
1890
1890

25,913,000,000
39,030,000,000
6,118,000,000
27,753,000,000
16,368,000,000
11,895,000,000
57,517 ,000,000
50,000,000
93,274,000,000
-

6994.

b

Year.

/'

.. -

1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902
1902

xviii:

The erratic. fiow
of the Darling.

Ari examinatiop. of these figures amply demonstrates the variable nature of the'
total annual flow. and forces us to the conclusion that the flows indicated as thereliable
flows as above set out 'must be the maximum which with complete storage can be hoped
to 1;>e made use ·of. In the. case of the Darling, since 1899 the annual flow has been
five times below 50,000,000,000 cubic feet, viz. :1899
1901
1902
1905
1907
1909

19,528,000,000 cubic feet
23,.595,300,000
"
50,000,000
"
37,964,000,000
"
48,986,000,000
"
.34,574,000,000

"

It is noteworthy, however~ that for the teri years before the' drought period beginning
in 1895, it only once fell below 160,000,000,000 cubic feet.
VARIATION OF FLOW THROUGH THE YEAR.
These figures
show the
necessity for
storage.

"
These estimates of annual flow serve 'their purpose for matters of comparison,
and with effective and complete storage would be all sufficient to determine the respective
,:' valuable" contributions of Victoria and ,New South 'Vales; still without storages
the figures are of little use, because it is only between 1st January and 30th June that
any difficulty arises about diversions; during the balance of the yeat there is always
a superabundance of water. Taking the flows in three monthly periods, in our opinion
the following :£:lows and contributions' can be relied on, and should form the basis of any
determination of respective contributions, assuming·a contribution in a ratio of 2 to 1
by New South 'Wales and Victori~ above Jingellic :.,
Low

FLOW OF .MURRAY RIVER AND 'fRIBU1'ARIES.

Mean Quarterly Flow in Millions of Cubic Feet for the Low Years lS96, 97, 9a, 99, 1901, 03,07, OS.
I

Victoria.
I

0"';

,
ij ,
Murra,y a,t Jingellic'
at Tallanga,tta
Kiewa at Kiewa
Murray a,t Albury
Ovens at Wmig(L'
ratta
G-oulburn a,t ·Mur·
chison
Murru~ bidgee at
. Ha,y
..
Murl'a,y a,t Mild uta,
Darling at Menindie
:.\furray a,t boun.
da,ry + loss
from Ha,y and
Menindie, Jin·
gellic, &c.
MlIrra,y at Morga,n
~fitta,

..

-"
.... ""

Z5

i

~~

New South WnJes •.

i~ I ;c)... ...'" ijl~ I
""'"
0

",'"

".=;

oq

'r-:l~

;

....;

0":

.s

~!!

1:'..:

...
"
"'-'"

~ai

0>=1

7,7f)0 6,900
14,000 10,500

2,000
3,600

3,200 15,400 13,900
_.
5,900

6,100

..

1,400
.,

2,700

7,700

1,400

6,000

..

17,300

36,000 15,200

..
..
..

..
..
..

..

~:-!

il

~.
.~ "

~~

6,300

4,000

.,

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

..

..

.,

..

4,700

..

..

4,600 13,200

..

..

..

.-

' 40,900

..

22,400 17,700

. ..

..

14,400' 16,500 16,000 12,900

..

..

..

4,700

..

..

..

. ..
_.

22,100

..

..

..

~]
"'0>

Totals.

5,900

..

..

78,000

..

I
i

...'-<"""

I E
...
:;...:
,:;:;e

0":

~~

.s"
""
OA

!

;~

.-

..

•13,000
..

29,700 52,200 48,100

..

"

..

~4,700

..

25,100

..

133,200
82,00.0

I
,

..
0

~~

ti§

'I~!~

20,800

..

..

35,800

..
..
..

87,000

..

6,000

9,500

..
10,000

15,300

..
..

..
..

94,500
119,300

-

-

23,000 . 20,000

..

-

37,700
49,600

54,800
37,900

.
81,000 , 46,400

I

SUMMARY.

Mean low annual flow, Victoria,
"

New South Wales

"

Tota,l
Morga,n

Mea,n low a,nnual loss

..
..

170,100,000,000 cub. feet at Jingellic, Kiewa, Tallangatta; Wan.:
garatta, and r;Iurchison
150,100,000,000
Jingellic, :nay, and Menindie
320,200,000,000 cub. feet
288,800,000,000
31,400,000,000 cub. feet.

I

These figures must be t~ken merely as an indication of what water mm be relied
on during the three months periods of the low years, and do not" take into consideration
such years as 1902. In; the. case of the New South 'Vales rivers, the quarterly flows
in the majority·of years are perhaps four times as great as those mentioned, and in a
few isolated cases ten or fifteen tim~s as great in the low period flows· indicated. A
recognition of these figures and the practical limitations alluded to will immediately Tllese figures
give the size of the storages that it will be profitable to make on'the Vitrious rivers men- ~~ditJ~!e :~;:~~:
tioned. Taking the Murrumbidgee, for instance, it will be seen that the reliabie totallleceSsary.
of theliigh period flow approximately equals the capacity of the Barrenjack ;Reservoir,
after making allowance for the Tumut River and the loss between the Barrenjack'
Reservoir and Hay.
.
.
As a comprehensive summary of the flows of the principal streams haS .never been
the tables below will give the maximum, minimum, and mean flows in cubic
feet per minute for a typical high, low, and mean year. It will be observable from the
erratic nature of the flow how impossible it will be to utilize the principal rivers to their
utmost capacity in low years, or even: in high years, without storages somewhere in their
course. They also conclusively prove the soundness of Mr. Mead's view that it is im- They show also
possible in any Inter-State agreement as to diversions or contributions to make definite !~;!e:ellt with
quantities of water a basic principle of the agreement,. and that it is necessary to have r,~e:ii,~':t~~ties
an elastic provision,' such as is· found In-clause 49 of the agreements'of 1907 and ·1908: ;bl~~t practicpublis~ed,

FLOW OF THE j\iURRAY AT JINGELLIC.
High Year-lS94.
Discharge iu Cubic Fcet per Minut,e.
Jl.fnxim";m.
January
February ..
March ,
April
May
June
July
August
September .•
October
November
December
Total flow

961,000
156,500
253,210
297,610
235,250
·784,000
715,000
668,000
1,121,000.
945,000
·420,180
389,730

Minimum.

75,680
51,820
49,040
54,600
120,330
195,000
389,730
253,210
375,120
338,610
135,830
101,420

Low Year-l 90S.
Discharge in Cubic ]i'cct per

Mean.

~laxhnum.

189,610
68,120
100,280
131,490
136,840
364,000
559,300
428,200
528,930
575,060
251,230
141,860

.
37,000
6],000
156,000
172,000
368,000
162,000
412,000
H80,000
265,000
83,000

Meau Year-1900.
Discbarge in Cubic :l!'eet per ~lillute.

~llute.

Mean.

~Maximum.

92,120
33,740
310,800
345,910
278,010
587,000
443,320
389,730
610,000
389,730
223,750
135,830

59,000
49,000
30,000
30,000
68,000
42000
, . 82,000
65,000 123,000
92,000 113,000
110,000 268,000
185,000 303,000
97,000 145,000
35,qOO 59,000

. 24;490
15,600
18,720
78,710
78,710
115,170
141,000
161,670
278,010
189,250
83,180
39,~00

40,110
21,620
88,720
157,910
135,170
219,240
211,790
244,340
418,570
303,010.
145,200
62,820

89,997,000,000 cubic feet

58,310,000,000 cubic feet

152,991,000,000 cubic feet

Mean.

MinimuID.

FLOW OF :l'HE MITTA MITTA AT TALLANGATTA.
High Year-lS94.
'Discha.rge in Cubic Feet per·lIIinute.
Maximum.
Tanuary
February
~farch

APril '
May
Tune
Tuly
August
September ..
October
November
December
rotal flow

224,170
66,700
137,000
177,370
88,
509,
509,0.
420,900
546,200
546,200
203,500
137,000·

Minimum. \

57,750
39,230
37,170
41,130
63,710
80,100
103,000
152,140
203,500
172,330
84,470
77,150

Mean.

Low Year-1908.

I

Discharge in Cubic .~'ect per Millute.1
, Jl.faximum. ,j.

Jllinimnm. I, Mean.

85,370 50,000 . 11,700 24,000
49,300 38,000 11,700 18,300
9,800
8,100
57,000 11,700
8,900
7,100
74, 890 13,300
9,200 25,100
76,070 57,000
209,430 91,000 15,500 49,800j
249,510 137,000 32,000 54,000
264,340 84,000 53,000 61,000
372,630 157,000' 60,000 118,300
352,220 349,000 91,0°°1 128,900
122,170 88,000 57,000 65,300
. 88,0l0 53,000. 13,300 30,700

87,987,000,000 cubic feet

1

26,100,000,000 cubic feet

.

Mean Year-1900.
Diseharge in Cubic It'eet per Minute.
Maximum.

29,000
29,000
100,000
100,000
328J60
413,700
272,200
50l,600
328,160
167,280
105,000
70,000

Minimum.

I

29,000
12,600
12,600
66,000
44,000
66,000
91,000
100,000
152,140
100;000
70,000
38,000

filean.

29;000
16,930
42,950
90,870
87,070
135,550
118,170
194,040
201,940
118,880
84,000
48,160

51,309,000,000 cubic feet

"

xx
FLOW 0]' THE KIEWA AT KIEWA.
----------------~-------------------.-

High Year-1894.

Mean,

Maximum. ! Minimum.

1
January
February
March
. April
, May
June
.July
August
September ..
October
November
December
Total flow

.

i
1

25,860
12,300
48,200
48,200 .
29,650
109,780
118,700
100,870
128,800
148,900
109,780
83,600

Mean

: '

Dileharge in Cnbie Foot per Minute.

Discharge in Cubic Feet per Minute.
, Maximum,

16,010
9,080
8,140
9,770
8,140
17,070
26,750
15,000
22,400
19,270
36,340 , 72,980
81,210
44,330
61,530
87,380
91,960 105,640
91,960 120,520
25,860
71,170
22,4001 39,950 .

29,506,000,000 cubic feet

48,200
23,400
8,200
6,300
65,200
52,700
113,000
61,500
119,000
139,000
84,000
23,400

Minimum,

Maximum.

MinimUJIl·I __ Moan.

5,100
7,200
6,700
5,100
5,100
10,500
19,300
22,000
52,700
48,200
28,400
7,700

Year-lO~O

Discharge in Cubic Feet per Miuute.

21,350
6,790
57,850
68,880
48,200
118,700
109,780
94,920
112,750
100,870
54,170
21,000!

16,448
10,932
7,087
5,707
18,587
24,000
38,419
31,300
86,950
88,084
45,897
13,535

2,340
20O·
800
21,350
21,350
21,000
22,400
22,400
46,910
61,530
20,660
10,9301

Mean.

9,280
3,750
23,810
36,650
29,550
41,550
49,380
54,860
78,620
87,870
35,610
15,620

20,534,000,000 cubic feet

17,011,288,000 cubie feet

FLOW OJ<' 'I'HE MURRAY AT ALBURY.

High Ycar-lS04.
(Victorian Gauging.)

January
February
March
April
May
Jm.ie
July
August
September ••
October
November
December
Total flow

I Minimum.

751,0001
145,000
345,300
462,800
302,200
1,071,700
1,593,500
1,152,500
1,872,000
1,628,400
791,000
450,400

Mean.

Maximum.

132,000 279,820 232,500
?4,500 113,020 187,200
84,500
161,630 . 54,000
118,200 220,590 61,800
140,600 203,230 196,800
275,600 559,330 153,000
394,000, 842,000 592,200
532,000 765,520 483,600
663,500 1,060,500 583,800
537,300 1,093,970 894,000
280,000 456,980 422,400
194,500 251,000 177,600

264,383,000,000 cubic feet

Miuimum, :

46,800
54,000
33,600
29,400
31,500
44,400
105,000
264,300
244,800
322,800
182,400[
131,800

High Year-lS94.

Millimnnl.

January
February
March
April
May
,June
July
August
September .•
October
November
December
l'otal flow

345,000
627,000
457,000
658,00.0
598,000
273,000
118,000

9,370
8,200
8,790
13,600
18,600
56,400
126,000
258,000
251,000!
207,00°1
65,400
42,550

i

90,9001
73,500
45,840
36,480
93,600
86,880
235,56°1
389,160
431,100
500,940
262,800
107,880

1

iu Cubic Feet per Minute.
Minimum.

Maximum.

118,200
49,000
335,500
398,800
423,000
931,000
931,000
678,100
811,000
513,000
340,400
179,700

42,600
23,600
23,600
127,400
132,000
171,000
275,600
293,200
503,500
360,100
158,000
72,000

Mean.

63,22C
30,57C
113,37C
219,49C
227,19C
306,92C
446,29C
431,74C
597,53C
463,150
250,580
115,29C

143,654,000,000 cubi.c feet

WANOARAT'!'A.

. Low Year-190B.

Mean Ycar-1900.

1Discharge in Cubic Feet per l\[inute.

Discharge in Cubic Feet per Minute.

Mean.

16,810
9,96
14,410
32,150
41,940
183,010
315,970
334,770
388,100
333,650
149,230
93,390

82,948,000,000 cubic feet

Mean.

103,457,000,000 eubic feet.

FLOW OF ·THE OVENS Al'

Discharge in Cubic Feet per Miaute.

3 Discharge

Discharge in Cubic Feet per ;\linute,

Discharge in Cubic Feet per lI!in;,tc.
Maximum.

1Iloan Year-lOOO.
(Victorian Gauging,)

Low Year-1OOS.
(New South Wales Gauging.)

f,raximum. Minimum.

56,000
6,400
4,700
3,830
31,700
184,000
291,000
138,000
210,000
164,000
67,000
26,000

Mean.

4,
15,800
3,830
5,300
2,950
3,600
·2,950
3,200
2,950 10,200
7,000 52,900
50;500 109,700
59,000 80,700
87,000 143,900
67,000 100,500
22,200 39,400
6,400
13,600

25,476,000,000 cubie feet

f

lfaximum.

5,130
4,020
42,550
68,300
102,000
418,000
406,000
541,000
465,000
171,000
53,500
18,600

lIfinimum.

3,000
1,940
4,020
13,600
25,800
25,800
94,000

110,000
171,000
55,000
15,600
6,460

Mean.

4,090
3,050
11,940
39,970
56,450
106,820
168,620
266,570
275,320
106,010
31,530
10,960

47,605,000,000 cubic feet
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FLOW OF

GOULBURN AT MUROHISON.

High Year-J8M.

Low Year-190S.

Discharge in Cubic Foot per Minute.

~"'m=._. MID'.nm_l_
Tanuary
8'ebruary
I,;Iarch
A:pril
\Jay
June
July
itugust
September "
October
November
December

192,000

Discharge in

Cubic feet.

42,000/
10,800

16,500.
9,800

~,448

1,2001'
23,300'
155,000
169,200
212,400
250,500
171,700
79,400
2],90.0

~4,900

~,~o.O'

21,000
60,330
77,500
174,750
174,750'
306,250
127,750
46,500
20.,900

584,000,000
155,238,000,000

88,784,000,000

7,492,000,000

3,434,000,000

584,000,000 /
58,711,000,000

584,000,000'
92,802,000,000
AND HAY.

MONTHLY FJ,o'w, IN CUBIC FEET, PRR MfNUTE OF 'r:a;E <MURRUMBIDGEE AT
'Lo'w Year-190S.

')Iean Year-1900.

DiE charge' in Cubic ]'eet per Minute.

])iscll"rge in Cubic Feet per Minute.

High Ycar-1894.

Discharge in Cubic Feet per )finute.
N Il.rrandera.

January ..
286,200
February .. 210,780
March
335,520
April
740,400
May
368,400
June
512,700
July
1,113,660
869,700
1,146,540
591,780'
November
328,020
December
196,380
Cubic feet.

Hay.

N"rrandem.

220,080
190,920
154,380
475,380
514,020
436,320
693,780
961,260
906,000
651,480
409,020
141,680

47,940
27,860
15,780
8,400
34,080
79,860
150,780
189,800
359,280
230,640
114,960
62,940

Discharge in Cubi? Feet pcr Minute.
)laxiinum.

Jauuary
February
March
April
:\,Iay
JUl~e
July
August
September ..
October
November
December
Total.flow

249,000
205,200
. 531,600
759,000
, 875.400
892,800
870,420
826,200
633,000
500,220
455,100

-

Minimum.

828,000
639,000
526,2001
408,000
253,500,

....- ...., - . Mean.'

271,860
187,080
128,460
378,000
663,060
826,560
875,460
857,7001
744,380
571,020
429,860
383,580\

278,646,000,000 cubic feet

20,220
15,960
.10,620
82,140
97,920
432,300
808,320
411,660
500,000
448,380
189,300
87,960

20,160
9,480
31,260
134,460
173,940
555,300
988,620
407,100
597,780
371,520
169,140
104,100

60,420
25,920
17,340
9,180
22,380
47,700
102,420
181,800
267,720
231,120
125,820
65,640

Cubic fMt.

Cuhic feet.

Cuhic feet.

156,910,000,00°1

rotal flO\v 295,035,000,000 1252,814,000,000 5!3,107,000,OOQI

High Ycar.--1894.

Hay.

. NarranJlern.

Hey.

Cub:c feet.

Cubic feet.

~----- ..

13,050 .,
8,000
10,350
84,310
146,290
178,740
318,530
463,050
460,010,
210,350
85,220
37,830-

Cubic feet.

50,635,000,000

'832,000,000

-Moo,._

9,4001
6,500!

110,580
450,000
537,000:
638,0001
984,200,
577,500!
313,0001'
138,750
54,00.0.

[Cubie feet.

153,822,000,000

"

Feet per Minute.

_I """,,m '--",",,,,-n_~I_.""n:_J 'fu,""n"':cl .',',,". :

74,650 112,00.0 14,90.0
27,700 14,900
7,200
~6,g90
8,600
6,500
01,340
7,900
6,500
67,290 91,000
7,200
219,880 455,000 14,000
567,000 340,000 91,000
1374,480 612,000 73,000
754,540 432,000 128,000
661,380 286,000 112,000
233,450 156,00037,500
121,1301 63,500
7,200

42,000

49,500
18,3001
48,000
~3,500
88,000
32,400
146,0001 . 36,0001
'429,750 101,500
1,f23,520: 203,000
1,070,600 408,500!
1,488,200 423,000
1,;359,000 357,330
427,500 119,0001
233,330.
86,5001

rotal
discharge during year at
Murchison ..
Diverted into
western main
channel
8jvoporation
from storage
above weir ..
Total

Moo,

Moan Year-1900.

I Dlsclmrgo in Cubic ~'cot por Minute.

1~~)159,000,00()

J,ow Year-~908.

)Iean Year-1900.

Discharge' in Cubic Feet per Minute.

Discharge ill Cubic Fect per )1inute.

Maximum.

Millimilln.

Meau.

102,540
49,680!
59;440
600 16,320
241,200
115,020
511,800 241,200 380,040
594,600 283,80° " 490,440·
269,400, 48,120 132,600
,45,180 19,020 26,460
34,800 14,5801 22,440
149,400 14,5801 97,800
223,200 61,38° ,14 7,780
93,720
8,400 34,200
21,300· 4,8001
7,800
66,608,000,000 eubjc feet

~llIxhnum.

Minimum.

Moan.

3,840
240
420
27,120
51,980 .
133,380
82,080
56,940
23,760
28,680
150,300
405,0(}0
473,400
491,700. 277,800 425;040
93,72° 137,160
266,400[
12,6001 58,380
134,88°1
11,2801
3,300
1
58,548,000,000 cubic feet
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FLOW OF THE MURRAY AT MILDURA.
-<.

-.,

-

~.

f

••

.-

.
Higll Year-1894.

];ow YeM-1908.

Mean Year-1900.

Discharge in Cubic Feet per :Mlllutc.

Discharge in Cubic Fect per Mmute.

Discharge in Cubic Feet per Minute.

'.

-

January
February
March
April
May
Ju~e
J lllv
August
September
October
November
December
• J

·.

·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
..

·.
..
·.

Maximum.

IIIinimum.

1,200,000
642,700
409, 600
484,000
723,200
927,000
1,401,600
2,350,000
2,952,300
3,249,800
3,186,600
2,637,100

552,000
414,400
310,000
314,700
489,700
751,500
927,000
1,420,000
2,425,000
2,481,200
2,558,700
1,917,000

1

Mean.

.
.
Maximum. : Minimum.

702,500
514,950
342,300
413,960
605,200
829,160
1,171,750
1,771,190
2,772,910
2,887,700
2,724,350
2,335,HiO

347,000
160,000
94,000
61,000
90,000
190,000
495,000i
604,000
752,000
809,000
766,0001
591,0001

Cubic f~et.

Total passed
down river
Pumped from
river
·.
disTotal
charge for
year
·

170,000
81,000
64,000
42,000
44,900
90,000
129,000
347,000
507,000
744,000
584,000
195,000

Mean.

266,350
104,590
71,710
50,040
55,f,20
141,730
389,193
509,387
602,286
778,290
703,366
373,419

Cuhic feet.

354,302,000,000

178,287,000,000

606,000,000

751,000,000

1,258,000,000
,

750,731,000,000

lIrean.

67,500
49,400
148,000
51,890
49,400
58,700
36,870
28,300
49,400
44,900 141,870
244,000
469,000 244,000 400,570
590,700 366,000 516,250
960,700 571,300 749,630
1,438,500 977,600 1,275,130
1,374,100 1,218,300 1,269,340
1,620,200 1,383,300 1,532,670
1,620,200 1,021,000 1,405,210
1,029,700 352,000 602,470

Cubic feet.

750,125,000,000

.

llinimum.

Maximum.

.

179,545,000,000

355,053,000,000

I
FLOW OF THE MURRAY AT MORGAN.

High Year-1894.
M onth.

Mean
DisCharre in
Cubic eet
per Minute.

Total Discharge
in Cubic Feet.

Low Year-1908.
lIlean
Discharge in
Cubic'Feet
per Minntc.

Total DiScharge
in Cubic Feet.

I

Mean Year-l\lOO.
lIlean
Discharge in
Cubic Feet
per Minute.

Total Discharge
in Cubic Feet.

-

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Octob er
Nove mber
December

·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
..
·.
·.

·.

Total discharge
for Year ..

2,102,000
1,171,000
711,000
570,000
864,000
1,217,000
1,486,000
1,756,000
2,500,000
3,125,000
3,300,000
2,950,000

93,833,000,000
47,218,000,000
31,739,000,000
24,667,000,000
38,569,000,000
52,574,000,000
66,335,000,000
78,404,000,000
108,000,000,000 .
,139,500,000,000
142,560,000,000
131,688,000,000

..

955;087,000,000

347,000
275,000
100,000
280,000
389,000 .
425,000
420,000
535,000
672,000
872,000
966,000
650,000

..

14,985,000,000
11,505,000,000
4,464,000,000
12,117,000,000
17,372,000,000
18,370,000,000
18,752,000,000
23,887,000,000
29,035,000,000
38,928,000,000
41,726,000,000
29,037,000,000
260,178,000,000

249,000
85,000
28,000
85,000
373,000
506,000
714,000
1,093,000
1,598,000
1,731,000
1,778,000
1,406,000

..

11,150,000,000
3,427,000,000
1,249,000,000
3,692,000,000
16,656,000,000
22,370,000,000
31,891,000,000
48,814,000,000
69,060,000,000
77,270,000,000
76,785,000,000
61,907,000,000
424,271,000,000

RELIABIL.ITY 'OF THE GAUGING.
Gauging is
eBsential. to
proper U116 of
riven.

Obvio1lS

errors

I.n tho gauging••

During the course of this inquiry attention has been closely d:ifected to the methods
and results of the gauging on the Murray system. Gauging is absolutely essential to the
proper use and regulation of a river system such as this is. The Victorian gaugings
on the whole appear to have been carefully taken for many years, and those of New
South Wales are now satisfactory. So far as concerns those of South Australia, we only
have the official records.
In considering these gaugings we have met with obvious errors. It has already
been pointed out that the Morgan gaugings show for a number of years considerably
larger quantities than the combined Menindie and Mildura gaugings, in spite of the
fact. that there must necessarily be losses 'due to evaporation, seepage, and diversion.
'Ve have had no opportunity to test the accuracy of the Morgan and New South Wales
gaugings, but £>,s the latter have been recently made there is every reason to· believe
them to 'be accurate, more particularly those on the Murrumbidgee, and those taken
in the low years on the Darling. It is quite possible, however, that some high flood
watetis not recorded on the last-named riv_e_r_._ _.....:.:._..:.;.:.._.;.:.~-:;.;."...;,,;.;.;.;;..______.....____....__
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The Commission has ascertained in. the case of the Victorian gauaings
that until an
crodss,slectlit~~S
e'"
ve Oc
recently the cross sectional area of the stream, and the mean ,velocity, :ver~ taken twe~ty ~e~~c:~k~~ 20
years ago. The State Rivers and Water Supply CommiSSIOn have Instltuted a se~les YOatHgo,
of regaugings which, in some cases, disclose important differences, as the follo:\i1llg
figures submitted by Mr. Checchi, whom we believe to. be a most zealous and relIable
officer, will show.
.
1",8

COMPARISON BETWEEN DISCHARGES OF MURRAY RIVER

AND

PRINCIPAL' VICTORIAN

TRIBUTARIES, AT

GIVEN STAGES, ACCORDING 'ro l',ABLES IN US:I<~ AND AS RECENTLY MEASURED, IN" CUBIC FEEr PER SECOND.

:From
Tables
in use.

Height
on
Ga.ge,

-Murray River ,

---------

Jingellic

\

"

.

"
"
"
"

"
Albury
Echuca
Mildura
"
"
"

"

"
Kiewa

Kiewa River

"

,

Mitta River

"

Tallangatta

"

"
Wangaratta

Ovens River
Goulbum River

,,'

Murchison

"

----

°1li
III
°

,',

percentage, Difference.

--- ----

feet. inches.

3i
1.
4
810
10 11
12 2i
2 6!
3!'33
1'87
7'14
10'54
17'24
25'58
0 O!.2 9!
5 41
011
2 71
4 2!
-0 3!4 Ii
'48
448

Recently
Measnred.

I'

366
1,800
5,233
10,616
11,766
15,000
958
895
1,023
2,558
8,210
12,591
24,133
48,750 .
106
442
1,608
135
1,037
1,775
55
1,187
117
1,050

323
1,676
5,395
10,017
11,991
15,838
854
1,070
1,309
3,019
' 9,356
13,684
25,437
51,100
95
467
900
177
861
1,959
52
1,207
86
1,006

1
7
4

5'6
1'9
5'5
11
19
28
18
14
8'7
5'4
4'8
10
'6
44
31
16
10

5
2
26
4

.
The most important discrepancies are those' of Mildura, and they, in a measure, Th~re are
explain the anomaly in regard to the apparent gain in the flow of. the rivers between ;;,'l~~~;"ncies
Mildura and Morgan, after allowing for the addition due to the Darling River.
at MIld"r",.
The readings 'for the year 1902 are as follows :Total Discharge. ,

Murray, Mildura ,.
Darling, at Menindie
Murray, at 'Morgan·
Apparent gain
Probable 1088
Discrepancy

57,517,000,000 cubic feet
50,000,000
"
93,274,000,000
"
35,707,000,000
"
10,000,000,000
"
45,707,000,000
"

It is hardly possible that an error of nearly~Opercent. should occur in the Mildura
gaugings, and it would certainly appear that the Morgan discharges are exa
ated,
but to what extent it i~ impossible to even guess. The measured errors at ldura so
far indicated show that apparently the readings have been 5 per cent. for high flows
and 28 per cent. for.Iow flows in excess of the probable truth, and that the errors are the
largest at the low (and that is the important) periods of flow. 'Ve do not suppose that There i.
. aII years suc,h
'
'mto t h e 1\,1"ild
1"
prohably a
In
serIOUS
percentage errors h
ave crept
m ura, 1\,morgan,
and ·dl~ereplJ.l1er
'
. h
. II
f
.
between ~11Idura.
prob a bly oter
b gaugmgs as m t e exceptlOna y low, year 0 1902, but we thmk there and Morgan ,!f
is quite possibly an ,annual discrepancy of perhaps 30,000,000 cubic feet between l\:t:lldura t~~r,oo,OOOCUbl~
and Morgan gaugings. Such errors as have been measured are sufficient in themselves
to show that there are not enough reliable data to allow of definite and fixed quantjJ-,ies
of water being made the basis of any agreement between the States.

,<
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..
Oil page XVII., the loss and gain, after allowing for the Darling infl~'w, betwe~n
Mlldura and Morgan are shown. The probable diversions between these two points'
. are 1,000,000,000 annually-a quantity which is small compared with the discrepancy,.
and 15,000,000,000 cu~ic feet can be taken as th~ loss by evaporation, &c. The tables:
show discrepancies varying in amount from gains of 154,748,000,000. and 106,911,000;000
cubic feet to a loss of 141,523,000,000 cUbic feet in one year.' Between 1891 aI).d 1894'
inclusive there was a total loss of 300,000,000,000 cubic feet, or an average of
, 75,000,000,000 cubic feet per annum (every year registering a loss): Since 1895, with,
the exception of two years, there was a gain varying between 7,000,000,000 and
106,000,000,000 cubic feet per annum. 'Whilst it is possible for the river between Mildura
and Morgan to receive seepage water which has been percolating underground from
the mo;re elevated portions of the Murray Basin, the large loss one year, and the equally
large gain another, go to show there must be lq,rge errors in the, gaugings. The re·'
gauging at Mildura conducted this year points to an error of 13 per cent. in the flow
;
of 1908 as calculated bv
., the old tablesFlow after deducting Mildura diversions by
tables of old gaugings, .
178,287,000,000 cubic feet
Flow after deducting Mildura' diversions by
tibles of new gaugings
.. ' 200,862,000,000

"

;h~,~'\1~~~;~~,

This ,error is not in i~self .considerable, but it helps to satisfy us as to the unreliability·
of
Mlldura as a gaugmg s I t e . '
" ,
gfiugnJg sta.twn.

an

is

unreliabl~

As the provision of 60,000,000,000 cubic feet per annum for South Australia
is one ,of the most important clauses in the agreement, and as it is not an unwarrantable
assumption that the price that the upper States paid for the reduction to this figure i
from 75,000,000,000 cubic feet was theimm~diate locking of the whole of thl? rivers,
analysis of the Mildura, Morgan, and Menindie ga,ugings becomes of.the utmost import-ance. It will be seen that there are discrepancies between the three sets of gaugings,
of as much as three times the whole amount allowed South Australia under the agreement.
The small annual loss inq.imited between Menindie, Hay, Jingellic, Wangaratt8J, Murchi-'
son, &c., and Morgan seem to confirm the impre~sionthat,·the Morgan ,flow has
been ,somewhat exaggerated.
S,qITABILITY OF MILDURA AS A GAUGING STATION. .
A gauging
sta.tion' higher
up the 8M'ea.m

Mum l\Iildliru.

.110uld bo
(:\losen.

We think Mildura is not a suitable site for a gauging station, and recommEmd'
that a suitable site'be selected higher up the river where the influence of the Darling.
'
is not a disturbing 'factor.

In evidence the 'Commission as~ertained that a rise or fall (of considerable extent)
in the Darling wa~ accompanied by a rise or fall in the water level at Mildura, and that
actually water was'seen flowing up the Murray past Mildura when this river was low'
and the Darling high. As tar as calculating the discharge at ~ station goes, having
once measured the mean velocity for several heights of the river, the gauge reading is
.made the measure solely of the discharge with an ordinary stream. Having no large
tributary comir:.g iI!. below, this mea~me is cori'ect until the stream should alter the cross
The effed of
sectional area of its channel. Anv rise at the gauging station due to the backing up effect
~~~~~~Td:;~~~3 Oil of a Darling flood would be m~~sured as a~ increase in ~he dischaT~es if the, original
tables were made out from gaugmgs taken wlth a low flow m the Darlmg. If the latter,
howev:er, were taken when the Darling was high, then the discharge at Mildura would'
be depreciated rather than appreciated.
The facts that in the years when the Darling has been high, i.e., when the gauge
re.:.dings at Mildma would, be exaggerated, there have usually been losses, and that
when it is low there are apparent gains, go to prove the conclusion that the Darling flow
influences the gaugings at JHildma. If the Darling were high when the stream velocities
were measured twenty years ago the cont~nued gains during the past ten years are thus
easily 'explained. As, however, the quantity of water passing into South Australia
must be anirripor-tant factor in any arrangement, these obvious large errors SflOUld be
.
subjected to close inquiry before any definite quantities are fixed.
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CONDITIONS AFFECTING THE FLOW OF THE STREAM.-LOSSES DUE TO PERCOLATION
AND EVAPORATION.
Th~ losses due to these two causes vary considerably in the different rivers, and
in different ·.portions of the same river.
.
I.-PERCOLATION.

Percolation.
For instance, in the confined valleys of the upper portions of the str~am, both
evaporation and percolation (more .particularly percolation) are very slight .indeed,
'and what water is lost by seepage usual1y finds its way into the stream again at some
.
rock bar across its, course. Where, however, the stream flows through the plains of the ~~::ol:!tion is .
Murray Basin, and its channel intersects the strata of sand, the percolation becomes ~h~s~1:[:~le in :
very considerable, ro.oreparticularly as a much larger wetted surface is exposed than
where the streams flow rapidly in their upper reaches. Where the water resulting from
this percolation flows to has not been determined, although its only outlet can be in the
vicinity of the coast between Mourit· Gambier and the Murray mouth. It has been
suggested that the apparent increase of the flow of the Murray between Mildura and
Morgan, as ilJdicated by the gaugings, may be due to this percolation water finding its
way into the river again. This may be true to a very limited extent.
In connexi()n with loss by percolation, a very important point made before us ;~ie~e~.:d °rn
was that much of the ,vater used for irrigation finds its way into the stream again. If ~t~~~~~o~S~~'1~hO\
this theory is correct and is applicable to our local conditions, it must have a considerable ~~l~~~~~~ion:
bearing upon the maintenance of the stream's flow. Mr. Mead seems to have no doubt Mr: !dead'.
about the soundness of the theory. ," That irrigation," he says, "augments the low opinIOn.
water flow of the lower reaches of a stream is an abundantly verified fad, the reasons
for which are well understood. While the immediate effect of dive:t:sion for the purposes
of irrigation is to diminish the contemporan~olls flow of the stream, continued diversion
soon produces a different result. In the process of time the water perc9lating from
cana]s arid spread over fields saturates the underlying material an? gives a permanent
bod.y of ground water, )Vhich forms springs and converts dry water-courses into running
creeks or rivulets, and this finds its way back, to the main stream and tends to equalize
the flow. The high water flow is diminished, but the low water flow is augmented.
It is the usual experience .that the continuation of irrigation increases the volume
available for irrigation on the lower section of a stream. On. many American rivers
there are now more irrigation canals on the' lower reaches than could have been maintained on these streams when irrigation first began, and irrigators on the lower sections Theaverago
of streams now encourage excessive diversions above flood waters. The amount of the~~~~~~jng to
· t ed'In fl OO\!l._1 seasons w1llC
' h returns to t h e streamepen
d
ds on t h e WI'dth 0 f large
JlIr. Mend.
of ofn
wat er d lVer
Humber
the irrigated valley and the character of the underground strata, but the average of a ~~~:"" is one·
large number of 'streams is about one-third."
In the course of the, argument in a case to which frequent reference has been
made in this controversy, The State of J{ansas v. The Btat60f Oolomdo, before the Supreme
Oourt of the United States, counsel made the following statement :" The result bears out the testimony of the experts who tell you that the ~~~:~~n view.
use of waters in irrigation tends to replenish the stream and to equalize the current in
low water periods, and that the plowing up of the soil increases its power of absorption, and instead of tlie water falling up'on the dry plains, as upon a hard pavement and
dashing off into the stream and disappearing in a few hours to be of no use ever afterwards, it is retained and ~bsorbed in the soil and gradually released' into the stream.
Not only is that done when heavy rains descend on the plains, but we take the waters
out of the streams and put them into reservoirs, using the flood waters for that purpose. We take the natural flow of the stream and irrigate the lands with it, and a
large part of that water returns again to the stream, maintaining a steady flow
which never had a possibility of existence previous to irrigation."
Mr. Mead also testified as'ljollows ;,.;.;"

, "That percolating water 'will in time become practically constant,~it will vary much
less than ,our rain-fall, or the surf~ce contributions, and its effect will only be on the
lower portions of the riveT, the upper portions will depend upon the surface flow .
. . "as time goes on our soils will become pretty well saturated, and we wilI be .able
to carry through a Ytlar with much less surface water than we can now."
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Again, he said, with reference to the Swan Hill district :-'
"I am quite sure that in all of these irrigated' areas, as soon as irrigation
beco'mes systematic, the lower grounds will become saturated and either
, there will be natural drairiaae, or you will have to provide. artificial
drainage."
fIe also pointed out that these were places which showed signs of saturation
already, and that there the water would have to go somewhere soon or the land .would
become water-logged. ' In his opinion, this return water would not become sufficiently
impregIl;ated with salt to damage the general flow. Experience only will show to what
extent this theory of return water will apply on 'the Murray. No d.oubt as the land
gets saturated in proximity to the stream, the water, will tend to find its way back. 'Ve
may assume ,that some at any rate of the irrigation water will ret-urn. Both at Mildura
and at an abandoned South Australian settlement we saw indications of this actually
taking place. 'Ve were informed that'in the South Australian case' the flow back continued for a long time after the water had been applied., 'Ve are satisfied that in areas
where the irrigation is near the stream, or on a tributary water-course, the flow will gain
from this source.
1:)

Reasoltl! for
believing that
some of this
water will
return.

,

, H.-EVAPORATION.
Evaporation is

~~ir.

consider-

The evaporation in the'. Murray, Murrumbidgee, and Goulburn Rivers? where
they pass through the plain country, is very considerable, more particularly during
the floods, when much of the flow gets into swamps, billabongs, &c., where it is retained
and evaporated. The loss on the Murrumbidgee, between-Narrandra and Hay, from
both percolation and evaporation, is usually 'about 13,000,000,000 cubic feet, or '0005
per mile. On the Murray, during the ten years 1892:-1902, it has been estimated by
Mr. Checchi to be '0004 per mile between Albury and Echuca. Considering these percentage losses, together with the losses shown by the gauging, it will be seen tha,t a, very
considerable portion of the water entering the non-contributing area is lost. An example
of this is seen in the 'Lachlan River, which only iIi exceptionally high years discharges
'
water into the Murrumbidgee.

.

'

,

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF THE VARIOUS CONTRIBUTING STREA~,[S •
. THE' MU~RAY ABOVE JINGELLIC. '
The Upper

~~~~lution,

According to the, evidence of Mr. H. S. Smail before the Commission of 1902
the following is a comparison of the contributing areas of the two States'
'
New South Wales.

Comparllion of
watersheds.

•"

Total area
Heavy snowed area
Slightly snowed area

1,430 square miles.
360 '"
170

Contribution. at Jingellic

43;993 cubic feet

Victoria.

1,183 square miles.

Bo'wen Mountains.
Mts. Gibbo and Pinnabar.
11,574 cubic feet per
minute.

per minute
Percentages
..
79
21
:aeaso~ for
These figures, which were the result of the only 'reliable gauging that had been
~~~~~~~t~~ven done, go to show that New South 'Vales cQntribution is four times that of Victoria, but
::!~ec~~!i._ it must be remembered in considering these figures t4atslon of 1902.
Th .
.
1.
e nver was very low at the tIme.
2. The year had been an exceptionally dry one.
3. The greater part.of the water gauged was the result of melting snow and
seepage; the time of the year of the gaugings-September and
Octo ber-'-being ,the m.onths of maximum snow melting and seepage.
4. That the areas being nearly equal, and the minfall being probably little
inferior in Victoria to New South 'Wales, the direct runs-off as a result
of'rainfall are more nearly equal.
In the matter of total a~nual rainfall the low river or snow-melting flow is small
in total compared with discharge of floods after heavy rainfalls, and of these (ex;cept
for recent gaugings on the Swampy Plains River and Indi) no gaugingshave been
fnhl~!n:e~~~ ~~~ taken on either side of the :Murray. As there can be no large diversion from the Murray
~~~~[deration. into either State without an Upper 'Murray storage, it is only the total annual flow in
low years that needs consideration. Recognising these facts, the Commission thinks that,
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for the present, an allowance of 2 to 1 in the case of New South Wales and Victoria
contribution above Jingellicwould be a fair allowance subject to further' gauging. The
Commission, however, considers that in times of very low river, without any' storage,
the proportion of 3 or 4 to 1 is a reasonable assumption. .As far as concerns the intrinsic
value of water, and in the absence of a storage reservoir, the New South Wales contribu- !fO;~::~h~Ne~
tion is greatly superior. to Victoria's above Jingellic. The watershed of this portion ~g~:b:'~~": U!
of the Murray basin is the highest in Australia, and contains the snow area of Kosciusko th~';:' ;~~t~~l~,s.
and Kiandra. The surface, with the exception of the small river fl&ts, i,s necessarily
steep, and is constituted of the older rocks, like the granite schists and silurian slates
and sandstone;,!, which are very impervious; for these reasons the percentage of run-off,
is very much higher than in any other part of Australia, and varies between 39 and 55
per cent., and the rainfall between 29 and 48 inches. As far as records show there are
considerable areas of the higher lands with a rainfall up to 60 inches.
THE MITTA MITTA AND KIEWA RIVERS.

These streams have drainage areas of U)90 and 434 square miles respectively. TJ;te Mitta and
The annual rainfall on their watersheds varies between 29 and' 49 inches, and the run - !f:~ibutions.
off is between 24 per cent. and 44 per cent. ~'
'
The combined mean monthly flow of these streams gets as low as 15,000 cubic
feet per minute during the months of February, March, and April in some dry years,
although in most years it is considerably greater. Dming the six dry months, JanuaryJune, the usual average low flow per minute would, however, be 35,000 cubic feet per
niinute.
•
There has been only one site for a storage reservoir selected on the Mitta Mitta, Stomge ,in the
. viz., at Mooronjong, but no survey has been made to indicate either its capacity or Mltta ~lItta.
cost of construction. Pending the construction of this reservou-, however, the average
discharge of these streams, for the low period of flow, .may be taken at 35,000 cubic
.
feet per minute.
. THE OVENS RIVER.

vVba:t has been said in regard to the Mitta Mitta is equally applicable ~o the'!,hn;r?;~n~n.
Ovens. W'lthout storage its really effective contribution to the useful waters of the
Murray is its summer flow, and in provision being made for the utilization of its waters
only the summer flow in low years can be reckoned on.
.
As far as this Oommission has been able to ascertain, no economical storage site
is available on the course of the Ovens River, and for the purpose of indicating the value
of this. stream as a supply for irrigation settlement the following table is inserted :TYPICAL

low

MONmLY

GAUGINGS AT WANGARATTA.

Cubic feet per minute..

------- ---_.December, 1907
January, 1908
February
March
April
May

JunE?

20,000
15,800
5,300
3,600
3.200
10,200
52,900

Total cubic feet.

-----1,105,000,000
707,000,000
218,000,000
159,000,600
139,000,000
456,000.000
2,286,000,000

Th~ minimum flows per minute on par~icular days, it will be seen by the tables
already gIVen, are considerably less than the amounts above stated, so that even to
supply an average of 3,200 acre feet for the niont~ a storage would have to be provided
of some capacity tO'make up.the daily variation of flow.
THE MURRUMBIDGEE RIVER •

. ' . The water forming this river is mostly derived from the Kiandra tableland; the The '
prmClpal source of the Murrumbidgee :Bows from the eastern slope, and its principal ~lurrumb~dgce
contributIOn,
tn'b utary-,.-th e Tm,nut R'
,lver-from the western slope.
,
. T~ere i~ no effective contribution, to the river below Gundagai, and above this
town It IS estImated that the MurrumbIdgee and Tumut rivers contribute practically
equal quantities of water to the lower r i v e r . '
.•

..
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The physical features of th~ .watershed are ve~y similar to those of the Upper
31urray. .Its .area above Gundag~1 IS 8;400 square mIles, and the run-off for. ordinary:
dry years varIes between 4 and 5 mches, although for 1907-8 it was under 3 inches, and
in 1902 only 1 inch. The rainfall varies between 20 and 60 inches over the watershed
the average 'being .[Jrobably about 25 inches.
. . '
. _ The river miters the Muxray Basin plains at Narrandera, between which place,
and Hay the Ipngitudinal gr~Ldient is 10 inches per mile, thence 5 inches per mile between,
Hay and Murray Junction.
, A little dist~nce below Hay the river periodically floods over its banks almost·
as far as Balranald, the area subj ect to this inundation being some 1,250 square miles.:

17w flmo
~~~~l'bidgCC
rcccilt',l been d
proper Y gaUlle .

r:l the

111lt1Tumbi[~g'ee

River.

.
Although the height of the Murrumbidgee has been observed for a great number.
v '
of years, it is only during the last few years (since 1905) that itlJ has been properl
' J
gauged.i
.
.
. The loss behveen Narrandera and Hay varies between 22,000,000,000 cubic feet
(1900) and 13,000,000,000 cubic feet (1896)-typical high and low years-and, according,
to the evidence of Mr. L. A; B. 'Vade before the Inter-State Commission of 1902, the
quantity diverted through the Yanko Creek cutting varied between 12,821,000 and
2,560,000,000 cubic ifeet per annum for typical high and low years .

.

The

~aYFor reasons already explained, this Commission considers that the Hay gaugings:

'E~uf~~~~~l:om~ as supplied by the 'Public 'Vorks Department of New South "Vales, should be take~
Murrumhldgee
contribution.

as t h e contrI'b"
utlOn 0 f t 1le ':1./1'
l'uurrumb'd
1 gee, a lth
. ough the·'1 osses due to t h e fl.00 d'mg of;
the country about Maude and Balranald must be enormous.

It is unnecessary to detail the variation in the:'flow of the Murrumbidgee from
day to, day or month to month, as the regulating effect of,,the Barren Jack Reservoir
will put·the flow of the river under comple~e control. It is sufficient hereto state that
control. naturally the winter flow duxing the months of July" August, September, October, and
. November 'has always been over 100,000 cubic feet per minute, except in 1902, and in
most years is 150,000 cubic f~et per minute during these months. ,.

Barren J a e ! , .

:;~t:elli~ir will
~':r':~l.:1'~:gCO
nndor

Figures sho\\ing

~l~r;~~~~i~~c~,e

~~;~~d

In order to ,show the value of the Murrumbidgee contribution to the supply of the
Mildura-Renmark irrigation area during the critical months, the following figures give
the flow in cubic feet per second at Hay:-:-

Settlements

'
---------------------"-------------I
nfarch.
Fehruary.

lIming oritic,,}

months.

L~---.

Year.

r

---_._------1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904.
'1905
1906
1907
1908

.

·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
·.
·.
·.

·.

·.

·.

·.
·.
·.
·. ,

·.

·.
·.

·.
·.
·.

·.

:

·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
·.
·.
·.

)1aximum.

~-----

Minimum.

Mean.

..

Maximum.

Minimunl.

---

I----~

2,780
740
1,615
4,600
370
402
740
435
150
. 3,175
.310
310
1,792
620

Mean.

1,415
453
670
100
130
80
240
180
20
518
80
130
733
289

1,935
497
945
546
223
235
413
281
52
1,308
195
195
1,176
432

1,582
),000

7'1:0
3,980
150
580
4Hl
180
272
673
431
],903
700
431

820
472
472
305
55
40
165
115
16
350
55
130
4075
225

1,074
584
608
824
95
177
204
139
62
499
177
591
552
289

There is probably a mean loss' of foo cubic feet per st:cond between Hay and the
Murrav Junction, so it will be seen that the flow into the Murray must become very
small indeed at some periods, and it appears that Mildura and Renmark must have had
to rely on the Murray for water in the critic~l months of March and. April. It would
probably take three .weeks for water to flow from Hay to the Murray m summer,

·
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THE GOULBURN RIVER.

This river in point of flow is practically identical with the Murrumbidgee, as .the ~~~t3~~~ro~~
following figures will show :FLOW IN MILUONS OF CUBIC FEEl'.

Year.

1896
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908

Goulburn at
llIurchison.

llIarrumbidgoe at

78,537
55,434
60,368
66,850
68,497
92,802
92,490
27,753
92,190
109,227
102,339
158,955
57,760
58,711

92,431
63,666
61,282
59,011
60,024
156,910
79,461
16,368
70,291
63,061
88,051
176,417
60,697
58,107

Narrandera.

Below these gauging stations: however, the losses due to evaporation, seepage, and Losses in
flooding are very much larger in the case of the Murrumbidgee than the Goulburn. The :;~~~~;n~~gi~
distance from Murchison to the Murray is 110 miles, and from Narrandera 466 miles, GouIburn.
and, owing to the flatter gradient, higher temperature, and much larger area 'of flooded
flats, the losses are probably at a rriuch higher rate oli the Murrumbidgee than on the
Goulburn. The dry' period flow of the Goulburn is, however, superior to that of the
Murrumbidgee.
"" "
.The Goulburn rises in the Victorian Dividing Range, about "Wood's Point,where
the rainfall averages 60 inches. The hill contributing portion of its watershed ends at
Seymour, and from there onward the river flats and plains widen out.
THE

vVAKOOL

AND ED.WARDSRIVERS.

It will "be noticed that this Commission has totally disregarded all gaugings on ~'heWal(Oolalld
the Murray between Albury and l\fildura, and it has taken the V'iew that any ~:~~~~!,r;:rld
water that flows out of the Murray and then into it again should not be counted as as contnbuoors.
a contribution by, the particular State through which it, for the time' being, passes.
The Commission 4isregards therefore any contribution by New South Wales between
Albury and the Murrumbidgee Junction by means of the Wakool and Edwards, notwithstanding that ·the Inter-State Commission of 1902 did estimate and include the
Wakool flow as a New SO\lth Wales contribution. .
'Vhat incluuing the Wakool water really mears is that as a certain amount of The ~"'kool
both New South Wales and Victorian water overflows into this river, via Tuppal and other ~~~t~~l:rg~rt~~~v
oreeks, certain Victorian water is actually counted as a contribution from New South llIurray.
Wales, and certain New South Wales water is counted as a contribution by New South
Wales twice over. To follow the inclusion of Wakoolwater asa contribution by Ncw
South Wales to its logical conclusion the Commission considers that it would be equally
reasonab~e to include water which passes through the numerous branches of the Murray
between the Murray andWodonga as a Victorian contribution.
.
The Commission therefore has taken the Murrumbidgee flow at Hay as the contribution of that river to the main stream. The loss in the 235 miles between Hay and
the Murray Junction should balance any water finding its way into the Edwards River
through the Yanko Creek.
THE DARLING RIVER.

"

There is a general similarity between all the other tributaries of the l\furray 'l'he 1)arling
that is not shared by the Darling, which rises in the semi-tropical ranges of Queensland, ~~:~tr~l:~~~:~.
and is subject to the heavy and sudden monsoonal rains, which sometimes cause high ~~~e~~l~~~m llll
fl.~ods d~ui~g t~e summer months o~ the y~ar. There a~e, h.owever, a number of large ~~~~~~~ ~::'i~a
trIbutarIes m New South Wales, whICh, whIlst not contnbutmg any summer flow, may, "
cause floods during the winter months. Owing to there being two spurces for the Darling

xxx
flood, and both of them being very uncertain, the flow of this river is extremely variable,
sometimes flooding in the summer months aIidsometimes in the winter, though perhaps
more .frequently'in; the latter.
, It is Ii no~iceable fact that since the drought of 1902 the annual flow is always
very much less than the smallest recorded flow prior to that· date. The gradient ,of the
Darling from Burke to -Wentworth, a distance of nearly 1,000 miles, is under 3 inches
per mile, and for long reaches is considerably less. As. there is no contribution to the
stream the losses b~tween these two towns must be very great, and at Menindie the river
ceases to run frequently. During the last twenty-four years phere was for longer or
shorter periods no flow in the river for thirteen years, the longest periods of no flow being
July, 1888, to April, 1889; April, 1901, to June, 1901; February, 1902, to December,
1902, inclusive. It is these long periods of no flow that render the Darling dependent on
, storage reservoirs if its waters are to be used for either irrigation or permanent navigation
by locks.,'
.
Taking the contributing area of the D!trling at 100,000 square miles', with an
annual rainfall of 2'4 inches and 100,000 square miles of non-contributing area at a rainfall
of 12 inches per annum, t~e run-off, taking~ the discharge of the Darling as 100,000,000,000'
cubic feet, is only ~'8 per cent. of the water which falls in the contributing area and
1'2 per. cent. of that which falls over the whole area, which is estimated on the above
assumptions to be about 8,500,000,000,000 cubic feet.. vVhat proportion of the
8,500,000,000,000 cubic feet evaporates and percolates respectively it is impossible
to say. One thing'is certain, however, and that is that more percolates back into the
river again, and, owjng to the ridge of old non-permeable rocks crossing the river between
Cobar and Broken Hill, the greater, part of the water falling on its watershed that percolates below the surface must feed the artesian basin of Central Australia, whilst that
which percolates underground on the area south of Wilcannia goes to feed the sub~
artesian waters of the Murray Basin.
.
NON -CONTRIBUTING STREAMS.

In addition to the streams mentioned there are a number of streams which are'
quite unreliable in their contributions to the Murray. They are situated in Victoria
contribntorsand
d 1.,
~T
. cause
1
.. ' I I
'
should be left an
ew South -UT
vv aIes an d are set out In
32 0 f t h e provlSlOna
nter- S
tate agree~~!JJera.tiOli. ments of 1907 and 1908, under which clause they were very properly treated as
non-effective.
.
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QUESTION II.-:-CONSIDERATIONS WHICH SHOULD ,DETERMINE THE ALLOT'rED SHARE
OF EACH STATE TO TJIE WATERS OF THE S'rREAM.

After giving plUch thought 'to the question; ~e have come to the conclusion that
the considerations.that should determine the share of each State in the water of the
Murray River are the following :~
1. Proportion
(1) ConSIderations on the basis of contributions by streams flowing through
to contrihutions.
the particular State to the Murray River.
.
2. On btlSis of
(2)
-Considerations
on
the
basis
of
needs
of
the
States-from
the
point
of
view
needs.
of(a) The irrigable area of land in the States.
(b) Its relative suitability for irrigation whether by reason of
easy access for the water of the stream, or by reason of
the nature of the soil, or by" reas~m .of the use to which
this area could be put for purposes other than those of'
'irrigation.
'
3. On ba.sis 01
(3) Considerations on the basis of use and enjoyment or vested interest in
use or yes Led
interest.
the water, as far as irrigation and navigation are concerned.
4. On basis of
(4) Considera~ions on the basis of the extent to which a particular State
probn.hle use.
is .likely to use the water provided by the construction of works,
&c., within a reasonable time.
A combination
In making our recommendations upon this subject, we have felt that not one
of these
c;onsidern.tions but a combination of these considerations should determine the share to be allotted
is ne,cessary.
to, each State. From various aspects, all have an important bearing on the interests
of Australia. aS,a whol~,andthe considerations of the needs of the various 'States forwa.tel:

Oonsiderations

• t.o determine

sha.res.

I
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should be given the utmost weight. For it is only by utilizing the waters available
for such portions of the three States concerned as .will give the fullest return for the
water used, and the money expended iri its conservation and distribution, that the best
use can be made of the :Murray and its tributaries.
(1) CONSIDERATIONS' ON THE BASIS OF CONTRIBUTIONS BY STREAMS FLo\VING THROUGH
THE PARTICULAR STATE TO THE )I{URRAY RIVER.

. Tru's Commission deems it to be of the utmost importance to Australia that any Any agreemont
· cond'ItlOns,
.'
be adapt.
h Iways changmg
arrangement come to sh a11 b e a d apta ble to tea
and t he one must
ableto.changing
motive of any understanding between the States should be rapid and permanent develop- condItIOns
ment of the :Murray Basin, not as·regards one State alone, but as regards the whole area
which is capable of development. The basis of the agreements hitherto proposed and of The hasis of
the resolutions of the Inter-State Commission of 1902 on which they were founded, was ~~t;.~;I~~~~
. Iy t hat 0 f mak'mg certam
' . a11owances t 0 South Aus t ra lia, and th en a11"owmg V·IC- H1bsequent
resolutIOns and
SImp
toria and New South "Vales certain diversions in proportion to the contributions of these agreements.
States without any regard as to whether th(3 allowance made to any State or. States
is or is likely to be used to its full, or even in part, for many years to come, if ever, and
without any regard for the fact that other States may have great need of it and are
prepared to put it to profitable use. The basis of deterI1.1ining the shares by ,contr~- Shar,es in pro·
butions must,however, be of primary importance. While it has its obvious defects ~g~~~7btl\iollS.
it has much to recommep.d it; for by means of regular gauging the ascertainment of
contributions becomes almost mechanical, and the basis itself gives a recognition to
territorial rights, which accords with generally accepted views and a sort of natural
justice. It was approved by the witnesses we examined, and, as already stated, accepted'
by the State Governments. Unfortunately, the principle is not applicable to South
Australia, which is not a contributor to any appreciable extent.
RELATIVE QUANTITIES OF WATER .ALLOWED NEW SOUTH 'VALES AND VICTORIA UNDEl~
· PROPOSALS.

I

-

·.

Total

·.

·.

·.

292,000

146,006

66.6

33.4

·.
·.
·.

60,000
180,000

60,000
67,000

..

..

·.
·.

240,000

127,000

73.6

'26.4

·.
·,

220,000
158,000

130,000
92,000

62.8
73.6

37.2
26.4

"

.

·.

ex Darling

"

"
"
Six high months 1908 ..
·.
"
",
"ex Darling
Six low. months 1908 ..
..
ex Darling

"

"

·.
·.

·.

.
·.

Typical mean year 1900

..
..

60,000
86,000

This Commission's estimates of eontributionsTypical low year 1896 ,
.'.
·,
ex Darling
" 1908
"
" '
, .
·,
"
"
ex Darling
.

"

Vict<Jria.

60,000
232,000

,

"

New South
Wales.

·.

Provisional Diversions adopted by 1908 Agreement
For Seven High Months
·.
·.
For Five Low Months · .
..
·.

"

Victoria..

·.

·.

·.

Percentage.

·.

For Five Low MonthsFroni the Upper Murray
·.
·.
From Darling, Murrumbidgee, or Goulburn
Total

VARIOUS Al.lowances
under varlollB
proposals.:

Cubic Feet per Minute.

,New South
Wales,

Diversions proposed by the Interstate Commission
For Seven High Months- ,
From the Upper Murray
·.
From Darling, Murrumbidgee, or Goulburn

THE

,

.

,

.

,

.

·.
·.
·.

---

I

I

Millions of cubic ,feet.

·.
·.
·.
·.

158,886
84,310
156,732
89,824

150,000
150,000
146,745
146,745

51.8
35,7
52
33.7

48.2
64.3
48
66.3

·,
·.

253,000
194,000

250,000
250,000

53
43.7

47
56.3

·.
.

87,469
72,636
69,263
17,188

115,359
115,359
,31,386
31,286

43.1
38.5
69
35.4

56.9
61.5
31
64.6

'"

·.

·.

I

The quantities
\"ar.r from

month to
month.
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,
The relative actual quantities of water contributed by Victoria ~nd New South
Wales are different every year and .every month in every year. Clause 49 of the agreement gives power to amend the restrictions to diversions, so that they shall be iIi the
same proportion as the contribution to the Murray River and its tributaries from their
respective territories, provided always that the volume
the channel of 'the Murray
R~ve.r at the eastern bound~ry of South Australia shall be as provided, it being permISSIble for the State of New South 1Vales to contribute part of its quota of such volume
from the Darling River.

in

It has been abundantly proved by- the figures, submitted to this Commission
and included in this Report that the diversions allowed Victoria and New South vVales
by clauses 30 and 31.in the 1907 and 1908 agreements are not (by laTge' quantities) in
proportion to their respective contributions. Although their variation is provided
for in the agreements it is not specified whether it is the high, low, or mean year contributions, a portion of which is to be deemed the diversion right of the State. Whilst
it is not specifi.ed in cla.use 49, it is assumed by this Commission that the provision to
amenc!. the restrictions is merely to provide for any errors there may be in the gaugings
on which the proportions specified were based rather than to provide for a continuous
variation in proportion of ' restriction hom month to month and from year to year, as
it is laid down.in clause 44 that the relative payments for the locks shall be in proportion
to, the diversions, which shall be in proportion to the contributions.

The requirements of irrigation are during the months of lowest How, particularly
March and April, and it has been seen that the winter or annual flow of the stream
is no 'measure of what the flo,,, will be during. this critical period, which is the only
period, as far as this Commission can see, that there is any necessity for one State to
restrict its div!3rsions in the interests of the other. If complete storage were pr.ovided
on all streams for, say, minimum years,' then the total flow for the year could be regarded
as the effective contribution, but unfortunately storage even for minimum years is.
possible only on a few streams, and is likelY,to be, carried out on still fewer.
(2) CONSID~RATIONS

BASED ON THE NEEDS OF THE STATESFR01f THE POINT OF VIEW
OF-

(a) The Irrigable ATea of Land in the State:

.

"

The. evidence taken conclusively· proves that there is far more land suitable
available for an for irrigation than can be irrigated and provided '.iVith water.
It is apparent, therefore,
r,he irrigable
land.
that a division of waters between New South Wales and Victoria on a basis of contribution only cannot be supported as strictly logical, and the Board which controls
Wide <liSCl'ctiOll the: river shpuld be given wide discretionary powers in allotting t1;te waters to each
shouldhegi'cn
State , particularlv
in low
Veal'S In anv
aQTeement
onlv
to
the Boa-rd.
J"
.
J"
.;
0
'" the bo'uiding 'principle should
be laid down for the Board to follow.
\Vatel' is not

-L

I rriga,ble ::u'ea

in Victoria.

•

The 'following portions, of the evidence bear on the question of the area of land
available for, irrigation : Mr. A. S. Kenyon, in evidence before the Inter~State Commission of 1902, page
gives the following estimate in respect of which he said, in giving evidence before
us-" My experience since then has not been such as to modify that estimate."
12~,

" For the purpose of estimating the total area of land suitable tor il'l:igation
within the ]\.furray Basin within the State of Victoria, it is adv:sable to form three
classes-(1st) irrigable river flats in the mountainous, districts; (2nd) river flats which
are liable to submergence, and are to a certain extent naturally irrigated; (3rd) the
most important class, l::J,nds suitable for irrigation, forming the' plains' of the various
river valleys.
" In all the, areas given, de~uction is made for roads, &c.
, ~' The annual volumes of water to be reserved are calculated upon the following
basis :-One-half of the area is assumed to be irrigated each year, the depth of watering
is estimated at 12 inches for the year's w&tering, .and an allowance of 50 per cent. of
the total volume reserved is made for losses in convevance and distribution. In the
case of the flooded river flats, however, provision is m~defol' watering the whole area
each year, as practically the whole already enjoys' an annual watering, but as no provision is needed for losses, the volumes to' be reserved per unit of area remain the same.

...
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"ifhe following table gives the areas of the varIOUS classes and the annual
voJumes of water to be reserved for each locality:Mountainous
lUvcr Flats.

Name.

.-

·.

~fitta

·,
·.

Kiewa ,
·.
·.
Ovens
·.
·.
Goulburn and Broken
Campaspe ·
·.
Loddon
·.
Lower Murray (riverfrontage
Hill)
·
·.

.
·.

.

Total

·.

·.
·.
·.
·.

·.

- ·.
·.
·.

·.
·.
·.
below Swan
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.
·.

.

2,000
2,000
1,000 :
1,500
4,000
2,000
12,000

..
24,500

Totl'l Area.

River Plains:

i

Annual
Volumes to bc
Reserved.

---

, Acres.

Acres.

Upper Murray

Flooded
River Flats.

..
..
1,000,
2,000
90,000
1,000
70,000

Acres.

Acres.

'
'

..
..
..

300,000
1,800,000
300,000
1,000,000

I

Millions 01
Oubic Feet.

2,000
2,000
2,000
303,500
1,894,000
303,000
1,082,000

87
87
87
13,220
82,503
13,199
47,132

60,000

300,000

360,000

15,682

224,000

3,700,000

3,948,500

171,997

The total area is, approximately, 4,000,000 acres, whose irrigation requirements
amount to 172,000_millions of cubic feet of water per annum. The annual contributions
to the flow of the 'Murray River from the streams in the State of Victoria total 284,000
millions of cubic feet in an average year, and 157,000 millions for a minimum. As the
flow at the measuring points for these contributions would be considerably less, owing
to natural losses', than at the required points of oft-take for irrigation, it is reasonable
to assume that tlie ultimate requirements of this State, for irrigation within the Murray
valley, can be supplied by Victorian streams, even in minimum years. The requirements
for domestic and stock supply are relatively so small as not to need separate consideration; they would not aggregate more than 5,000 millions of cubic feet per annum."
In giving evidence before us, Mr. Kenyon stated that" 50 per cent. of the irrigable
area is as much as might be expected to be. irrigated annually." That would reduce
the total volume required to about 180,000 millions of cubic feet, assuming that this
50 per cent, namely 2,000,000 acres, were irrigated annually, and in respect to this he
says-" The 180,OQO millions of cubic feet that ·is required for the irrigation of that,
is greater than the streams at our disposal will supply. The total flow of the Rive!
Murray, a portion of whi~h belongs to us, and the tributary streams in our territory
is about 150,000 millions of cubic feet, somewhat less than the requirements of the
total area already stated."
,

It may be observed, in passing, that the difference between the water requirements in the 1902 and 1909 evidence js due to the fact that the table given above does
not· refer to half the irrigable area only being watered.
Mr. Elwood Mead, in his statement before the Commission, page 8, gave as hiE> Mr. Mead's
estimateviem.
"The catchment area of the Murray includes 414,253 square miles, or over
250,000,000 acres of land: Of this, the following areas are irrigable, if the water for this
use can in any way be provided:-"New South Wales
Victoria
South Australia

43,542,000 acres.
4,000,000 "
2,700,000 "

"The whole of this vast area is semi-arid. Without the use of the river for
irrigation it can only support a scanty population. It can only produce crops of l~w
acreage value, and the conditions of life must always lack the attraction which comes
with a plentiful water supply for irrigation. On the other hand, there are few countries
:w~ose. agricUltural and horticultural possibilities equal thos~ of this valley under
IrrIgatIOn."
6994;
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f'lnuth Wales.

The estimate by Mr. Wade of the irrigable area in New South Wales,. before
the Inter-State Commission of 1902 (p. 292), WaS given in the following table :,
lRRIGABLE LAND AND QUANTITY OF

W A'l'ER REQUIRED FOR SAME, A~OWING
QJ,' 24 INCHES PlilR ANNUM.
I

Name of District.

Irriga~e

Square

Darling River
Macquarie River
North-westerly of Laehlan River ,
Between Lachlan and Murrumbidgee
Between Murrumbidgee and Billabong Creek
Between Billabong Creek and Murray River

area

Miles.

28,120
6,860
14,905.
"
2,816l 10,931'
8,115J
7,219

FOR FLOODING 'J'O " DEPTH
'

Irrigable "rea
in

Acres.

Qnantity of Water
required in
Cubic Foot.

17,996,800
4,390,400
9,539,200
6,995,840

1,597,881,216,000
382,493,648,000
83i,055,i04,000
609,477,580,000

4,620,160

402,508,339,200

68,035

This g'ves a total of 43,542,000 acres, but, of
nearly 18,000,000 acres are
on the Darling, while, roughly, 11,000,000 acres are in proximity to the Murray and
Murrumbidgee.'
.
Mr. Jones' views
In
the
evidence
of
Mr.
Jones,
of
South
Australia,'
before the Inter-State Comns to South
:r~~~ralia's
mission ofl902, he stated (see page 213) that there we:re "450 square miles of river flats 30
feet above low water in the river;" and as regards the nature of the soil, "it is a heavy
clay unsuitable as a rule for fruit cultUre, but more or les~ adapted for the growth under
irrigation of grass, cereals, and, to a smaller extent, onions, potatoes, and crops of that
sort-I say to smalle;x:tent, because it i,s to a large extent composed of mud, which is
too cold and poor to be of any great USEl." "How far it would prove to be well
suited is a matter for experience to decide. So far as th'e experienc~' of Renmark and
one or two other settlements goes, it will not grow fruit; they have abandoned the flats
for fruit culture, and are using them for other crops, of which they in some cases get
very good ones, and in others very poor ones. It would be difficult to determine the
proportions, as a considerable area of the lower flats wO,uld be Hooded by the locked
water. For the most part these flats are now only submerged by a moderately high river,
and we do not look upe)ll them as rich arable land; they are not at all like the richer
flats about Wellington, which derived their soil from the 'decomposition of reeds, flags,
and other vegetable matter. The soil of the upper flats is largely of a mineral character,
incidentally, I might say, something like the soil of the Wentworth Irrigation Settlement in New South Wales. I put in plan-[Exhibit 118}....:showing 2,500,000 acres
,coloured pink, representing a width on the south and east side of about 10 miles, and
on the north and west side of about 12 miles. The levels of the latter are up to
160 feet ~above low water of the river, and those of the former up to 120 feet, a good
deal ofboth being of very much less height. Of that area, fully 1,000,000 acres, ranging
up to 110 feet above low-water of the river, ~s excellent soil, well adapted for theculti-,
vation of fruit and all other products which are so successfully grown at Mildura and
Renmark, and compares most favorably with the best soil in those settlements; it
is a good sandy loam, of great depth, with a varying subsoil, moderate clay in some
places and calcareous in others. That this lift of up to 110 feetis.in no ,vc,y prohibitive,
the evidence of :!VIr. Stuart Murray with regard to Mildura shows, in which he states
that the lift at that place is up to 90 feet, and that the cost, including pumping and
management, is less than Id. per 1,000 gallons. At Renmark the lifts vary from 30
to 65 feet, and the entire cost of pumping (three lifts), including managemerit and
maintenance, is Id. per 2,000 to 3,000 gallons;. under these conditions irrigation operations in connexion with fruit culture are eminently successfuL The people of Renmark
are well able to pay 20s, per acre per annum, and get a substantial profit, as is proved
more clearly every year. It has been my professional'duty to obtain fully the facts'
with regard to Renmark from its inception, and T say, without fear of contradiction,
that the settlement is now a pronounced success, particularly on the higher and sandy
land, and that the charge of 20s. per acre per annum is not felt to· be too heavy a
burden by any means." ,
'
Mr, .Tones on
With regard to the 1,000,000 acres above referred to, when asked what area
r!~~1~;ments. was of the quality of Renmark land, Mr. Jones subsequently stated-" I cannot, forecast what' may be done in the future, but I think under present conditions 250,000
acres would he a reasonable estimate."
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Mr. Jones' estimate gives a total of 538,000 acres, but from what we have seen of
the conditions in South Australia, and from the information we have been able to obtain,
we think 200,000 acres is the limit of South Australia's irrigable area~
It cannot be too strongly insisted that, though there are these irrigable areas in
the various States, the water to irrig~te them is not available.
We did not feel competent with the facilities at our disposal to make any but a
casual inquiry into the practicability of irrigation schemes on the Murray Basin. To
illustrate our meaning, the limitations. of the streama~d. th~ necessity for st.orag:,
we include the following table. Allowutgfor the present rrngatIOn schemes of VlCtor~a
to increase to their possible extent, from the point of view of the works already ill
existence or in contemplation and of the water available, the following are estimates of Estimllte of
the maximum possible diversi~ns .of water for irrigation by that State.
.
h It is to be under1 ~~:~~m.
diverslons by
stood that these figures are estImates based on the assumptIOn t at very comp ete proposed or
,
h b
'1 d . h
b'
t
present scheme
storages have been constructed. The table' as een compi e WIt care, ut It mus in Vlctorja.
be understood that the figures are largely a matter of sll;f,mise:VICTORIA.-POSSIBLE DIVERSIONS BY PROPOSED AND PRESENT SCHEMES.*

-" --------------------.....:----------Total Area
provided
approximately
• with 2 feet
per Annum.

Scheme.

.

Acres .

·

·

AprilJune.

July- '
September.

OctoberDecember.

JanuaryMarch.

8,000
8,000
500
250
370
40
700
160
180

16,000
8,000
2,000
1,000
1,500
1,600
3,000
340
350

16,000
2,400
1,200
1,800
200
3,600
800
1,100

8,000
4,000
800
400
600
70
1,350
320
360

33,790

27,100

.15,900

ToW.

--------

MURRAY RIVER SETTLEMENTS.
Ovens Junction · .
·.
Kow Swamp
·.
.
Cohuna \
·.
·.
Koondrook
·.
·.
Swan Hill
·.
·.
Nyah
·.
.
.
Mildura · .
·.
·.
White Cliffs
·.
·.
Private .
·.
·

·

Millions of Cubic Feet.
---------

·

.

480,000
200,000
57,000
28,500
42,700
19,100
86,500
15,200
19,900

-----

948,900

Total
Average Victorian contribution to lVlurray above Goulburn Junction, Low Years,
see page xviii. ..
' ..
GOULBURN
..
..
"
Flow, Low Year :.

18,200

..

.'

48,000
20,000 .
5,700
2,850
4,270
1,910
8,650
1,520
1,990
94,990
::I. • •

'.

·.

45,000

'31,200

8,400

16,500

101,100

700,000

8,000
36,000

27,000
15,200

27,000
4,600

8,000
13,200

70,000
69,000

26,200

60,790

54,100

23,900

164,990

81,000

46,400

13,000

29,700

170,100

·.
·.

Total requirements
..
Total average Low Years
Contribution
.. 1,648,900

-----

r

I

'" Schemes supplied by the Campaspe, Loddon, and Wimmera. Rivers are not included.

'~I

(b) T·he relative Suitability for I.rrigation" whether by reason of easy Access to the W ale'/ Suitability of
of ~he St:eam, or by reason of the Nature of the Soil, or by reason of the Use to ~~~ei.n vario
whwh thtS Area could be put for purposes other than those of Irrigation.

. , .The factors determining the relative suitability of land in various States for Certain facto
ungatIon are"
~~~r::.
1. The character of the soil.
2. The cost of delivering water to the land.
3. Proximity to markets.
4. Use which the land can be put to for purposes other than ,irrigation.
5. Whether the la:q.ds are alienated or not.
. . .The area ?f irri&able land, as we have seen, greatly exceeding the area for which
rrngatIOn,,:ater IS avaIlable, t~e only sound policy must he to select for ,irrigable use
the mos~ SUItable land. The e'vidence of Mr. Elwood Mead and the experience of Victoria
has satIsfied us that of these most suitable lands the portions to be selected
for application for the water shall be(a) In large compact rather than in scattered small areas.
(b) So situated that the cost of head-works and main channels is a minimum. ~t{:b~ fo
r ) Abl e t 0 b e suppliedyb
"
i ' plants.
IrngatlOn
,c
graVItatIOn
or l'ow-I
ft pumpIng
setticmcnt.
(d) Of low value in their natural state, especially by reason of aridity so
that the increment in land values shall go towards the cost of'the
head-works.
'
ca
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' When these points are considered, and the slight cost of the supply by gravitation
to the lands in the upper States is compared' with the heavy cost of the' high lift of
100 ,feet and over necessary to supply the good lands of South Australia and western
portIOns of New South Wales and Victoria, it is obvious to us that no matter how much
water be allowed for irrigation on the Lower Murray, the cost of pumping will prevent
the,se areas com 'g w~th the low-lying good land of Victoria and New South Wales,
:vhlCh can be sup ed by gravitation, The cost of pumping must be a severe handicap
m the competition to secure outside markets for the products of irrigation.
The great success of Mildura and Renmark does not in any way contradict this,
for ,there are special circumstances (as regards market for their products) which make
theIr development unique. With the exception of limited areas situated between
Mannum and the Lakes, the low-lying river flats of the Murray River in South Australia,
according to the evidence of Mr. Jones in 1902, are not suitable for irrigation, and we
~id not see any evidence of it having been attempted to any extent, except in the locality
mdicated. Moreover, the great success which has recently attended the growing of wheat
on the' high lands in South Australia leads us to believe that the high, lift of 100 feet
to 150 feet will prevent Mr. Jones' estimate of 250,000 acres being realized as the
irrigated high level,area of South Australia. It is only high-priced products like dried
and fresh fruits (for which there is a limited market) that can carry the pumping cost
.
for anything but a low lift.
~~y~~~\.
As regards the relative suitability of land in Victoria and New SO\lth VVales,
~~~I:rf:n~: the evidence seems to show that the latter State has far more land of very suitable
soil and perfect grading than Victoria, and if the water be shared with this as a basis
of division, New South 'Wales should have a much larger share than if contributions
be the basis of division., The situation of much of this land, however, is such that its
development ca.p. benefit New South 'Wales to a small extent only, and with the State
boundary where it is, a division of the water so as to provide for the irrigation of the
large areas of 'very suitable land in South Riverina at the expense of irrigable land in
Victoria would certainly postpone development. The State of New South 'Wales probably would not for a great many years take advantage of the extra quantities allowed,
whilst the irrigation development .of Victoria would be hindered by restrictions. It
[0 present
has
been pointed !-mt in this Report that the residents about Berrigan, whose advocacy
emand for
'rigation in
of
irrigation
schemes was the primary cause of the Inter-State inquiry of 1902, have
lerrigan
istrict,
in a large measure abandoned their demand for irrigation water, and the' evidence of
Mr. Gorman indicates that the land-owners of that neighbourhood would not be prepared
to pay such a high rating as that which will be inevitable in Victoria if the State is to
obtain an adequate return for its expenditure. It is very probable that the good seasons
and the discovery that land in this vicinity is highly suitable for wheat growing
will have set the residents in opposition toa scheme similar to th,at proposed by Colonel
Home, with an Upper Murray storage and a'diversion at Bungowannah below Albury.
~t. a ractical
The numerous miexpected factors which present themselves when the relative
IV~ign of
suitability of land in various States is considered make a division of waters on this basis
a r,
well nigh impossible. ' No one can foretell what the irrigation requirements of South
Australia will be in the near future, and any quantity of water allowed that State for
irrigation purposer? should, if it interferes with the development of the upper' States,
be subject to reduction should it be proved that nothing like an' area of 200,000 or
250,000 acres is being or is likely to be irrigated.
3upply,

(3)

CONSIDERA1'IONS ON THE BASIS OF THE USE AND ENJOYMENT OR VESTED INTEREST
IN THE WATER AS FAR AS IRRIGATION AND N.~VIGATION ARE CONCERNED.

(a) New South Wales.
'"ted interest.

Je~~ South

The vested interests of New South Wales in the Murray water are, if the water
used in the Barren Jack irrigation scheme be deemed established as a vested interest.
by virtue of the work already completed an~ one which could be interfered with by
an Inter-State agreement1. Barren Jack irrigation scheme-41;406,000,OOO cubic feet per annum.
2. 'Wentworth Irrigation Colony.
.
3. Water required for a number of private pumping plants on the Murray,
say 500,000,000 cubic feet.
.
4. vVater for domestic and stock supply diverted down the Yanko, Tuppal,
or Eagle Creeks.
.
5. Navigation facilities on the Murray to allow the wool to be transported
from Darling and river-side she~p stations, during' the wool season.
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(b) V iotoria,
It 'is difficult to say what the vested interests of this State, in quantity. o~ wa~er ~esv~c~o~i!~resta
per annum, are. Column 2 gives the ultimate requirements of t~~ present ~rrigatlOn
'
channels and pumping plants on the Murray· and Gou~burn when utIlIzed to theIr ~tmost
capacity by the addition of
additional pumpmg plant and channel extenSIOn :Quantities in Millions of Cubic Feet.
Scheme.
Diversion in
1908-9.

Goulburn
Kow Swamp ..
Cohuna
Koondrook
Swan Hill
Nyah
Mildura
White Cliffs
Private, &c.

Total

I

f

Possible Maximum
Diversions.

6,256
5;809
3,826 '

1,032

70,000
20,000
5,700
2,850
4,270
1,910
8,650
1,620
1,990

19,087

116,990.

933
1,231

i •

. ~.--------~--------------------'"----'---

(0) South Australia.

The Commission has not been able to ascertain the total capacity of the .South Vested interest
Australian pumping plants. Renmark and 'Vaikerie are, however, the only plants which r~tr~ii~.
take any quantity of water2,250,000,000 cubic feet per annum
~. Renmark dive!sion, say
. Waikerie diversion, say
450,000,000"
l>
Other and private diversion, say
900,000,000"
"
3,600,000,000

"

"

2. Navigability of the Murray to Wentworth during the wool season, between
Augus,t and November inclusive, for steamers drawing 5 feet of water;
this would equal a flow of about 400,000 cubic feet per minute. Navigability for light draft steamers, say, drawing 3 ft. 6 in., for the balance
of the year, except February, March, April, and May, and requiring
about 300,000 cubic feet per minute.
3. Navigability of the Darling ,during the wool season or some other period.
It may be added that in South Australia there is a special difficulty in con~exion Saltness of th,
with the saltness which is liable to develop in the lakes and the lower reaches of the M1l1'ray Lakes.
stream. There' is a vested interest for those fronting this water to get a sufficient flow
to keep the water fresh during the greater part of the year, but, in our opinion, this is
a matter which demands local treatment rather than Inter-State interference, and we '
shall deal with it at a later stage.
\Ve consider that if pumping plant and irrigation canals are built, or are in course Whatare not
of construction or are part of a scheme not fully developed, a vested interest is established ;;:i~!;~~~rest
equal in erlenb to the maximum capacity of these works, but nothing more.
As regards navigation, we do not consider that the fact that two or three steamers Navigation,
ply from one place to another .in a year, constitutes a vested interest in navigation, and,
as will be sub3equently seen, such are the conditions as far as Victoria is concerned
west of the Murrumbidgee Junction, and, as far as South Australia is concerned, east of
the Darling Junction.
In analyzing these vested inter~sts in irrigation, we consider that the enter- victor~n
prise and expenditure by Victoria in leading the way in irrigation matters should :h~~'ffir~:
be taken into consideration. New South 'Vales had similar facilities, yet it is only now consldered.
that any money is being expended in a scheme for utilizing a portion of the flow of the
Murrumbidgee, and probably not more than £200,000 has been expended on irrigation
works connected with the Murray and its t~ibutaries, In South Australia, Renmark South,
is the only settlement where any considerable expenditure has been incurred. The teftr:::,~s.
other river settlements are very small, and at present have very littl~ use for water,

there being probably not more than 2,000 acres under irrigation.
The total expenditure on . the village settlements, whilst considerable, is now of little intrinsic
value; much mO.ney was laid out on what were really in the nature of experiments.
Many of the settlement:;l have been partially abandoned, arid in most the machinery
has required to be renewed, as was being done at Waikerie at the time of our visit.
ictor,ia has
'
Victoria, on the. other hand, has already expended £1,000,000 on free headworks
;~~~!~s~;',.~~ to in streams tributary to the Murray, which are likely to be affected by any Inter-State
:::te~e of the agreement that may become to. These give a gravitation supply to the irrigation
districts of Victoria, in which there has, in addition, been approximately £1,OPO,OOO
spent on channels. ,Th~ pumping plants at Mildura, White Cliffs, Nyah, Swan Hill,
Cohuna, and Koondrook" including their channels, alone represent a total expenditure
in excess of the expenditure by New South Wales and South Australia combined.
Recognisip.g these facts, we consider that Victoria has'in this aspect established a claim
on the waters of the Murray far stronger than that of the other States. We would point
out that this is no novel principle in the adjustment of water rights. In America,
in the Irrigation States, the recognition of the right of the prior diverter is firm:ly established both in custom and in law.
"
The expenditure of a large sum of money to utilize the,waters of the Murray and
tributaries for irrigation purposes has established a vested interest of far greater intrinsic
value to Australia than is represented by the value of the river trade and- the antiquated
.
vessels carrying on this trade.
1m mary of
Summarizing
the
expenditure
by
the
three
States
on the Murray and tributariesopenditure by
;ates. :

New South Wales.

Irrigation works.;
Snagging rivers, &c" say
Capital value of steamers and barges

Practically nil

(4)

unda~ies.

£
250,000
100,000
50,000 (1)

.

Total

r,elopment
espect\ve of
ate

£
2,500,000
100,000
30,000 (?)

South Australia.

It will be understood that these figures are only attempts at estimating the
money invested by the three States, but they indicate the superiority of Victoria's
claim to the waters of the Murray, if that State's past use and enterprise in making
that use possible be taken into consideration.
,
In connexion with vested interests it is necessary to bear in mind'the population
to be served.
"
Population along the Murray and Tnbutaries.
Within'the sections of river mentioned below and within 10 miles.of the stream
it may be said that population is more or less dependent on the river, either for wate,r
or communicatio'n.
The Commonweaith Statistician, at the request of the Commission, has estimated
the population as follows ;1. Murray, between }'Iurray mouth and South Australian boundary 11,000
2. Within 10 miles of the Murray, between the South Australian
25,000
boundary and Echuca
7,600
3. Within 10 miles of the Darling, between Wentworth and Bourke
6,300
4. Within 10 miles of the Murrumbidgee Junction ?>nd Hay
,

.pulation
,ved by the
:eam.

£
200,000
100,000

Victoria.

49,900'

CONSIDERATIONS ON 'rHE BASIS OF THE EXTENT TO WHICH A PARTICULAR STATE
IS LIKELY TO·, USE THE WAT.ER PROVIDED BY TH'E CONSTRUCTION OF \VORKS,
ETC., WITHIN A REASONABLE TIME •

. This Commission accepts the view, that the settlement of a large population on
the land of the Murray Basin, more particularly' in the vicinity of the rivers, is of urgent
. national importance, and this quite irrespective of the arbitrary fixed State boundaries.
It has been seen that in -every State there is infinitely more land highly suitable
for irrigation than can be provided with water, no matter to what extent water be·
stored. If, under any arrangement that may be arrived at between the three States,
considerable quantities of water, which are given to a particular State are, year aft,er year
and for a considerable 'period, not made use of by that State whilst another State is in.
urgent need of !Vater for irrigation or ·other purposes, and}s quite prepared to go to

·
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large expenditure in diversion and other works to allow of this water being us~d, it
seems a reasonahle proposition, and certainly one in the interests of Australia, that the
allowances of .water should be varied, no matter what legal rights be interfered with,
so that the State which is prepared to use the water may be given an opportunity to do so.
Water is of sll:ch ~nestimable value in an arid ?ountry .like. Austr~lia that the ~~~~~~:~!1r
Sta be or people allowmg It to go to waste or not effectIvely uSIng It forfeIts the moral its use.
though not of course the legal right to the enjoyment of the prospective privileges derived
from these' rights, at any rate if another State or people is ready and willing tQ put it
to its best use. For these reasons we think that rights of diversion should not be given
to a State in perpetuity, but should at some stated date come up for revision, when
allowances to each State can be varied, hi view of- ,
1. The expenditure on diversion works; channels, storages, irrigation, and,

other works that the particular State .has made to use the allowance
of water previously given, so that their expenditure shall be fully
protected.
0
2. The expenditur~ on diversion works, channels, storages, irrigation and
other works that the respective' States guarantee will be made if
given similar additional or less rights than those which they previously enjoyed under the existing arrangement.
3 The requirements of Australia from a national point of view in the light
of the conditions then obtaining and likely to obtain.
\Ve fully realize that to utilize the water of the. rivers means large expenditure,
more particula.rlyin headworks, and this the State as a whole must incur. These works
are of national benefit, and would not pay the individ,uals who use the water to construct,
Furthermore, considering the large demands there
even if it were desirable.
are for the expenditure of public moneys in State development, it cannot be said
that where diversion and irrigation works not only do not immediately pay a particular
, State apart from the individuals directly interested, but that most of th,e benefit goes
to another' State, the expenditure is in the interests of the whole people of the former
State. For example, the trade of the lower Darling River, no matter how much it
.increases, must always go to South Australia and Melbourne, via Mildura., The trade
of Southern Riveri~a will, as it does at present, go to .Melbourne. The inward trade
is in the hands of Adelaide and Melbourne distributing houses respectively, the products
are marketed and shipped at'these cities, and it is largely people connected with these
• two States that own and develop the land in these parts of New South Wales. The
expenditure of public money by New South 'Vales in large irrigation and other works Expenditure by
'
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extent the people' of New. South Wales who provide the money. If the lands improved ~~o~~;~c~e~~t to
by the expenditure of public money were Crown lands, then development expenditure
would be justified. From this, it seems to follow that for many years the best interests
of the people of NewSouth Wales are in the direction of spending public moneys in the
development of territory, the opening up of which will benefit the people of New 'South
Wales generally, and not solely those of the other States. In confirmation of this
view the evidence of l\'J':r. H. G. McKinney is of particular value

" The question of its not being remunerative (the North Murrumbidgee Irrigation Scheme) will in itself be bad enough, but the question will also arise that the result
of any expenditure will be of very little benefit to New ,South Wales, but chiefly to
Victoria; and the view will be taken that it will be bad enough to undertake the construction of remunerative work that will chiefly benefit Victoria, but to construct
unremunerative work that will chiefly benefit Victoria will be out of the question. In
regard to the Murray canal, settlement of the land suitable for irrigation is going
on there, and only recently the Government has been asked to purchase 30,000 acres,
nearly all of which is suitable for irrigation, and which would come in t,he line of that
canal, and, as far as I can judge, the subdivision of the land in that way will raise up
difficulties in the way of the construction. of the work. I have seen where close settlement has had great effect in blocking canal work. A great instance of that is the case
of drainage channels near the :!\facleayRiver, in New South Wales, where there are so
many interests involved that they can never be reconciled. There is no doubt. it would
be much easier to carry out those works where the land is held in large areas, and I
fancy that with the number of people who would have different ideas about the value
of irrigation there would be more likely to be opposition about the small areas."

r~
Under these circumstances,' we are of opinion that no final and irrevocable grant
of diversion rights to States should be made on any basis. With regard to the Riverina
area, it is so highly adapted for 'closer settlement and irrigation that we suggest that
it ~ght be worth wpile to consider whether before any perpetual agreement is arrived
at In regard to the 1\;Ill!ray waters the development of this part of Australia should be
the subject of a special Inter-State inquiry, with a view of those States which benefit
from itS' development contributing something towards the construction of public works
and railways, which alone will make this development possible. This would not interfere
with a working agreement in the meantime. .
•

QUESTION IlL-THE MANNER IN WHICH THE RESPECTIVE SHARES IN THE STREAM
OF EACH STATE SHOULD BE DETERMINED AND THE 'fRIBUNAL OR AUTHORI'l'Y
WHICH SHOULD CONTROL THE DIVISION OF ITS FLO\V TO SECURE TO EACH STATE
ITS ALLOTTED VOLUME. .

Having dMlt ~th and examined the various considerations which appear to us
to be worthy of weight in settling the amounts tl? which each State is entitled, we shall
now proceed to consid,er all the suggestions and provisional agreements that have been
made for settling the question of the respective shares of water the three St?-tes, namely,
New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia are to have. The agreements presumably, and the suggestions certainly, have the sanction of professional opinion;
and in coming to our conclusions we have been fully conscious that, we have had to
rely rather upon our common sense than upon, any expert knowledge we may possess.
/

1902 PROPOSALS.

INTER-STATE COMMISSION OF

1tesoh~tionB of

Illter,Stt>te
Commission.

The Inter-State Commission of 1902, after a full inquiry, submitted a number
of resolutions in their Report, which' have formed the basis of all subsequent provisional
agreements, and are, therefore, included here at length. It must be understood, however,.
that the South Australian representative dissented from some of the most important
conclusions.
The findings of the Commission were, as regards the apportionments,of the water,
in the form of the following resolutions ;RESOtU'l'ION

1.

(a) The navigation of the lower part of the main river, and of certain portions of the larger tributaries,
will eventually be provided for by the constructio-l1 of locks and weirs. Until the initiation of such a system
of works, the upper riparian States shall restrict their total diversions to about 440,000 cubic feet per minute
for seven months, from July to January inclusive, and during the months from February to .r une inclusive
shall restrict their total diversions to about 370,000 cubic feet per minute.
, ' (b) As, however, the Campaspe and Loddon Rivers and the Broken River, with its effluent Broken
Creek, ,and the Avoca and Wimmera Rivers, in Victoria, and the Wakool, Lachlan, Bogan, Macquarie,
Castlereagh, Namoi, and the Gwydir Rivers, in New South Wales, make no effective contribution to the
Murray River, except during flood, rights of diversion from these rivers shall be accorded to the respective
States in addition to those stipulated above.
'
(c) The requirements of South Australia, in respect of water to be sent down the river channel by the
upper riparian States for supply, and to rruike good losses by percolatiou and evaporation in the river
and in the lakes at its mouth, shall be for the seven months, July to Ja,nuary inclusive, 170,000 cubic feet
per minute, and for the five mouths, February to June inclusive, 70,000 cubic feet per minute.
(d) Whenever the voillmes of water available are insufficient to provide the foregoing-440,OOO or
370,000, and 170,000 or 70,000 cubic feet per minute 'respectively-a proportionate reduction shall
made in each, so as to bring their sum within the total available. All of ,these concessions will be subject
to the provision of storage as shall be hereafter decided.
Agreed to unanimously.
'

be

RESOLUTION

2.

(a) During the seven months, July to January, inelusive, the diversions Oil the part of New South
Wales and Victoria shall be respectively 292,000 cubic feet per minute, and 146,000 cubic feet pel' minute,
unless the volume of the river at Mo!'gan exceeds 337,000 cubic feet per minute, in which case the diversions
may be proportionately greater.
(b) During the five months, February to June inclusive, the. diversions on the palt of New South
Wales and Victoria shall be respectively 240,000 cubic feet per minute, and 127,000 cubic feet per minute',
unless the volume of the Murray at the South Aqstralian border ~:xceed3 70;000 cubic feet per minute, ill
which case t4~diversiQll::} shalH be proportionately greater,
'

xli
(0) The foregoing quantities to be computed as follows :Cubic feet per Minute.
Source.

.

For seven months,
July to January
inclusive .

qatehment (to below i
JunctIOn of Kiewa)
j.
Murrumbidgee and Darling Catchments

U~per ~urray

For five months,
February to June
inclusive.

New South Wales.
60,000
60,000

232,000

180,000

.1

Points of Diversion.

From any point or points on the
Murray River
From any point or points on the
Murrumbidgee or Darling

Victoria.

Upper Murray Catchment (to below
junction of Kiewa)
From Goulburn Catchment

60,000

60,000

86,000

67,000

From any point or pOInts on the
Murray River
From any point or points of the
Goulburn River, or an equivalent thereof from any point
or points of the Ovens River

Carried-Mr. Burchell disagreeing.
RESOLUTION "3.

That the rights of diversion accorded by Resolutions Nos. 1 and 2· are intended to secure the navigability of the rivers, equivalent to that of their natural condition in typical years of low discharge, in so
far as relates to the passage of boats of the class hcretofore trading thereon, and shall be so accepted in
the further discussion.
"
Carried-Mr. Burchell disagreeing.
RESOLUTION 4.
That, as the proposed Cumberoona reservoir, on the Upper Murray, if c;onstructed of a capacity of
25,367,000,000 cubic feet, will be capable, in conjunction with the natural discharge of the tributaries
between the site of the dam and the gauging station at Albury of so regulating the river as to insure a
practically uniform discharge of 180,000 cubic feet per minute, below the affluence of the Kiewa, the
volumes so regulated shall belo'ng in equal shares to New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia,
conditionally upon these States bearing equal shares of the "costs of the reservoir.
Carried-Mr. Burchell disagreeing.
RESOLUTION 5.
That, when the navigability of the lower part of the main river, and of certain portions of the larger
tributaries, is permanently secured by the construction of locks and weirs, the restriction of diversions
by the upper riparian States shall be amended so that, in addition to the 60,000 cubic feet per minute
(South Australia's allotment from the Upper Murray), an average of 55,000 cubic feet, equal to 28,908
millions of cubic feet per annum shall pass down the main stream at the South Australian boundary. The
total quantity, 115,000 cubic feet per minute, equal to 60,444 millions of cubic feet per annum, shall be
held to make good the 'loss by evaporation in the lakes at the river mouth, the loss occurring in the river
between the South Australian boundary and those lakes, and to satisfy the irrigation rights of that State.
The increased loss from the Darling and the Murrumbidgee, dile to the weirs thereon, and the volume
necessary for working the locks on these rivers, being supplied from their own catchments, it is agreed by
New South Wales and Victoria that a volume sufficient to make good the losses in the river between Albury
and the South Australian border, with 55,000 cubic feet per minute, as provided above, shall be supplied
in the main river, as follows ;At the affluence of the Kiewa, being the excess available after providing the regulation volume
..
l' 2 per cent. of the total required.
At the affluence of the Ovens
8.8
"
"
At the affluence of the Goulburn ..
"16.5
"
"
At the affluence of the Murrumbidgee
28'7
At the affluence of the Darling
44'8
;,

"

"

"

100 per cent.

It is, however, stipulated that the obligations of either State shall be held to be fulfilled by the required
volume being supplied from one or other or more of the tributaries named within its own boundaries. It
is further stipulated that, should it at any time appear that the volume passing the South Australian
boundary, together with those diverted by the States of New South Wales and Victoria, are such that the
total stipulated would not be available for the year then current-that is to say, that they would be less
for the year than 321,000 millions of cubic feet-then in such case, there shall be a pro rata reduction of
the supplies to each of the three States, so as to maintain the same proportions as those agreed upon.
Carried unanimously.

In ~r~er to give effect to ~he conclusions a~rived at in the course of its inquiry,
the CommIssIOn made the followmg recommendatIOns (see Report, p. 57) :1. That the division of the waters of the MUl'ray basin amo~g the three States shall be, before ancl
after the construction of locks and weirs on the river, as set forth in resolutions in Cap. 11.

Recommendatsitonts oct Inte!a e omum."
siOI\.
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2. That the storage reservoirs at Cumberoona and Lake Victoria, and the weirs at the Murray mouth,
shall be constructed at the cost of the three State!> in equal shares, and that the weir and head-works at
Bungowannah shall be at the cost of New South Wales and Victoria in equal shares.
3. That a p:)rma~ent Commission be appointed to control and modifv diversions of natural waters
within the Murray basin, and charged with the administration of all matters ~ppertaining thereto, including
"
the questions deal with in Cap. 12 of this Report.
4. That, inasmuch as the conditions in Australia are such that the common law doctrine of riparian
"
rights is unsuitable, steps to be taken to legislate on th~·lines of the Water Rights Act of.New South Wales,
and to vest the ownership and control of all natural" waters in the Crown.
,
5. That, concurreptly with the' constructionol the proposed Cumberoona reservoir on the Upper
Murray, we advise that the scheme for diverting water fwm Bungowannah be earried out by the Goverument
of New South Wales, the cs~imated cost being £550,000, such scheme to provide for the conveyance and
distribution of50,OOO eu:bic feet per minute from the Murray into New South Wales.
While admitting the benefit of a permanently navigable river, we are of opinion that the present
traffic 1S not sufficient to warrant a complete system of locl{ing. We thiilk, however, that a beginning
might be' made with the Murray, from Blanchetown to the junction of the Darling at Wentworth, at an
early date. For this, eight locks would be requ,ired, viz. :-Six between the South Australian border and
Blanchetown; aud two betweell the South Australian border and Welltworth. The estimate, according
to the evidence of 1\>1r. lVIoncrieff, of South Australia,and of 1\>11'. Wade, of New South Wales, is £760,000 .
.We recommend that the' Federal Government be invited to" consider 'the desirability of carrying out this
"
first instalment 0 f loeking the river.

?

<lomment.s on

these recom ..
mendations. '

,

Summary of
proposed agreement of 1903.

With regard to these recommendations this OOJ;nmission considers that the
proposed apportionment of the waters iIi so far as they adopt the principle of diversion
.in proportion to con~ribution, with an allo,vance for South Australia, are reasonable.
In respect to' the other repommendations, whilst many of the works suggested
must eventually be constructed, it is difficult from the Report to determine whether
such works_ as the Oumberoona,and Lake Victoria storages, and the Murray mouth weirs,
tog~ther with the diversion weir at Bungowannah and its distributQ>ry channels, should
be constructed '£ort4with, or when. This much is certain, however, the Inter-State
Oommission of 1902 did not recommend completely locking the river, it being distinctly
stated that all three Oommissioners were of "opinion that the present traffic is not
sufficient to warrant! a complete system of locking." It was merely stated that-" we
think, however; that a beginning might be made with the Murray from Blanchetown
to the junction of the Darling, at Wentworth, at an early date."
"
This -, cannot: be considered anything but a very .hesita.ting and (as regards
the date of commencement) indefinite recommendation, which appeart;\ all the morehesitating, as the Oommissioner~ further" recommend that the Federal Government
be invited to consider the desirability of carrying out the' first instalment of this work."
This Oommission desires to draw particular attention to the indefiniteness as to
the time when these proposed works should be commenced, more particularly as this
was the last inquiry that has been made by engineers of the various States in conference.
This is further to be remembered in connexion with this Report, viz., that the recommendations in respect to the building of the Oumberoona storage and the Bungowa'nnah
weir were greatly influenced by the drought-stricken state of the' couutry that these
-works would serve, and by the statements of land-owners to be served with water,
that it was essential to them, and that they were prepared to pay for the whole of the
water that could be supplied. The break up of the droughtin 1908 removed the apparent
urgency of irrigation storage, and, as will subsequently be pointed out, there has been
in the _interim no demand for ;the stora.ge at Oumberoona, with a _diversion weir at
Bungowannah, and 'distributing canals through north Victoria and East Riverina on
the part of those who really initiaped the Oorowa Oonference, and who doubtless greatly
in~uenced the Oommission as far as these works were concerued, by their demand for
a water supply for both domestic and stock and irrigation purposes.
THE 1903 AGREEMENT.
A short time :after the presentation of the Report a provisional agreement was
come to by the Ministers of Water Supply of the three States, the substance of which
was as follows :I. Thear'rangement to lastJor five years from 1st May, 1903.
2. New Houth Wales and Victoria, in a normal year of low river discharge
(see "Typical; Low Year" of Inter-State Oommission's Report,
page 11), agreed to limit their diversions-(a) from July to January
to 293,000 c.f.m. and 147,000 c.f.m. respectively, and South Australia
was to get 337,000 c.f.m. at Morgan ; (b) from February to June to
197,000 c.f.m. and 100,000 c.f.m.,and South Australia 150,000 cJ.m.
. Any surplus water to be divided between the Upper States, ,and any
deficiency was to be equalized by a p~o rata reduction by all three
States. "
'

,
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3. An Inter-State Commission to be appointed to gauge flows and diversions ..
4. Certain rivers to be treated as non-contrIbuting, and be excluded from any

Inter-State interferences.
5. No new diversion to be made by a State withoilt notify:ng the Commission.
6. All rights of States to be 'preserved.
...

It will be noticed that no provision was made for storage or locks and weIrS
THE

1907-8

AGREEMENT.

'rhe vital clauses of the 1908 provisional agreement and their ,essential difference
from the 1907 agreement are as follows :.
(It is to be noted that all the words struck out of the 1907 agreement are in erased
,type, and the words inserted in the 1908 agreement are in italics.)
,
THE COMMISSION.

2. As soon as may be afte~ su~h ratification a Com,m.issiOlY to be called "The
Murray River Commissiou " (hereinafter called" the Commission") shall be appointed
£01' the purposes of this Agreement and of the Acts ratifying the same.
.
3. The Commission shall consist of three Commissioners of whom one shall be
appointed by the Governor of New South Wales one by the Governor of Victoria and
one by the Goyernor of South Australia. Each Comlilissioner shall be appointed for
a term not exceeding five years and shall be eligi?le for re-appointment.
LAKE VICTORIA WORKS.

22. The works at Lake Victoria (including two locks) proposed by the luter-State
Royal Commission on the Murray River and more particularly described on page fortytwo of the printed report of that Commission da ted the ni nth day of Decem ber 1902 and
shown on the plans accompanying the same shall be constructed as soon as, may be
after the ratification of thif:l A:~':'eetlteflt and shall be the first works undertaken under this

Agreement.

,

23. Such [(,eks shall be constructed with a view to their forming part of the ~ystem
of canalization hereinafter provided for.
'
24~ The Contracting States shall cause to be prepared draft designs and estimates
01 the works to be constructed and shall forward the same to the Commission for its
appro..,al.
'
25. The Commission may approve the draft designs and estimates with or without
alterations and additions or may hOll! time to time refer them to the said States for
arnendmen t.
.
2G. The Commission shall give notice in writing of its approval to each pf the
Contracting States.
27. The construction of the works shall be commenced as soon as the designs and
estimates arc a pprovcd by the Commission and shall be carried out in· accordance
. wi th the design~ so approved.
28. The works at Lake Victoria including the two locks hereinbefore referred to shall
be constructed by the State of SJuth Australia.
29. The cost of construction and. maintenance of such last-mentioned works shall
be borne by the Contracting States in e::lual shares.
DIVERSIONS.

30. As from the date of ratification of this Agm~melit and until the restrictions
hereby imposed are amended or modified by the Comm.ission as hereinafter provided the
Sta tes of New South Wa'les and Victoria (hereinafter referred to collecti vely as " the Upper
States ") shall during the seven months July to January inclusive limit their total
diversions from the Murray River and its tributaries to three hundred and fifty thousand
cubic feet per minutj:). Such limitation shall as to the respective States be two hundred
and twenty thousand Gubic fect per minute on the part of New South Wales and one
hundred and thirty thousand cubic feet pcr minu~eon the part of Victoria except aB
hereinafter otherwise provided. When during the said period of seven months the
volume of water in the River channel at the eastern boundary of South Australia exceed~
three hundred and sixty-five thousand cubic feet per minute the respective diversions
on the part of the Upper States lllay be increased pro ratd but not so as to reduce the
:volume in the Hiver channel at the said boundary below three 'hundred and sixty-five
thousand cubic feet per minute. When the volume of water available during the said
period of seven months is insufficient to provide a total of three hundred and fifty thousand
cubic feet per minute at the off-takes in the Upper States and. at the same time to leave
a volume of three hundred and sixty-five thousand cubic feet per minute in· the Hiver
channel at the eastern boundary of South Australia the volume at the latter point may
be reduced and the reduction continued (if necessary) till the volume falls to one hundred
and seventy thousand cubic feet per minute. When the volume of water availabh
during the said period of seven months is insufficient to provide a total of three hunched
and fifty thousand Gubic feet per minute at the off-takes in the Upper States and at the
same time t.o lea Ye a volume of one hundred and seventy thousand cubic feet per minutE
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in the River channel at the eastern boundary of South Australia a pro rat(~ reduction
shall be made in the diversions by each of the Upper States and in the volume in the
River channel at the suid boundary to bring their sum within the total available.
31. As from the date of su'ch ratification and until such amendment or
,modification the Upper States shall during the five months February to June in-'
elusive 'limit their -total diversions hom the Murrav River and its tributaries
to two hundred and 'fifty thousand cubic feet per minute. ~'3uch limitation shall as to the
respective States be one hundred and fifty-eight thousand cubic feet per minnte on the
part of New South Wales and l1ill~ty-two thousand cubic feet per minute on the part of
Yictoria except as hereinafter otherwise provided; snbject however to the condition that
the voiume flowing in ~he Rivercharinel at the eastern boundary of Sou/,h Australil1. Bhall
not except as hereinaft(}r otherwise provided be reduced'below seventy thousand cubic
feet per minute. When during the said period of five months the volume of water available is greater than woVld be required to providetwohundred and fifty thousand c ubicfeet
per minute at the off-takes' in the Upper States and to leave a volume of seventy thousand
cubic feet per minute in. the River channel at the eastern boundary of South Australia
the,respective !iiversions by the Upper States may be 'increased pro rata but not so as
t;o reduce the volume ill the River channel at the said boundary below seventy thousand
cubic feet per minute. When during the said period of five months the volume available
is insufficient to
ide'two hundred and fifty thousand cubic feet per minute at the
off-takes in the
per States and to leave, a volume of seventy thousand cubic feet per
minute in the River channel at the eastern boundary of South Australia a pro rata reduction shall be made in the diversions by the Upper States and in the volume in the River
channel at the said boundary to bring their sum within the total available.
32. As the .following Rivers within the basin of the ~Iurray River make no effective
contribution'to the volume of the main stream except during floods diversions from
them shall be at all times permissible by the respectiv,e States in which such rivers are
situate and water so di,verted shall not be taken as any part of the volume limited to
the service of the State making such diversions
In New South W!1les the Lachlan the Bogan the Macquarie the Castlereagh the
,Namoi and the Gwydir Rivers and also the Wakool River except as to so much of its
volume as is derived from the overflow of the Murray River; in Victoria the Campaspe and Loddon Rivers and the Broken River· with its efIluent the Broken
Creek and the Avoca and Wimmera Ri verso ,

:-=-

GENERAL SCHEME.

. 33. As soon as may be after the ratification of this Agreement (att4 therea#t:e¥
ltfH:Htl\;l1:/ ItS p-F€Pt':i:Ele4 by ef1ttlSB fifteeH fte.roof) the Comm,ission sfH.:J.l. rep&t te t-ft€
Geflf:iaettHg %tffi;es -iJ±e eff.'eet €If tIte ~efH; &S f.lftl-t.e4 iH eltuH;es ~ tHH'l:
thirt:;· 000 ~ eH the ¥offimes ef tlte .J:V!-I:u'i·eij Dal'lil'lp' l:I:fH:llV[un'nmbitl';'ee Rj.;:.e¥&
tl,.fta eft -tJt..e ffit¥+t;'fbh Ei t:,' tltereef I:\;fta' a+oo P.:S te t-ft€ pffilialtJ.e
eft fffielt ¥e±affi:!:\S
ltM ttt=t,.Tt';Ghi!it·"
;;:effis fur ~ep.:s t-ft€ft eeHtrtt4teted tit' it! eeHrSe ,€If eeHtrt¥fl-e:HBlt et' thuthori;lccl
&Beat te ftc eel:H,~eEb WheH too COll1m-issteH is €If
ep-HHett 004
i-!tttt too e=Weet
suelt existin;,;' ~s-iefl:f:i ArHa the prebtJ:H.e
etfeet et' sattlt
is €II' ',yj~! be suelT ItS to SeH!:li:hl:f impede fIfIrlrigl:tiet! €It! tft.ese.
Ti¥ers ~iH the ~tmits hc¥etHttftc¥ +ftCfl-t+eH-ea tl,s he:J:.Bteffi¥e etl:¥¥ie4 Oft it
shall prepare a general scheme and estimate for carrying oilt a system of canalization
by the construction of navigation locks and other works of improvement of the
channel of the Murray River from Swan Reach near Blanchetown to Echuca and of
the channel of the 1\Iunumbidgee River from its junction with the Murray River to
Hay so as to provide for the navigability of such'river channels throughout the year
within the limits aforesaid for vessels' drawing not more than five teet of water, and
shall submit such scheme and estimate to the Contracting States.
The question of locking the Darling River is held in abeyance.
In submitting such general scheme and estimate and from time to titne as may be
necessary the Commission shall indicate to the Contracting States the places at whi0h
and the order ill which the works included thereill< are to be constructed and in other
respects the provisions contained in clauses twenty-four to twenty-seven hereof inclusive
'
with respect to the Lake Victoria Works shall be observed.
34. The Contracting States shall ~f!:ptffi forthwith upon the submission
of such general scherf"e and estitnate commence and subject to i:{he provisions
as to annual expenditure hereinafter mentioned conti+tue without cessation
(other than may be due to unilvoiduble causes) the' construction of the works of such,
general scheme until the corilplction of the whole system, from Swan Heach neal'
Bla'tlchetowll to Echuca and from the junction of the MUlTumbidgee River with the
"
Murray HiveI' to Hay. '
35. Notwithstanding anything herein contained the States 'of New South Wales and
Victoria shall not be required nor he liable to provide in anyone year a greater sum than
Two hundred thousand! pounds as the two-thirds share apportioned to those States .and,
tho State of South Australia shill! not be required nor be .liable to provide in anyone
year more than One h1:!-udrcd thousand pounds as the one-third share apportioned to
that State of the ccst of the construction of any works constructed or to be cOIh<itructed
pursuant to this .I\greement.

ooa
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COS'f OF CONSTRUCTION.

44. The cost of carrying out all works to be constructed in pursuance of this Agreement (other -than the Lake Victoria works including the two locks hereinbefore
referred to) and of the maintenance thereof from time to,time shall he apportioned between and p:.idby the Contracting States in manner following (that is to say);One·third: thereof shall be contributed by the State of South A\lstralia and the remaining
two-thirds by the States of 'New South Wales and Victoria in proportion to their
respective natural contributions to the main stream of the Murray River (exclusive
of contributions from the Darling River) and (subject to ffie ~~ee e:f'
~g:a:llHttf AA
lli ~ ~tfH;ee fteree:f' a*!: te the condition that the
volume of water III the channel of the MUlTay River at the eastern boundary of South
Australia shall be as herei,p provided) the States of New South Wales and Victoria shall
be accorded rights of di version in respect of the water rendered available for irrigation by
means of the said works in proportion to their respective contributions (exclusive of
those from the Darling River) and the Commission shall give directions accordingly.
AMENDMENT OF RESTRICTIONS.

49. The Commission shall from time to time and as often as may be necessary ame!1d
the restrictions as to diversions imposed upon the Upper States under this Agree.
ment so that the respective rights of those States to, diversions shall be in the same
proportions a,s the contributions to the Murray River and its tributaries, from their
respective territories provided always that the volume of water in the channel of the
Murray River at the eastern boundary of South Anstralia shall be as herein provided it
being permissible for the State of New South WaieR (subject to the provisions of
clause fifteen of this Agreement) to contribute part of its qnota of such volume from
the Darling River.
.
50, During the period between the completion of the Lake Victoria Works specified
in clause twenty-two hereof and the completion of the whole of the works or the'
expiration a/twelve years from the ratification of this Agreement, whichever sooner
happens the restrictions as to diversions imposed by clauses thirty and thirty-one
hereof shall continue to apply as so imposed or as modified by the Commission
. under the following power ;Subject to the maintenance of navigability as prescribed ill clause thirtythree hereof within the limits controlled by the works from time to time
constructed and the deli very at the eastern boundary of the State of South
Australia of not less than the volumes prescribed by clause fifty-one hereof
the Commission may from time to time modify such restrictions to the extent
in its opinion justified by the effeCt of the works constructed.
51. Upon and after the completion of the said genera,l scheme of canalization or
alter the. expiration of twelve years from the ratification of this Agreement, whichever sooner
happens the total volume of water to be delivered at the eastern boundary of South
Australia shall be s<weB:t;y-~ sixty thousand millions of cubic feet per annum ffi'
fHtel± ~~e e,s Il:fte¥ eXi:el'iettee fl:te GEH'fHlHshlefr fI±!liJ' 4eeffi tteee~;;;]l'j' fEw
tlte ffi:tintemul,eeffi R!:l1\'igttbi~itj- AA pi'ese¥ffletl: lli e*tl±Se ~-lilt¥ee hereef t but
whenever it appears' that the total volume. at all points of offtake and at the eastern
boundary of South Australia will for the year be less than three hundred and t~
eM sixty-five thonsand millions of cubiC£eet, such volume el' SHel± gTeffier ¥effiRte (ItS
ffie et\;W l'B:Sij Be) so to be delivered shall be subject to reduction pro rata with the
authorized rights of. diversion to the Upper States.

The effect of this Agreement is:(1) That Commission of three be appointed to control the River Murray The effect of the
and certain tributaries.
t9~8:ement 01
(2) That between July and January, until the rivers be locked or twelve
years elapse, New South Wales, when the total flow of the river is
715,000 cubic feet per minute, shall limit diversions to 220,000 cubic
feet per minute, and Victoria to 130,000 cubic feet per minute, and
. that South Australia shall receive 365,000 cubic feet per minute;
when more than 715,000 cij.bic feet per minute, Victoria and New
South Wales can divert the surplus pro rata. If less than 715,000
cubic feet per minute and until the total flow is 520,000, the proportion allowed South Australia can be reduced to 170,000 cubic feet
per minute, and- below this total flow all three States shall suffer a
pro ra~a reduction. .
(3) That bet~een February and June, until the river be locked or twelve
years elapse, when the flow of the river is 320,000 cubic feet per minute,
New South Wales shall limit diversion to 158,000 cubic feet per minute
and Victoria to 92,000 cubic feet per minute, and that South Australia
shall receive 70,000 cubic feet per minute at the boundary. When

a
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ihe total flow is more than 320,000 cubic feet peL minute the diversions by the upper States 'may be increased pm rata. If less 'than
320,000 cubic feet per minute; there shall be a p1'O rata reduction
for all three States:
(4) That· the rivers shall be locked between Blanchetown and Hay and
Echuca, and that ,the works shall be commenced as soon as may be
~fter the ratification of tlie agreement.
(5) That, after locking or the expiration of twelve years; there shall be
delivered to South Australia 60,000,000,000. cubic feet per annum,
or an average of 113,000 cubic feet per minute; ,but when the total
volumes shall be less than 365,000,000,000 cubic feet there shall be
a pro rata reduction in diversion allowance in New South 'Wales,
Victoria, and South Australia respectively.
(6) Tha;t one-third of the total cost of the locking be borne by South Australia, and that Victoria and New South Wales share the remaining
bwo-thirds in proportion to their diversions from the Murray and
tributaries, which diversions shall be in proportion to the respective
contributions" exclusive of the Darling.
i

MI{. L. A. B.

WADE'S PROPOSAL.

The proposais of Mr. Wade, made before the Inter-State Commission of 1902,
p. 285; are as ~ollo~s :" The intention of this State is, therefore, that the priority of the claims of irrigation over 'navigation
are essential for the oecupation of the whole of the arid portion of the Murray basin, over which water
can be diverted from the rivers; that the use of the waters for natural navigation is a criminal and wantoI).
waste of one of the most valuable assets of the State·; that the construction of locks and weirs within its
own borders should be left to the State that will be benefited. If it be conceded that the conditions of the
Murray basin are such :that the greatest good will accrue to the States as it whole, from the utmost use
being made of the water in the river channels, and that irrigation is paramount over navigatiori by means
of natural flow, then the most equitable allotment of the available waters must be determined. Looking
at the conditions of each of the separate systems within the Murray basin, the most practical basis of allotment that can be most easily worked, and will lead to the least complications, appears to ,be by setting
apart certain lateral st.reams for the use of .the States through which they pass, and reserving certain streams
for the sole use of the Murray chalUlCl itself. Looking at the Murray ·River as if 110 territorial boundaries'
existed, each mile of river frontages would have ~qual rights to the flmv of the stream, so that on the
basis the division of th~ waters reserved for the Murray River is a simple matter. Taking the relative
lengths of the river in South Australia and the other States, New South Wales, Victoria, and South Australia
could be each entitled to a third portion, whieh should be delivered exclusivc of losses by evaporation, &c.,
at the proposed points of diversion, I ,vould suggest that the whole of the flow of the MUTI'ay above Albury,
the whole of the flow of the l\iitta, Kiewa, and Ovens be reserved for the supply of the MUTI'ay channel,
and that each State have the sole use of the lateral streams other than those mentioned within its boundaries.
As the amount of watel: allotted should be delivered exclusive of evaporation, it is important that the
various points of diversion should be definitely fixed. A proposal was put forward some years ago by
this Department for the diversion of a supply from the Murray at Bungowannah, below Albury. Such a
canal, with the amount of water proposed to be diverted, would only deal with the least arid portion of the
areas that.can be commanded from the MUTI'ay in New South Wales. It is now considered that 'the area
in most urgent need of water is that at the lower end of the Murray, and a canal to deal with it is now proposed
to take off from Toeumwal, and follow generally the direction shown on Exhibit 128. It is also eonsidered
that more good will ace~ue from the application of the waters 6f the Murrumbidgec to the most arid areas
that can be eommand!)d, and with that view the original schemes have been recast, and the points of diversion
al~ered from Narrandera to Pevensey, slightly below Hay. It is still proposed to divert the same quantity
of water from the Murray, namely, 1,300 cubic feet per seeond, and the whole of the available supply from
.the Murrumbidgee will be utilized mostly below Pevensey, and, if suffieient is available, a small quantity
probably between there and Narrandera. Of the Darling system, the whole of the available water in dry
years may be utilized for! irrigation purposes; the information at present at the disposal of this Department
shows that there are' faeilities for its utilization. In the first instance, irrigation from the natural flow of
the rivers alone will take place, but stlbsequently a demand will have to be met for' perennial irrigation ..
The States then will each bear the whole cost of any storages construeted on the lateral stream; but any
storages constructed in connexioll with the ,Murray channel shouJd be at the equal cost of the three States.
Although sufficient information is not at present available as to the storage eapaeities of the .various lakes
along the course of the Murray, I have no doubt that if the fullest use be made of them, and an artificial
storage provided, above Albury, the whole flow of that portion .of the Murray set apart for New South
Wales could be made av;ailable for their joint use tor perennial irrigation."

The setting apart of the Murrumbidgee ~nd Goulburn for New South Wales
and Victoria respect~vely, giving each State an absolutely free !rand In the development
of their irrigation schemes connected with these rivers, is as an ultimate solution of the
difficulty the be~t tlfat could possibly be arranged. The allowance to South Australia
and _the probable requirements of the Victorian Lower Murray irrigation settlements,
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however, will require stored waters from these tributaries until the Upper Murray
storage is created; hence it is only possible to give freedom of action in regard to the
Goulburn and Murrumbidgee after a considerable period, and then provision should be
made for the use of Goulburn and Murrumbidgee water on the Murray by Victoria and
New South Wales respectively for making up the allowance by the States to South
Australia. In the latter event, a similar quantity of water should be made available
for diversion from the Murray above the confluence of these tributaries, but only at
the time of such contribution by the Goulburn or Murrumbidgee.
'
The Commission understands that Mr. Wade considers that the Darling contribution should be treated in a similar manner as far as its flow makes up or helps to make
up the New South Wales share of the South Australian allowance.
,
It has already been pointed out that until the whole of the minimum annual
flows of the Murrumbidgee and Goulburn are absorbed by irrigation on these rivers,
the storages now under construction, or in contemplation would, if under control of an
Inter-State Board as far as their time of filling and diversion down stream of
surplus waters are concerned, be of great benefit in regulating the flow of the
Lower Murray, both during the navigable and non-navigable period.
In regard to Mr. Wade's suggestion that the flow of the Murray at Tocumwal
should be equally divided between the three States, it is possible with the storage of
some 25,000,000,000 cubic feet at Cumberoona to continually give a flow of 180,000
cubic feet past BungClwannah; but Victoria's share--60,000 cubic feet per minute-would
only be sufficient for the completed irrigation schemes now constructed, and would
leave nothing for the proposed Ovens junction scheme, although it would insure water
for some 250,000 acres of irrigation for South Australia quite apart from any contribution
by the Darling. Considering the l",rge flood flows of the Ovens, Kiewa, ]\<1itta, and
Darling, which have no contemplated storages, it would ultimately be better for these
States to store the flood waters of these rivers by completing the Lake Victoria storage
with a diversion weir across the Murray, and so make available the whole of the water
stored in the Upper Murray for diversions at Tocumwal, Ovens Junction, and between
Echuca and Mildura. The Upper Murray storage should be completed before any
attempt is made to weir the Murray.at Lake Victoria, and we think that the irrigation
requ~ements of Victoria and New South vVales will demand that most of the water
stored in the Upper Murray be used in these States and provision made for South
Australia at Lake Victoria.
It will be noticed that, whilst Mr. Wade' gave elaborate evidence about l~cking,
and although the New South Wales Government agreed to the committal of the State
to a complete locking scheme, yet he says in his report, page 285, Inter-State Commission 1902 Report;.
" It will be, seen that the cost of locking is still less than the construction of a light railway to serve
the same purpose, if interest on expenditure is to be met from the traffic and convenience and rapidity of
transit, considered with other points already dealt with, so far as the interests of this State (New South
Wales) as a whole are concerned, the construction of rail ways is preferable to locking."
,

, Mr. Wade, therefore, thought that South Australia should receive 'no more than1. 60,000 cubic feet per minute from-the Upper Murray Storage.
2. The flood flows of the l\iitta, Kiewa, and Ovens, less 60,000 cubic feet
per minute.
3. The Darliq.g flow not used for irrigation in New South 'Vales.
..
The question of maintaining navigation in South Australia or any other State
bemg purely a matter for tkat State.
.
]\<IR. H. G. McKINNEY'S PROPOSALS.
In his report to the Inter-State Commission of 1902, Mr. McKinney, who was
retained by that Commission to inquire into the question of the division of the waters
of the Murray and tributaries, submitted- the following remarks and recommendations,
p.270:'
" With regard to navigation, while many witnesses gave the opinion that the diversion of water from
the ~:Iurray. and its tributaries has materially affected the navigation, the evidence on this subjcct is vague
and mdefirute. A little consideration shows that all the water diverted in the past, or likely to be diverted
for years to come, would affect the navigation of the Murray for only very brief periods, when the river is
rising above or falling below navigation level.
.
" As matters at present stand, the evidence shows that, in periods of low river, the land around thela~es in South Australia is prcjudicially aff~cted by the sea water. There is nothing definite to show that
thIS has been to any appreciable extent due to the diversion of the river waters. Still, as irrigation progresses, it must have this effect to some extent. This being so, and assumina, as before, that no separate
legal rights existed, but that all three States were subject to the Water Rights Act of New South Wales,
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I should recommend that this State and Viet:)::i:1 should each contribute one-third of the cost of the works
for excluding the sea water from Lake Alexandrina. Further, as irrigation progresses, and as the demands
of South Australia increase, I should recommend that, when the necessity arises, the conversion of Lake
Victoria into a storage reservoir for keeping up the supply in the LmverMurray should be carried out at
the joint cost of New South Wales and Victoria. Subject to these conditions, New South Wales and
Victoria should have fulllibel:ty to divert the various quantities of watcr named during the periods of high
supply in the rivers.

-

" As regards the quantities of water which may be diverted when the rivers ar~ low, the supplies
which will be required by:the residents on the lower parts of the rivers iIi New South Wales and Victoria
\"v'"!ll alone afford a
measure of protection to the interests of South Australia. The series of towns on
the Mnnay, below Bungowannah, and the number of private interests which have to'be provided for will
neeessit.:1,te leaving a substantial minimum in: the river at that place, and a similar remark applies.to the
Murrull1bidgee. The conditions along the river Darling do not favour irrigation 011 any considerablc scale,
so that no works likely to ,be carried out in connexion with it will have any material effect in diminishing
the quantity of water which flows to South Australia. On the other hand, shoJlld a system of locks and weirs
be constructed throughout that river, the tendency of. this, 'even without reckoning on the probable storage
of water in lakes, will be tfJ increase thc flow to the Murray by diminishing the loss of water which occurs
periodically under existing circumstances through long stretches of the river becoming dry and parched
in times of cxtreme drought..
.
, "While the works, to the construction of which I propose that New South Wales and Victoria should
contribute, will place the country around ,Lake Alexandrina in a much better position than it is in at present,
. and will protect the interests of irrigation in South Australia, the locks and weirs which it is proposed to
construct in this State will place navigation 011 a permanent and satisfactory footing. It is natural to
cxpect also that, in view of the abundant supply of fresh water, much will be donc in the way of land
reclamation in and around'Lakes Alexandrina and Albert.
,
.
" It appears to me, then, that if noue of the States concerned had any special legal rights in the
River Murray, and,if its waters had simply to be utilized in t1Vi most equitable manner, and to the best
advantage of all, the following shonld be the basis of a perma;nent understanding :(1) That New South Wales and ViCtoria should each contribute one-third of the cost of excluding
the sea water from LakcAlexandrina.
(2) That New South Wales and Victoria should, at their joint cost when occasion rcquires,
convert IJake Victori!. into a storage reservoir for maintaining the flow in the J~ower
Murray.
(3) That New South Wales an~ Victoria should have the right to utilize the waters of the tributaries of ,the River Murray and of the Riyer Murray itself lip to the maximum limits
mentioned.
(4) That New South Wales and Victoria should allow sufficient water to pass into South Australia
to balance the evaporation in Lakes Alexandrina and Albert" to meet the requirements
of irrigat~on, and to afford an. ample supply for working the locks which it is proposed'
to construct.
,
(5) That South Australia should have the right to construct locks and weifs in the River Murray
as far np as Wentworth, and that New South Wales and Victoria should contribute to
to the cost of these works ill ptOpo~tioll to the' bencfits, if any, which these States will
receive from the works.
'
(6) That the pr:oposed storage reservoirs on the Upper }funay should bc constructed at the
joint cost of New South Wales l);nd Victoria, each State contributing half.
(7) That N.ew South Wales and Victoria should mutually concede the right to abut dams OIr
the banks of the River Murray, and that the cost of such dams should be borne by these
States in Iproportion to the beneflts aTisillg froUl the dams.
"
"I have no doubt that Jllftny persons, . especially in New South Wales, will 0011side1' that tlwse
proposals anticipatc the cvents of a distant future, aud a.pply to remote contingencies. I intend phem
to do so, as 110 settlement of the question can be of any material valne which omits to includc ample
provisions for futlll'e develop merits. The Commission .is in a position to judge whe.ther the developments contemplated in my proposals arc likely to be so .remote as may be g'enel:ally imagined."

In regard to the proposal respecting Lake Alexandrina; the lakes ~t present
get salty at the end of ievery summer, but there will always be flood waters coming down
annually, no m~tter to, what degree irrigation is extended, and we see no reason' why
Victoria and New South 'Vales should pay tow~rds the cost of the Murray mouth
barrage:s. In our opinion, these works should be undertaken by South Australia if
they are considered justifiable at the cost which was given in 1902, viz., £51,600.
This matter is considered at a later stage.
. This Commission considers that in every year (except one like 1902) more than
sufficient water will inl flood time flow into the lakes to balance evaporation; but the
Upper States should -under. no circumstances be required to restrict their irrigation.
development for the sake of this trivial advantage to South Australia. It is to be noted
that)Ir. McKinney, in :1902, considered that the only locking scheme worthy of mention.
was that of the Lower Murray up to Wentworth, and hinted that New South Wales
.and Victoria would receive no advantage from the works.
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MR. ELWOOD MEAD'S PROPOSALS.

In a report embodied in his evidence Mr. Mead outlined the following scheme of
settlement
Assuming that all three States are agreed to fully develope irrigation, regardless of its effect on
navigation,the ni:lxt step is an agreement as to their respective shares of the water, or rather an ~greement
as to the principles on which their shares are to'be determined. This should bc as simple as pOSSIble. The
shares of New South Wales and Victoria should depend on their contribution to the flow of the stream;
that of South Australia should be a certain share of the flow. No attempt should be made in an agreement
to fix definite volumes for either State; that should be left to'the Commission intrusted to the division.
It can establish gauging'stations on all tributaries,and by means of telegraphic reports bc kept advised
daily of all important changes, and can regulate diversions to accord 'with this. A system of this character
is in successful operation on several rivers in America, and there will be no difficulty in applying this here.
But there will certainly be friction and injustice if an attempt is made in advance to fix the absolute amount
,
of water any State is to have, regardless of the flow of the stream.
Following this agreement should come the early construction of two large storages, one at Cumberoona, on the Upper Murray, to proviae water for iITigation in New South Wales and Victoria when the
river is low, and one at Lake Victoria, to serve the same purpose in South Australia. The building of these
two reservoirs would protect all of the present irrigation areas along the main stream against the danger
of a short water supply, and would provide for a very considerable expansion of the irrigated area in all
three States. These works, taken ill connexion with the increased water supply ,made available by the
storage works at Barren Jack, in New South Wales, and on the Goulburn, ~n Victoria, would greatly extend
the present irrigated area, and materially increase the low water flow of the river in South Australia.
The carrying out of these storage works, together with the channels required to distribute water,
will, it is believed, absorb the available resources of all three States for the next five years. If locking is
postponed that long it will, I am confident, never be undertaken. The value of the locks for transportation
will not be sufficient to justify the expense, even if we did not need the water for irrigation.

He further stated, in answer 'to questions,thatWithout any locks navigation can be maintained for at least six months in the year, as at present'
value of locking, therefore, so far as it aids navigation, is only for six mo~ths of the year. The view
I take is that the whole of the river transportation for that six months would not justify the building of
those locks regardles3 of any other consideration.
Th~

CONCLUSION.

To these various agreements and suggestions and proposals we have given the careful
attention, to which they are entitled, both on account of the authority of those responsible
for them and the importance of the issues involved. The recommendations which we
make upon the issues will be found in o,ur answers to the fourth question which was
submitted to us, and sufficiently appear at a later stage in this Report.
THE TRIBUNAL OR' AUTHORITY WHICH SHOULD CONTROL THE DIViSION OF ITS' FLOW
AND SECURE TO EACH STATE ITS ALLOTTED VOLUME.

A regulated river-system such as the Murray and its tributaries should be, in our There sh?lIld be
opinion, makes necessary a regulating authority. It has become obvious to us during :,~:g~~i~~~g
the course of this inquiry that much of the misunderstanding which undoubtedly exists
between the people of the different States has its origin in ignorance, due to lack of
information, in one State as to the action or anticipated action in the others through
which the rivers flow. Unfortunately, though the river controversy has been maintained fO.r many years jo~n~ or. co-op.era~ive investigation is of very recent orig~. We Value of joint
are conVInced that such JOInt InVestIgatIOns as have taken place have had a dIstinctly inveGtigi>tion••
beneficial effect in the direction of mutual understanding. What may be called the
larger uses of this river-system have until recently not 'been considered in an InterState way, and, while there has been a vast quantity of eloquent, not to say, vehement
writing, and speaking upon the possibilities of the Murray, much of it, we venture to
suggest, has excited prejudice rather than promoted clear understanding. This point
is well put by Mr. McKinney in his report to us-'
Probably no cOU11try in the world has been so deluged as south-eastern'Australia has been in the
last thirty years by newspaper articles, reports, and oratory on the subject of irrigation. The results so
far as regards the creation of something approaching to a panic in South Australia have been very considerable, while the results so far as regard~ the adoption and extension of irrigation have been comparatively
trifling.

The work done by the Inter-State Commission of 1902 was invaluable as a con- Value 01 the
tribution towards the understanding of this immense problem. But its inquiry was bnO~,r;;;1~\~;,s'
made under circumstances of pressure for time, and the official information which was lI"ork.
,
at its service was necessarily meagre; in addition to which the existence of an abnormal
drought, as already mentioned, did not help the investigation. Now, we must frankly
state that we have had great difficulty in obtaining reliable figures as to the trade done
6994.
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on the river, the Jalue 01 the interests depe~ding on this trade, and the real difficulties
under which it has 'had to be conducted. It has been no person's business to obtain
and collate this information. The public works of Inter-State concern'which are requited
for the e:fi:ective use of the river and the development of the neighbouring country should
be fully ,inquired iiito. The practicability of locking the rivers, to what,extent it would
develop the adjoining lan.ds, its cost, its engineering difficulties, all these are vital ques~
t,ici:jls, on which, little, if any, investigation has been made. Similarly with regard to
~ailw~ys in the river districts, especially where the trade connexion' of a centre lies
An Inter,State outside the State in which the 'centre is situated.
In our opinion; to arrive at a sound
Board should be
'
.
appointed,
and
consIstent
po1"ICY WIth regar d to t he sett1ement 0 f t h'·,
IS vast and Important
area,' an
~nter-State Board with power to investigate and report on the matters referred to and
many others should be called into existence. Apart frOni this educative work, the
control. of river improvement, such as the removal of obstructions, the construction of
wharfs and· the erection of groins for the purpose of restricting the flow to a narrower
channel, and other :work of a conservancy nature; could be much more efficiently and
econoinically carried out by an Inter-State Board acting on definite and settled
lines than it can by three separate authorities. We think that with hardly any
If!.rgerexpenditurethan what is now incurred by the States individually in snagging,
the navigability of the river might be very considerably improved. The gauging
of the entire system should be uniform and under one control. The same body should
,
Keep, a constant repord of all riv'~r heights at different points and all other information
~!"£I~;d'I:~;:,Uld which is requisi~e ~o the regulation of th,e use ,of the river's flow.
Storages shduld be
flood wn.tellli~
filled from the flood waters; an Inter-State aut,hprity. should be empowered to direct the
times at which the ;filling of such'storages should, coinmence and cease. These storages
~ill have to be used:to .secure both iiavigatio;n and 4-rigation; this should be done unde:r;
the dit~ctioii of an ~ndependen~, body. Probably the storages on the :M~rilmbidgee ,and
the Golllburn could be left to the management of the States of New South Wales and
Victoria respectively; ,but the proposed storage, at Lake Victoria and any new storage
o,n,the Upper :Murray should be controlled by an Inter-State authority.
,
~~rhc:~~~~~tion, " , ' W'e have given some thought to the' constitution of ,~his regulating, authority.
State Board.
S9 far ~~, we can learn, no exactly analogous body exists. The European Colhrnission
of the Danube, whi,ch was called into existence by the ,Treaty of Paris, 1~56, consists
of representatives of s,everalco1J.ntries, and is authorized "to designate and yause to be
~,t~y~~.oom. e~ecuted the works necessary below Isakt,cha to clear the mouths of the Danube, as
w,ell as.the neighbouring parts of the sea from the sands, and other impediments which
obstructed them, in order to put that part of th(j river an~ the said parts of the sea in
~4e best P9ssible state for navigation," This body derives its revenue from duties
of, a sUitable rate. It has done .valuable work, but it is of course entirely a navigation
Internationa.!,
scheme.
:Mr. Mead'drew oUr attention to "the J oint Commission between the United
Joint Oommission 01 U. S.A,
S~at~sand
Canada, determining the international wa,terway between the two countries.'
lI"d Oanada.
Th~t includes the division of the power at Niagl!ra Falls, the boundaries of the fishing
rights on the great lakes, and a 'great many navigation ,questions." The constitutibil
Mi.d powers of the ~nternational Joint Commission of the United States and Canada
~re fixed by a treaty of last year made between Great Britain and the United States.
It consists of six members, three to be appoint~d by the President of the United States
and three to be appointed by the King of England on the recotnmendation of the GovernorGeneral iJf Canada. ' This body was estabJislie,d for the pntp9se of preventing dispilte~
regarding the use qf boundary waters (on the Uuited States-Canadian fronti,er), of
se~tling pending disputes, and of making," provision for the adj ti.stm~nt and sett~e~¢nt
of all shcn questions as may hereafter arise," Under article 3 of the Treaty, "no fiifther
or 'other uses or obstructions or diversions, whether templ?rary or perma:nent, of boundary
waters on either side·of the (bound;uy) line, affecting the natural level or flow of ho-q.:p.dary
waters on the other side of the line can be made except by the authority of the United
States or t~e Dominion of Canada within. their respective jurisdictions,- and with
IJpproval of the International Joint Oommission."
,
,
Under article 4; the two contracting powers also agreed not to allow the construction or maintenance' on their respective sides of the boundary of any remedial or protective works o~ any. dams or ether obstructions in waters flowing from boundary waters
or in ~aters at a lower level than the boundary in rivers flowing across the boundary
th~ effect of which was to raise the natural level of the rivers on the other side of the
poundary, :' ~mless the construction or maintenance thereof was approved by the jnter.;
national Joint Oommission." By article 8 ~f the Treaty, it is provided as follows,:'l'here 1$ a iack
of information
on ri\'er
problem••

~". ~~.

"" I

I

I~, This International joint Commission shall have hrrisdictjoJ:'!. oVl'er and ,sha.11 pass upon '
all cases involviIig' the use or obstruction or diversion. of the waters with respect to
which, under articles 3 and 4 of this Treaty; t):J.e approval of this Commission is required,
an,d in passing ,up0n such cases the 9Qn1n1ission shall be goyern~d by the following
rules or principles, which are adopted, by the High, Con~racting P?-rties for this purpos~ :~The High Contr:::tcting Parties shall have; each on its,own ~ide.of th~ boundary,
equal and similar rights in the use of the waters her~inbefore 9.-efined as boundary waters.
'
The following or9.er of precedenc~ shall be obs!=lr.ved among the :va~ious uses enumerated ~:fee:c~fi~~~es.
hereinafter for these 'waters, and no use sha.!l be permitted which tends materially to
conflict with Or restrain any other use which is given preference over it in this order
of precedence :-

1. Uses for donies~ip and sanitary, purposes.
2. Uses for navigation, including the ser'vice of canalS for the purposes of

navigation.
3. Uses for power and tot irrigation purposes."
,
Decisions can be rendered by a majodty ;. 1n case of an even division separate
reports must be sent to ,the two contracting pqwl?rs;, ,Matters in dispute between one
power and the other, or between One power a1)d the .inhabitants of the other's country
are also made referable 'to the International Joint Commission. It appears that there No Inter,State
is. no Inter-State body regulating rivers in the ,United S~ates;, such regulation as is ~.!~;'Ici~
done is performed by State authorities, especially a,s to diversions. 'According to Mr.
Mead, they have I3pecial organizations, "they esta1:>lish JsauginK stations on all tribut~ries and by means. of telegraphic reports are kept adviseC!- d,aily of all important changes
and regulate diversions to accord with this. A sy~~en1 of this c4aracter is in successful
operation on several rivers. in America, and there will be,no difJi9ulty in applying it here."
The necessity of a joint authority has been admitted for nearly a quarter of a century
by those. .who have given attenti,on ,to, the ,Murray. question. , In 188!3, two eo~feren~es Oonferences
between Victoria and New South Wales Commissions were held and combined resolu- ~~~~~ew~;:
tions were passed, the principal fe~ture of which was the adoption of the propQsal for o~~~;~~i~~~Din
a joint trust with equal representation for the two States; and with wide powers of con- ~S:d:d~r;:ter.
trol and legislatiori. The same authority wa~ recognised as inevitable at the Premiers' StatibOdy,
Conferences, and was adopted in the prdvisional agre~fnEmts of 1907' aIid, 1908. W,e
agree that for educative, investigating, and administr3!tive ,purposes such a body must
be CJ;eated. The only question is its constitution. After ,much consideration we are
oj opinion ',that it should, be rep~es~ntative of, the thr.e~, St?-~es--".one repreB~ntative
from ea~h ,S,ta~~. , It'!llay be urged .that ,~he interes~s of th~ S~atl(s .ar~.nop equal,. but."
it is desirable that, all should have an equal voice in the regulation of this river ~yste:J;n.
qne.-of theseshould b~ appo~te(tby tp.e Governor J.n:' COuJ?cil 0; each State" a,nd at-the
star~- we .would sugg~stthat the Bo~rd should eon~ist, if their depar~n;t.eiit3;l d)1ties will First memhers
possibly,a:~low, of Mr'"Wade, l\{r. ¥ead, and the Chief ~ng~neer of ,So;uth .Aq~ralia,: ~o~:~~r.State
In thl( ~arlier year~ of Its opE1ratlOn the work of the, B,oard ~111 be prInCIpally drr~cted
t~ obtaining, information and maintaining a iiat~3;1 flow under ~he present conditions.
DUTIES OF' MURRAY RiVER INTERcSTATE <BeARD.

Th~ Board shouid have definite powers ahd duties.
it should. undertalce in addltio,n to other dutie~ indicated iIi. thIS Repo.rt-. .

of. gaugirigs at MCirgan, Memhdie; Narraridera; Hay, Albury, ,
Jingellic; Tallangat~a, Kiewa; vVaiigaratta, MurchiSon, arid such 6ther
statioriS as it conSiders necessary to get and D:uiihMin'cbniplete recoids
of flow.
2. The administration and, control ,of diversions, so as to secure the carrying
, out of the agI:eeUleni. , .
'
"
,. . ".
3. ~li~ btHitf(jl" ~f all 'snagging bpeta tiOri~, and other jiiipr6veme~ti to t~ ~ .
~ivefs hithi:lrto :C,artied, tln by the 8t~tes' Depa,rtments, IncliidHig tHe
mai:rilienance ana. efectioii (j~ wharfs, beacons, &q .
4. 'Registratiol?-, ap.d inspection ,of ail, steamer~ and"harges, the co1i~~iion pi
t:ad.~ .st~tistics, al?-dto report. on railway freights as affecting the
river trade.
1. The control

.
.'

'~~l'i:!s,,~~~ter.

. State Board,

dz'

Hi
I

5. T:ue~onstruction of a regulator at . Lake Victoria, as recommended by:
tliis Commission, and other work in which more than one State. is'
concerned, a~d which, in the opinion of t,he Board, cannot be better
alid more efficiently carried out, by the various Sta~e Departments
under the supervision of the Board.
'
6. The control of those works in which more than one State is concerned.
7. Make a complete inquiry into and report on the following:- '
(a) 0umberoona and other Upper Murray storages and other works of
. Inter-State importance and concern.
'
(b) As to whether, and at what cost, a diversion weir should be constructed at Lake Victoria, with a view to increasing its storage
I capacity to 22,000,000,000 cubic feet.
.
(0), As to locking of ~he Murray, Murrumbidgee, and Darling, with
complete boring records, estimates of receipts and expenditure, and probable increase of trade, and as to when, or under
; what conditions, and to what extent (if any) a system of
locks should' be built, as provided iTt the agreement of 1908.
(d) As to the construction of railways, roads, punts, bridges, &c., in the
, Rive~ina territory as an alternative for or in addition to the locking
! of the rivers.
(e). As ~o the measures to be taken in order to provide for 'the full
I utilization of the water of the tivers.
.
, 8. The Board should also have power to take evidence in, all the States to
examine witnesses on oath and obtain the production of Departmental
documents, and should report to the States annually on all matters
under its control.
QUESTION IV.-THE MEASURES TO BE TAKEN FOR REGULATING THE FLOW SO AS rfO
. SECURE THE FULL USE OF THE RIVER FOR ALL PURPOSES,
The ordinary
USeS of a. rh·er..

Th~ ordinary ~ses'of a river are for the following purposes :L As a stock and domestic supply for the inhabitants of its banks;
2. For the industrial purposes of the samf3 people;

3. For irrigation; and
4. ·For navigation.

,
So far as the first two uses are concerned, their demands are, in proportion to the
volume of the river's flow, infinitesimal, and they maj, for the 'present purpose, be
disregarded.
.
Notsulllcient
With respect to navigation, the river in its natural state is admittedly insufficient
~~~t;~::::'~~~y for .permanent navigation. With regard to irrigation, the evidence we have .taken
;::'~:~:li~nt conclusively establishes that the whole flow of the' several streams reinforced by all
~~~,:~~:~"r~~d. possible storages falls'far short of supplying the available irrigable areas in the States.
We start, therefore, with the proposition that the flow of the Murray and its tributaries
is deficient for all purposes. The problt:tm which has to be solved is-how can the available supply be put to its, fullest lise for navigation ,and i~rigation purposes, and, if these
two uses are mutually destructive, which should be retained? In dealing with the
second branch of this problem, we have endeavoured\ to consider the matter entirely
from a national stand"point, and, as far as possible, to disregard State and local interests.
A great deal of evidence upon the'relative value of navigation and irrigation has been
presented to the 19~2 Inter-State Commission and to this Commission; and, since
wh~n two ride a horse one must go behind, we propose to dwell. upon these two uses as
they ~ppear to us, after having heard ;,tnd read the evidence, and making our own
personal observations.
NAVIGATION.
I.loo,ked at In the map without a knowledge of local conditions; the Murray sys~em
seems. admirably adapted to become .the :waterway of a continent. Its development
the lIurrny,
in this direction was first undertaken more than sixty years ago by South Australia,
where ;,t section of her public men and her press generally have created ;,t faith in its
Vkt"rianlln
possibilities, whi~h, so far, judging by the cold light of railway returns and Customs
~:::::i~tiu7i~~~;1 House figures, the great stream has hardly deserved. Victoria has taken a-share in this
trade,
trade. As far as we dm a~ce~tain, the two States ,divide the river trade b'etween them---:.
Hi,t.ory nne!

condition of

IUwi!!ation on

Q.JI "

lill
South Australia takes the Darling and everything west of Wentworth; Victoria, with
head-quarters at Echuca, takes the Murrumbidgee and everything east of Wentworth.
.
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trade consIsts of steam-boats and barges, the first-mentioned, for freight purposes,
. actin,g chiefly as tugs. The registers show that these craft have, for the most part, seen
many years service. They have a draft of from 3 feet to 6 feet, and the steamers and
barges carry, according to Mr. Hooke, General Manager of Permewan, Wright, an,d Co.
Ltd., averaO'e cargoes of 20 to 30 tons and 180 tons respectively. There are about
100 vessels (50 steamers and 50 barges)' engaged in the trade. The Commission of
1902 estimated the value of these vessels' at £250,000. As to this,.which was evidently ~~~~~~ plant.
. a serious over-estimate, Mr. Hooke says-~I 1- do not think the steamers and boats were
ever worth one quarter of a million." He estimated the whole capital enga~ed in this
business at £60,000, and the present value of the vessels at £50,000.' Capt am 'Vestergaard, 'the Echuca manager for the same company, valued the whole plant in the
trade at from £75,000 to £80,000. The wharf accommodatioI).. at Echuca, accQrding
to a Victorian Public Works memorandum of 15th September, 1902, has cost the
Railway Department nearly £20,000. There has· probably been a similar expenditure
at Morgan and other South Australian ports.
The volume of river-borne traffic is not easily ascertained. With regard ;;~~r:g~~g~e 01,
to the South Australian portion, the 1902 Commission found that the average value of traffic.
exports for the ten years-1882 to 1891-was £544,259, and for the ten years-1892 to
1901-£298,875; while the average values of imports for the two corresponding periods
were £185,584 and £77,016. In the Commission's opinion the serious decrease in trade
was partly due to Swan Hill and Echuca competition..
Estimate 01
South Austmlian Trade.
South Austra·
lian traffic.
The following are estimates of the traffic at the various ports:Yoar ended-'
In.

30th
30th
30th
30tli
30th

June,
June,
June,
June,
June,

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908

Out.

11
0
52
0
0

308
288
1,027
790
954

·.
·.

Morgan.

Murray Bridge.

Goo1wa.

Out.

In.

9,111
9,763
14,992
10,515
10,555

In.

2,801
2,807
2,638
5,645
6,276

3,311
3,909
4,580
3,963
4,105

Out.

5,096
3,197
3,422
4,088
6,152

.
These figures denote the goods carried on the railways for shipment at the various
ports, and, in order to obtain the total river trade, some 10,000 bags of wheat milled at
Morgan and Mannum must be added, together with 3,000 bags of flour sent up stream.
There .should be considerable reductions made, however, in the Murray Bridge returns,
as they include the trade with Mannum and other parts of the river always open.
, This retlif!1 is from a Parliamentary Paper presented to the Legislative Assembly
of South AustralIa, and dated 18th December, 1908.
The Darl·ing Trade.
Th~ evidence of the Sub-collector of Customs at Wentworth shows that, from
1901 to 1908, except for the drought years 1902 aQ,d 1903, there has been an increase
in the value of imports and a substantial increase in the value of exports, the exports
for 1901 being £181,694, and for 1908 £327,444.
The quantity of cargo passing up and down the Darling from South Australian The Darling
and Victorian ports, and which is included in the foregoing returns, wastrade.
Toru;up Stream.

Year.

Tons down Stream.

"

1901
1902 .
1903
)904
1905
1906

1907
1908
co

·

4,384

,.
..
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t ..................

j ....i""'-....
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14

2,842

Nil

Nil

5,126
4,291
3,172
4,752
3,125

2,233
1,217
1,533'
4,056
2,366

6,116

4,728

.. :z;:;:r~'.?.,J.. : 4 ...$·0;' ~
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, .- of t4is parling trade, SQuth 'Au!'!f:ralia gets, a9cordjng to the same 'figures, from
.. .. ',. '" ,'~hree ~o five time~ a~ ";much as Victoria.
South,i\ustr&.;'
, Th~ cpnglusion we have come to with regard to the S. outh Australi,'an tpade is
!ian trade has
revived since
'that -it h~s revived g;ince the drought .JVeal'S, but that there is tenacity rather than
1002, but
diminished
bu,oyancy ~n it, anq. that its volume has d,irpinished'in a mark<?4 degJ1ee since th~. early
since 1880.
ei~htieB. .
.
1

Victorian Trade.
'l:be Victorian"

trade.

The Victorian f)har~ of the river-bOPle trade ha~ its head-quarters in Echuca,
there is no doubt that the river' coimexion is of great importance to this town.
The trade iJ:l pri~cip?Jly with the Murrllmbidg~e, the carefully prepared retum of Mr. E,
.Jon~~, theG-eneral ;Pa!?senger and Freight Agent for Victorian Railways, showing that
43 per cent., of the outwatd trade is "With the' M1ll'rumbidgee and Lachlan. The same
flgui:es show th~t tpe freight o:q. the boats from Echuca for the fifte(;:n years ending 1908
~v~raged 5,767 tons, and' for the same period the freight off the boats 13,979 tons. Ip.
both 'cases the years since 1902 show it noticeable dec'lin,e on the tonnage averag(3s of
the years prior to that date.. The cargo handl<?d on the river consists of wool! wheat~
timber? and general . Plercha:ndis~ ;of this, woo! is ftPproximately one-h;}lf., At
$c~-qca, ~b~)Ut29t :p~;r ce;nt, of tpe o-q.tward trade is in wlleat~ I
'
a~d

:a,

Nature of the
trade,"
'

"rONS OFCUGO CARRIED[BY'RAIL ON TO AND FROM OFF THE RIVER STEAMERS AT ECHUCA, SWAN HIL;L,
AND MILDURA RESPECTIVELY.
, r

(a) Eokuca.

...

,
To Boots.

From B"I>h!.

IU vet S'01>80n.

Totsl.

,

A,il Good!!.

Grain·

Flalt.

Fruits
DriM.

Sleepers.

Timber.

Wool.

Tons.

To'!S.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons.

Tons,

Tons.

23.p,-~t to 4.5.91'\

5,854
4,4=~~

13,~,~~ to 6.1.96
23rt,~~ to 29.3.~7
1.7,~7 to 7.12.97
7.6,~~

6,995
5,9153
6,189
7,810
71634

to 21.1.9~
7.4.99 to 12.1.00,
6.4:00 to 2.1.01
.
9,9.~r ~ 6,1,02
Q9.6,0~ ~o 1V,l ~.O;Q ",
9.5.03 to 11.~.94
.
6.6.04 to 31:1,Q5
.
17.6.05 to 21.2.06
2.4.0~ to ,22.2.07
-18.9,97 "to!3.1.~
11.6.08 to 30.12.08 ..

·.
·
·.
·
·
·.
·.
·.

~,297

R?99~
6,309
~',749

3,895
2,788
4,956
p82
4,798
4,546
6,833
.8;4Hi
1,lt!?

474
404
397
145
225
408
346
31§

4,2,30

324
343
400

Sa.wn

276

166
249
312
959
915
1,475
1,836
2,0015

·.

43~

1,02~

95

4,868
9,,9il

3,960
3,781
p,395

5,~49

~76

4,687

519

~OO
1~9
~p

8~,&O2

56,922

4:,~64

U),;3?J

Ip,950

5,767
,

...

..

·.

·.

·.
·.
·.

Uj6~

1,530
1;~62

Tons.

715
533
238
6157
372
532
900
670

14,162
8,515
9,275
8,317
6,706
6,827
7,830
7,594
897
2,807
3;608
5,008
9,lJ:!2

11'>2

,~,ppQ

..

15j}
1,564
1,546
U09
791
1,245
1,795
2,079

1,~~5

---

28
79
4
116

·.

All other
Goods.

Tons.

, 1,9 24

~76

20,9~Q

12,90,5

775

15;71~

565
599
828
m8

13,3fj8
16,134
19,752
20;957
1),0,57

~71

29~

11,0~~

6,13W

640 10,64~
133 1O,~6(i
91-3 . 13,081
75{) , 17,8.39
.390 .11,868
:1:29 10,34~

6,229 106,187

9,700 209,683

Lf33

--.~

Total (fifteen years)

,

Avera~e

:

.

-

..
I

..

.'.

;

(b) 8wqn Hill.
Year •.

1905
1906
19071908

T'lDll

60
50
149
'194

..

Tons frol,ll Boah!.

,to Boah!.

.. Not available.
Not available.
64
59 .

(0) Mildura.

(Victprian 'J;r,a,de only.)
1906
1907

1908.

Tons from Boa\>l.

Tons to Boq.h!.

Year.

...

..

..

'

I

'

103
73
'U

6

..

.-

p,979

.A1'PROXIMATE DISTRIBUTION OF RIVER-BORNE TRAnIC,

(a) Echuca.
ij

"From Boats 0'"

To Boats for-

Euston
Darling River
Edwards River
Balranald . .
.. ,
Murrumbidgee and Lachlan Districts ..
All other ..

5%

14%
8%

19%
43%

4%

Murray River
Darling' River
'Edwards River

10%

14%

M~rumbidgee and Lachlan Districts

54%

All other

18%

..

11%
100%

100%

At present, so far as Echuca is concerned, the period of navigation is on an average ~:~l;':t?~n at
six months, roughly, from July to December; in South Australia in those portions ~~h::,~~t~:~age.
which are not permanently navigable,.it is probably somewhat longer. It is admitted
.
by those interested in the trade that the navi!!able period is at present sufficient tor go.
Prbe"lent
n:l\d'i :
eperIO
IS
the bulk of cthe t~ade. It falls short, howev~r; for wheat and the fres~ frUlt produc~s of ~~:c:.~~ent for
Renmark. Captam Westergaard was of opmIOn that the gross earnmgs of thenverborne trade are about £45,000 per annum. The expenditure by his company on wag:es,
firewood, &c., for the fQur years 1905-1908 has averaged rather over £11,000. FIve
per cent. is considered a fair return on the capital eng~ged, and about 30 out of the 100
vessels in the trade-or one-third-are owned by his company. It would seem that The gross .
.
" not
far fr'om t he mar k. A Iarge portIOn
. 0 f the expenditure earnings
the
· estImate
hIS
0 f gross earmngflls
trade.ar~ ofab,!,!~
goes directly or indirectly in wages' and in provisions"which supports the opinion of one ;~~;:per .
witness to the effect that" the value of the river trade to Echuca is inestimable." The
Murray be~g a bar-bound river, the trade tends to concentrate itself on those points
which have the shortest connexion by rail with the seaboard. The tr.ansport of goods
between the riverside population is small. That water carriage is cheaper than rail ~ocal r';3f". .
at per ton is undoubted; but that the river-borne trade has diminished in volume and s~alE reI"
is likelv to still further diminish under existing circumstances is an inevitable conclusion The river trade
hi h h
has diminished,
fr om the fact s weave
come b efore us.
.
and is' likely to
..
•
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continu~

IRRIGATION.

~ ~

dimilli~ft.in!l"

,
The other great u~e of ,the rive,r remains t9 be cons.ide~ed.. In a sefl:Se it may be 1~~!~~~:ent.
saId to bea matter whICh lies outSIde the scope of this mquIry. It IS, however,
absolutely necessary that we should express our views upon a use of the river? which is
quite capable of, and, in the Judgment of many people, is entitled to, appropriate the
whole of its waters. In the first place, the success of irrigation is challenged, and, !\~~~~~on to
secondly, the expenditure upon locking is the price proposed to be paid for' an increased irrigation,
quantity of water for this purpose. While this inquiry was going on, developments i:o.
connexion with irrigation have claimed attention in such a way that. no account of the
prospects of the Murray Basin, with its vast irrigable areas, can be complete if it fails
to notice and consider them. When giving evidence before us on 22nd October, Mr. Mr. Mead's
h f 11owmg
.
.
eVIdence on
ElWOO d 1\1f
Ihea d ma d- e teo
statements
:irrigation in
Victoria.
Before undertaking the construction of any additional reservoir on either the Murray or Goulburnp
the water pow available for irrigation should be put to use. The State works can supply water to 200,000
acres not now irrigated. Until this is done, these works will be unprofitable, and the great benefi~' of
irrigation will remain to be proved. The pressing need of the State is to settle these irrigable areas, and
bri~g the surplus water into use. The urgent requirement of irrigation in Victoria is the closer settlement
of the areas for which water is available.

Mr. Mead came to Australia barelv two years ago. He came her~ after a long PoInts at urgent
professional acquaintance with ir,rigation in the arid districts of North America, and he ;:~~e!':nf~er
has been long enough here to learn something of Victorian conditions. Mr. Wade, of :~~::r_
New South 'Vales, who is responsible for the Barren Jack Storage, when asked whether :if&r~tn'!S
he c?nte~plated introducing skilled settlers or whether he thought settlers could be ~~cW.~li:,~::.elB
obtamed ill New South Wales, replied, "We have not yet tried to obtain settlers; but Wales.
my opinion is we will have to get immigrants to settle there. We get a certain small
proportion locally, but the bulk will have to be attracted from outside." He further
stated" I am quite satisfied we will have to attract the bulk of the settlers from outside
the country." A good dea,l of evidence upon this matter was given in the Barren Jack
Inquiry of 1906.. The opinion of the New South Wale~ aut.4oriti~s was that it would p~

l~i
difficult to obtain settlers in Australia. Mr. Mead gave evidence before us to a similar
effect, influenced, doubtless by his extremely qualified success in settling the two new
irrigation areas at Nyah and 'White Cliffs.
•
.
Victori..'s
Victoria has led the way in irrigation projects in Australia, and her experience
~~f:~1~~~e on is all we have to guide us in deciding on the prospect ofsuccess or failure under Australian
conditions. We began our scheme of irrigation works, in 1886; they have cost us up
to date about £2,500,000. Ind899, some £720,252'of principal and £337,239 of accumulated, interest had to be written off. ' Mr. Mead claims that they are to-day costing
this State £2,000 a week, but this figure is arrived at by treating the amount written off
:.,';,~~r~~~ion as a debt. The Annual Reports of the State Rivers and Water Supply Commission
unotmcreasmg'show that the lana under irrigation is not increasing; last year the acreage irrigated
actually diminished; and a large proportion of the water used is applied to native grass
which can hardly be a profitable use. Mr. Mead points out that, while there is abundant
water in the existing storages, few are prepared to avail themselves of it: Parliament
has made drastic changes in the general law as to water, in the government ar..d contr,?l
of the irrigation works, and in the'rating of those who are able to use the water. These
changes are recep.t, and it is impossible at present to judge of their effect; but they are
thorough enough ~o indicate a considerable dissatisfaction with the earlier condition of
"
affairs.
It is not always easy ,to determine what constitutes failure and what success.
Ample evidence was 'given before previous Commissions on t~is question to show that
Irrigation wOlks ,irrigation works improved the value of the land they commanded. Noone will be found
~h:ev:.I',ier~fed ,to give an opinion; to. the contrary. In the case of Mildura, a large and prosperous
~;;~~tion.. ,population" with the aid of. irrigation, is living on an area which in its natural state
Mll~~:a~t
would not suppor.t Jive personS. :vVe take it; however, that the test which must settle
,the question of failare or success in a case of this sort will be found in the answer to,
the question how far has the expenditure of public money increased the population
Condition of tbe or the general production of the country? Up to the present, Mr. Mead contends
~~~~~n
that ,in the Goulburn Valley, which is Victoria's principal irrigated area, the popUlation
has not increased; 'on the contrary, he believes it is decreasing. If there is any improvement in, the wealth productiqn of ,the same ,area it is, only to a slight degree in those
Mr, Mea.d's
products which result from irrigation. Mr. Mead attributes the fact, which is obvious
:~~~~~yOf . enough, that irrigated culture holds out no inducements for the farming class, to various,
~~~~r~~~ers, causes. He says that the Australian farmer prefers to stand by the ancient ways,
that he has a pr~judice in favour of dry farming to which he is accustomed, and that he
desires large areas. Now it can hardly be said that the Australian farmer lacks shrewdness or adaptability;; the agricultural progress of this State sufficiently proves that his
prejudices do not stand in the way for any time of any pursuit which holds out a fair
prospect of a cash Ireturn. It is a significant fact that whereas closer settlement on
p:dvate initiative has proceeded with marked rapidity in this State for the last twelve
years, it has always been upon a non-irrigable basis. Irrigation settlement has been
almost entirely left to the State. To some ~xtent this attitude may be due to the
defective manner iniwhich the water has been made available, bad regulation of supply,
and uncertainty as to whether irrigation was a system of cUlture itself ora mere standby
to ordinary farming, to be used only when the seasons caused the latter to fail. But
while these defects are in course of being remedied by the adoption of better administrative. methods and· a more definite policy, they can hardly account for the scant progress
The explaDl~tion in irrigated culture which has taken place.
The explanation seems to, be found in the
~fl:ms..~~:a~~e undoubted fact that Australia in the average of seasons has abundant farming land
d~;a~~~g in to suc'cessfully occupy her agr~culturists, and that irrigated cultme entailing, as it
.~Ulltralia.
does, more constant t6il only appeals to the imagination in the periods of. drought,
such as that which terminated in 1902 to 1903. With improved means of transport,
more experience in the treatm~nt of semi-arid areas, and the use of chemical manures
and cheap and,effectiveagricultural implements, the attractions and profits of theknowD
. methods' have been immeasurably increased. It is not· remarkable, therefore, that
Mr. Mead r.ealizes and that Mr. "Vade anticipates that successful irrigation settlement
in Victoria and New South Wales must be largely the work of settlers from abroad.
The imported settler has knowledge of the best irrigation methods, or at any rate he.has
'no ,prejudice against it. In his own country he is accustomed to the toil which this form
We.thlnk
of culture demands" We agree with Mr. Mead and ]\orr. 'Vade that in the attraction
':::.~b~~b:;!~~~ frpm lJeyond s~as of suitable settlers lies the best chance of anything like a prompt
W ~l\iI! !X'untry, solution of a que~tio:q which for Australia is of the highest 'importance. We are convm.ceq th~t efi9rt§ !~ thl§ qir~ctlQil; shoulq p.~m!1d,~ j if'~he heavy O\ltlay by Victoria
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and New South Wales is to have any adequate return in population or wealth production
within a r~asonable time, it seems to us it can only 'be a'J~ieved in this way. We can
only hope that so short a time asJ\'Ir: Mead suggests, viz., two years, will suffice to
'demonstrate the soundness of this important new departure.
,
.
.
Labour and markets are the two critical points in most Australian settlement ~;:'~k~ts ~~~~ the
and production. . This aspect has been considered by Colonel Home and other experts critical matters.
who have visited Australia; The occupying irrigator, coming for the most part from
abroad, living in attractive surroundings, is the solution which Mr. Mead, with long
American experience, offers to the first-name<,I probl~m. He also gave evidence upon
,the subject of markets for irrigated products. The Australian population is com- ~f"rket for
paratively small; what is known as the home market isin most products easily over ~;~~au~~.
supplied. In the course of this inquiry we visited Mildura, and the evidence which
.
we received there proved specially instructive. The annual value of Mildura's produc- ~!ildura:s
. 1 . h f
f l ' .
d th er productIOn
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.IS mam y m t e orm.o currants, su tanas, ralsms, an 0
markets.
dried fruits, and or-anges and other fresh fruits. The ma1;kets are the Commonwealth
and New Zealand. Mr. McDonald, Chairman of the Co-operative Fruit Co. Ltd., and
the Australian Dried Fruit Association, said-" Fruit is the entire produce" (of Mildura),
" except a little lucerne and hay for local use. It is possible to grow more raisins, but
it is impossible to sell the increased product at pre!'lent. Gordos and sultanas have
overtaken the consumption, currants have not; but the area at present planted will
supply the whole Australian market when the vines come into bearing." Asked as
to what produce was capable of increased output, he said-" Oranges, lucerne, dairying,
and pig-raising, Renmark has had three years' experience with the London market
in which the Australian orange fits in with the European crop." Asked as to whether
there was any immediate prospect of extending the area under fruit, he replied-" The The output hag
output must be controlled, and there is no chance of further Mildmas and Renmarks to be controlled.
being established." Mr. Rawlings, President of the Mildura Irrigation Trust, stated" It is not to the advantage of Mildura that the area" (under irrigation) "should be
~xtended, as we have overtaken markets in raisins and other vine products. There is
no room for more dried fruits."
The duty on most of these products is high; and the Oustoms returns for the
Commonwealth show that the importation is very limited. In these lines the Australian
producer has not th~ advantages which the American irrigationist derives from a home
, market of 90,000,000 people~ Until our population is materially increased there does
not appear to be room for a great expansion in a form of production which has been
highly successful in America. We were greatly helped by the evidence which Mr. Mead lItr. Mead
tendered in connexion with markets. He drew our attention specially to the high value ~;~f::"~fthe
of lucerne and lucerne products, and,the success which has attended the cultivation of lucerne.
this fodder under irrigation in ·America. He also dwelt upon the immense loss which
periods of drought imposed not only upon the pastoralists of the interior but also upon
those in our own State, and suggested that lucerne and other fodder crops cultivated
in closer settlements would form a valuable insurance against .these recurring disasters.
He likewise pointed out the opening for vegetable canning which would be rendered
possib1e by concentrating settlement in the irl'i~ated areas, Lucerne has been for many
years most profitably produced at Bacchus Marsh under irrigation. It is, according
to Mr. ~Tade, grown with the best results on 40-acre farms, but without irrigation, on
the Hunter River in New South Wales. There can be no doubt that most of the irrigable
areas in the Murray Basin aTe suitable for its growth ; cand dairy farmers in those
areas are using it largely and with success. The production of milk, hog raising, and Production of
the industries connected therewith seem to us to offer the likeliest solution ofthe market ~~~~r:jni~g offer
with lucerne to get the best results involves, m
cutting
bestt
.solutlon of
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r lhand
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Problem. Dairying
feeding, and this practice is more congenial to settlers from the older countries of the problem.
world than it is to Australians. Certainly it is a method of farming that will increase
both production and the density of population. A]l the other outlets suggested by
Mr. Mead are worthy of attempted development. They require labour, and the bringing
of the Jabour to the work involves time; but Mr. Mead's is the first earnest attempt First e"rnest
to grapple with the real difficulties of irrigation, and no time should be lost in giving :~~:~fe\;ith
his proposals a fair triaL Until, however, the future of irrigation is more definitely ~~~~~\~i~.\ of
decided, we consider it would be unwise either in the hrst place to spend more money .
in erecting storages on the Upper Murray, OJ? secondly, to lock and weir the st.reams in its
. basin or, thirdly, to assist in paying for such locks and weirs as the price of a larger share
of water, which possibly may not be turned to profitable use-locks and weirs· which,
more.overl can. only be ju.~tifi~bJe in CQ~eXiQA with. a 1ar6e in,c1;ell!se of popUlation aDd
~

Iviii
production in that basin, which increase jn its turn seems to us to be solely depend~I!t
UpOn, successful irrigation. 'From a busil1ess point of view, it will be tirp.e enough to '
:';?J:!:8e~Z~~ 90Ilside:p the 10ckin}S prbposition and its heavy cost when the outcome, of, jrrig!1tio I). i~
is brought
absolutely assured III terms of closer settleIQ.ent and dense rUIal populatIOn. To under,.
about.
ta#:~ it now in the hope of creating settlement is, it seems to us, quite unjusti-qable.
Locking need
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NAVIGAB~LITY

OF THE MURRAY.

Locking,
Of all proposed measures for regulating the flow of the Murray to secure its full
use for 'all purposes, that of locking and weiring, is, as a matter of negotiation, the most
important. Apart from its great cost, it would, if the Upper States would agree to pl:ty ,
their share of that cost, probably settle the question of State rights for all time. The
proposal has been cohfidently advanced as a measure which will give the maximum of
.
result with a minimum of water, and as a satisfactory reconciliation of the navigation
History of the and irrigation inte/ests.
It demands accordingly a detailed examination. The history
proposal to
. .IS not a Iong one. F{or. many years tel.
h 'd ea
lock.
0 f t h e proposa1.as an:'1 nter- S· tate enterpnse
has been popular in: South Australia, wh~re it would. appear to be assun:ied that a
permanent river woufd result in a large increase in South Australian trade. It must
not, however, be overlooked that the Parliament of South Australia' has been Willing
to give a reason for the faith that is in her people by undertak!ng to share one-third
of the' whole cost of 'locking the Murray and the Murrumbidgee. 'When it is bor.ne
No want ot
in mind that by,' far the largest part of that e:h.llenditure
will .talce place in New
public spirit
-r
In South
South
Wales
a.nd
Vic,toria,
and,
if
J'ustifiable,
must
benefit
the
se.ttlers and riverside
AU.iltralia.
'
,interests of these two Stl:}tes, and, further, when it is remembered that the reason for
the proposal.is to give these two States a freer hand with the river water in the interest
of irrigation, no charge of want of public spirit can be laid against the people of the
fIlter·State
down-river State.
Commission
was unfortunate
In this connexipn, and at this distance of time, we may profitably draw attention
in time of its
inquiry,
to the fact that the Inter-State Commission was not altogether fortunate in the date
of its investigation.' The year 1902 was qnite phenomenal. The Commonwe'1,lth
Meteorologist, Mr. Hp:h.t, in his evidence, says-" The possibility of the occurrence of
the low river of 1902 is very remote; not only was that year the driest experienced fol'
many .districts,it was, also .the culminating year of ,a succession of dry seasons, starting
from 1895. Such experience has never, previously occurred during. our records." . rt
is now realized that 1902 was quite an abnormal year in south-east Australia .. The
.evidence adduced befo,re the 19.02 Commission, on which its members based their findings;
is largely that of alarmed witnesses testifying under phenome~al circumstances. There
can be little doubt that the resolutions passed ;:tt the Corowa Conference awakened
apprehensions amongst the riverside population on the· lower parts of the Murray, and
their apprehensions are abundantly reflected in their testimony. The reconimendatiop.s
of the 1902 Commission, composed as it was of experts, have been the basis' oiall
subsequent negotiations. The&e recommendations have, we venture to think, been inflJl.onced by the existence of evils of a ,t~mporary nature, and, as already pointed out, by
giving too much importance to legal considerations of which the Commission was
scarcely.a compet,:mt' judge. vVe fully admit low river conditions are those which
are critical, and those for which regula,ting measures must provide; but it is imp,ossible
Inter-State
to make provision for a year like 1902.
~~~~:Sion on
The spirit 6fcotnpromise and the disposition to be overborne by legal considerations which were the !natural outcome of the environment, are marked in connexion
with the Commission's attitude towards locking. In the first of an important series
of resolutions, the Commission stated that:-.
~'The mwigation of the lower part of the main river, and of certain.
portions of the larger tributaries, will eventually be provided for by the
construction of locks fmd weirs."
.
'In the fifth resolution~' they speak of the time" vVhen the navigability of the lower part of the main river and of certain
tributaries is permanently secured by the ,construction of locks and weirs."
Finally, in their sixth recommendation, they advise as follows :...:..
"While admitting the benefit of a peJ~manently navigable river; we are
of opinion th~t the present traffic is not sufficient to warrant a complete system
of locking. 'We think, however, that a beginning l1}ight be made with the'
Murray,from Blanchetown to the junction of the Darling at Wentworth~ at
Locking
.
Important from
negotiation
point of view,

I
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·an early qate:

For this,' eight locks would be requireq, viz., §ix between ~he
Australian borde:v and Blanchetown, and two between the South Australian
border a;nd "Ventworth. The estimate, according to. the evidence of Mr. Moncrieff, of South Australia, and of Mr. Wade, of New Soutu Wales, is £760,000.
"Ve recommend
that the Federal Government be invited to consider the
.
desirability of locking the river.'?
These expressions of opinion are not very confident support for locking. Freely paraphrased, they mean-" 'Ve believe, without going thoroughly into the matter, locking
must eventually come. A beginning might be made in South Australia at an early
date, but as the expenditure is a doubtful one it would be as well to see if the Commonwealth will undertake it."
After "this somewhat reluctant recognition by experts, the' canalization scheme The growth of
began to materialize. The 1907 agreement, which resulted frop:t the 1906 Conference ~:~~~~;l.ng
of Premiers in Sydney, provided that when the regulating Inter-State Board, which
it was proposed to establish, was !,atisfied that the irrigation diversions sensibly interfered
with the customary flow, it could call1lPon the States to lock the Murray from Blanchetown to Echuca, and the Murrumbidg~e from its junction with the Murray to Hay.
The cost of this work was to be defrayed as to one-third by South Australia, as to the
remaining two-thirds by New South Wales and Victoria in proportion to their rights to
divert water. No State was to be clJ.lled upon to spend more than £100,000 a year for
908
this purpose. Finally, in the 1908 agreement, it was proposed to commit the three
States to undertake the locking forthwith on the terms and conditions already set out. ~;~;;;'!nt
Unless the three States, after a short practical experience of the expenditure and risk ~:k~~lI~:~relo
involved, mutually agreed that the locking scheme should be suspended, they were to at once"
be obliged to carry this work on at a cost of anything between two and a half and three
millions of money, probably evenly borne.. Experience in other lands teaches us Care is d,,-irllble
that no class of public works needs closer investigation than projects for canal and ~it~n~~!~:way
the canalization of rivers; and nowhere is this more necessary than in a country undertakin~.
like Australia, where there is a scarcity of money for developmental purposes, where
development is largely in the hands of the State, a~d the chief means' of inland
transportation are almost entirely so.
,
Locking is supported as a solution of the conflict between the claims of navigation Locking is
and irrigation on the Murray. Few of the witnesses before the 1902 Commission, and ::;:f~:~~t~
" d b. y u,.s, were b 0 ld enough to urge t h at naVIgatIOn
. " was 0 f more Irrigation.
navigation and
none.o f t hose examme
importance than irrigation. Similarly, nearly all are prepared to admit that if one
must go through deficiency of water, navigation must 'be abandoned first. But
canalization of the stream is put forward as the means whereby the use of its waters
for the double purpose of production and transportation can be secured to mankind.
Involved in this contention is the further proposition that canalization will enable the
water to go fq.:rther; also the inference that expenditure o:q can.alizatiop. is equally
vall!able to the navigation and irrigation interests.
The 1902 Commission seem to
l:J.l'lsent to this view when they indicated that in their opinion the river would eventually
be locked. Moreover, the Premiers of the upper States in provisionally accepting the
agr~ements of 1907 and, 19Q8 (especi~lly t1w latter) probably had professional advice
behind them, which leaned in the same direction. Whether the States were committed
to this heavy expep.diture becal!se it was a natural advant.age, or because the upper
St~tes had t9 paya p:rice to get ~ fr~(3r 4an.d with the Murray water il'? a point on which
.w~ C&-:r;t QrM.y swIl!i's~. We poropPl'leto cop.sider the scher:ne from both points of view.
If South Australia has got the legal right and insists upon exercising it before she will
allow the irrigation development of the upper States to proQe~d, it only remains to
consider whether the expenditure laid upon Victoria and New South "Vales (roughly,
a million sterlingjjach) is a fair price for them to pay. The answer to that is to be
found in this Commission's conclusions as to irrigation in the two States. The price
must be regulated by what South Australia insists on dern.anding and the other States
think it worth their while to pay.
'J.'h\? claim th~t locking is a sound "measure to secure the full u,se of the river Locking is
. pu,t f.OFwar.
.
d"
I
"bili"
wiflh
f or a..11 p:urp.os~S ,,' IS
w~th much p&-us~
"ty. I'. t d, oes not, so runs the supported
plausible .
afgumeitt, t~4:e :Qtuch w~ter to keep tl1e loc~~pools supplied, ap.d if the pools are full arguments.
wi!.ter js !1lw~ys av.aili:J.pJe for irrigation and navigation. The claip:t is, however, based
~poI\h.~lf-t;rnt~ pr quarter-truths to such an extent that it ceases to be of value for
~11 pr~ctjqal pu;rpOE}!3~. With regard to n~vigation, the;re is no doubt that that use
win be .fv.Uy ~e:rv'edlly locking. A little l~t~r we slta11 consider whether OIl its merit~
navigation 'is worth preserving at such a cost, or at any cost at all.
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Witli regard: to ~the assistance locking \v6uld be to irrigation; we would respectfully submit· the: following opinions. The lock-pools for storage purposes are
costly and are in,effectiye for more reasons than one. As to cost, if we co~pare
. Costly and
ineffective
the
water held up by the proposed locks and 'weirs on the Murray and
storage ..
Murrumbidgee, viz., about 25,000,000,000 cubic feet, costing, say, £2,500,000,
with the water ~eld up by the proposed Cumberoona storage above Albury,
viz., 25,367,000,000 cubic feet, . costing, say, £750,000, or with the water held
up, by .the proposed Lake Victoria storage on the South Australian border, viz.;
22,399,000,000 cubi~ feet, costing, according to the Inter-State Commission 6f 1902,'
Relative cost of sorrie £84,000, the cost per cubic foot stored will work out as follows ':-The locks, about
stomge.;;.
£5 per acre foot, Cumberoona £1 lOs. per acre foot, Lake Victoria 3s; 4d. per acre foot,
Storage at Waranga: Basin costs about £1 per acre foot, and the eS'bimaibed .costof Barren
Jack storage is £1 5s. per acre foot. Locking is not an economical method of storing:
Further, the lock-pool storage water, being almost entirely applicable by pumping, as
against gravitation in the case of properly selected up-river storages, the cost of using
it is infinitely heavier. The lock-pool storage, again, being shallow, will suffer far more
from evaporation than deep storages such as Cumberoona or Barren Jack. Above
all, however, is the .fatal objection that the level of the water stored in the lock-pools,
if they are utilized for irrigation, w,ill be immediatelY- reduced, with the effect that. at
the up-stream end of the, pool the river will J:>ecome unnavigable, and the use of
locks for navigation~ purposes would disappear as soon as any water was diverted from
the lock-pool. As an irrigation proposition, storage in the river will ·be ineffective.
We have drawn attention to the fact that the water must be pumped except at certain
Mr. McKinney, the late head
points. The weirs and locks will store no flood water.
of the New South Wales Water Supply Department, and Mr. Wade, the present head
of the same Department, who have had more practical experience of this class of work
than anyone else in Australia, are 'satisfied that for the Murray a submersible weir is
the correct type. This weir is only available for low water. Mr. Garson also supports
Floodwater
a movable type.0ther sto;rages for flood water are therefore inevitable at, of course,
~~~~~~~~y~re
more than ·double cost. Storage in the river under the locking scheme is ineffective,
be'cause without a further storage behind it there is no guarantee of an irrigation supply
.
when it is most needed. The critical time for irrigation is the low-water period, viz.,
Present flow . February, 'March, and April.
\Ve have it in evidence that the present flow of the stream
will barely keep.
'
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iiitd:~'r:~~illg Mildura going during these months. There is, according to Mr. Mead, no probability~\~rell~l~~~~hS. of fur'~her development in that seC'tiori. of the stream without storage: This point is
put by Mr. McI}.inney very forciblyLocking is of
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Qn. 2120. There is fi public impression fimong laymen that irrigation and navigation go hand
in hand, that is, the 19ck pools can be used for irrigation. What is your opinion as to that ?-That is a
misunderstanding of the' question. The pools above weirs in the river bed are small things in regard to
storage. The object o.fthe weir in connexioll with the locks is merely to keep the water up to navigation
level. You cannot go on drawing away the water there' to any great extent, and, even if you could, the
quantity stored is not very great.
.
.Qli. 2121. Then t~e idea of mixed storage .for navigation find irrigation is a. ~onfusion of, ideas ?Yes, there is nothing in it.
Qn. 2122. No irrigationist would dream of storing water ill that way for irrigation ?-No; when
the matter is worked out,as to the quantity that could be stored in that way, even suppose you could use
all that is stored behind th~ weir, it would be a small thing as far as irrigation is concerned, and you cannot
.
do that ; you must havd the water there to keep the riverriavigable,

Locking i3 a
purely
.
navigation'
proposition.

The conclusio~ is inevitable that there must be up-river storage, whether you have
locks and weirs or not, and that storage will probably-require to be larger, because of the
existence of the locks and weirs. The ,more the problem is looked into the more clear
does it become that the locking, scheme to which the 1908 agreement would have
committed the three: States is purely a navigation proposition.

Consideration of
.
Before dealing with the locking of the Murray and Murrumbidgee as a trans:~~ot~~l~~ndltl!re pottation and settlement question, it would be wise to consider the expenditure involved.
Estimates -:ague It is desirable to consider the entire scheme; the example of an isolated effort like the
t;;~-, unsatlsfac- Bourke' lock is hardly one to be copied:' The estimates of the cost' of this undertaking
are, in our opinion, vague and unsatisfactory. The nature of the foundation for locks
and weirs is,in a work ,of this nature, of supreme importance, 'and, so far as we can
~§c~rtaiAI ~O' 'Prover sl,1,nt~ys. <;>r, exvloratjoIl; ~~v~ bye~ lUStd,~ 9V'~J,' .~ l?-r~e p9J'~iop, Q£·th~
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l\1~rrray and Mutrumbidge~.- The' fact that 'the South Australian Gove~Iim~nt has
recently employed Mr. Stuart Murray to investigate arid report upon the proposed
lO,cks in that State shows that. it was no't al,together satisfied with the existing data.
As a matter·of fact, the South Australian estimates, for its portion of the stream, appeared
to us to be more probably correct than any of the others. Mr. Moncrieff's estimate for
the six South Australian locks was £100,000 each, or £600,000 in all. 'Mr. Wade's
estimate for twenty locks in the Victorian and New South Wales portion of the Murray, ~..,
from the South Australian border to Echuca, was £730,000, and the same authority
, estimated that the nine locks required between the junction of the Murrumbidgee and
Hay would cost £321,750, a total of £1,651,750. When giving evidence before this
Commission, Mr. Wade was asked if he considered the estimate for the Murrumbidgee
locks were accurate estimates for to-day, and said, "No, I consider the whole of the
estimates should be increased." Asked "further as to whether this applied to the Murray
estimates as well, he said, "Yes, with the subsequent experience I have had with constructing similar class of work, and the meagre data. at that. time, and the increased
cost for construction since then, owing to the increased rates of wages and the duty.
on cement, at any rate in New South Wales, I should feel inclined to add 25 per cent.
all round to these es'bimates:-at least 25 per cent., or between 25 per cent. and 30 per
cent." This would bring up the cost to nearly £2,000,000. Mr. Garson, of the State
Rivers and Water Supply Commission, has for some time been engaged in considering
the cost of locking from the South Australian boundary to Echuca. His estimate for the
twenty locks is £60,000 each for twelve, and £100,000 each for the remaining eigh'b, a
total of £1,520,000, or, say, £1,600,000. Taking Mr. Wade's present estimate for the
Murrumbidgee locks, viz., £402,000, and lVIr. Moncrieff's for South Australia, viz.,
£600,000, ~s reliaDle, this would give 'a total of £2,602,000 odd. In our opinion, the
work being unusual and risky in its nature owing'to the possibility of heavy floods during
construction, this is more likely to be an under-estlimate than an over-estimate.
The next question to be considered is whether this expendit~e in making the Jg the expe~di,
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at't h e rIverdecayed, and that the most that can be said for it at present is that it is stationary.
E,xcept for a possible increase of wheat production in the arid areas, and apart from
irrigation development, the trade holds out small hope of expansion. 'Ve shall deal
with what appear to us to be the ~;auses ·of t4is decline at. a later stage. Under these
circumstances, the advocates of a permanent river are forced to conten!i that a constantly open river will promote settlement. That means of communication have that
tendency may be accepted as' a generally sound deduction.
A very valuable report Differene,;
upon Foreign Waterways, prepared recently for the English Royal Commission upon ~:J,:':~~ her.
'Waterways, brings this point out. In Germany, especially, the industrial population ~.;:~!~~~~~.~,
along water communication increases very rapidly. But the population there is already
dense, and the freight req:u.ired by a manufacturing people, which the riverside Ge:cmans
are,is of great bulk. Here we have a sparse population, and the industrial classes and
raw material for their purposes are alike wanting. But the question is after all one of
degree; there arp many ways of spending money to promote, settlement, and the
establishment of a slow means of c.ommun.ication through an unoccupied country by
an unproductive scheme can hardly be said to rank high amongst the competing
devices. The pres~nt stream, with its intermittent navigability, amply serves the The, pre."?nt
" de populatlOn,
' ' except for certam
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serve,"
f he nverSI
the Mildura experience proves to be more effectively handled by rail. Production the popn]"tIOO.
alone will create closer settlement in the Murray Valley; and irrigation alone seems
likely to create production. Whether that settlement, when it comes, will deme.nd
a canalized river' or direct rail communication with the seaboard should be left to the
future to decide. For the present we must be guided in deciding on the value of inland
waterways by the experience of other countries, and such assistance as we are able to
derive from our own local conditions.,'
'" . "
It so happens that at the. present time both i~ Europe and America, the possi- Conttovers:Yol1
bilities of water carriage as a substitute for or as an adjunct to railroad carriage, are the ~~~~;'''!~dn
subject of keen controversy. Within the last few years a strong Royal Commission, Al"enet>.
under the chairmanship of Lord Shuttleworth, has made an elaborate inquiry into the.
•
waterways of Great Britain and Ireland, and the Continent. \Ve have derived much
.assistance from the perusal of the evidence and reports furnished to that body. vVe
have also had the benefit of the opinion of Mr. Thos. Tait, Chairman of. the Victorian
Railways Commissioners, whose Canadian and Australian experience .make him
, ..
competent to speak with authority upon this question.

~tiestl6n as

to

;.' .T~e issue n~rr0'Ys itself into an inquiry !).S to wheth~r ,.the s!?ttlemen~ in the
Mw;ray Basin can gest .be served and d,eveloped by canalization 9r railroads, or w4~iheI'
both are required ~or that purpose. It need hardly be pointed out that .tte tailro.ad
is already there; ~ts presence, in our opinion, as in the opinion of the. Inter-State
'Commission of 1902; is no small factor in Gonnexion with the marked decline of the
river-borne traffic. : The Murray seems to constitute a natural termlnus of the northern
lines of the Victori\1n sy'stem; the Darling occupies a sImilar position in. the ,west of
~o~,~hdTI:~$trnli" New S<?'!lth Wales;. an~ even in South Australia, rai~:road dev(;llopment .se.ems forced
~~i::,~:;l~g
~Ii. the dire~tion of the Murray. In South Australia, at the time of writing,this Feport" it '
. IS proposed to construct a line ~,onnecting Loxton, soriie25 miles from, Renmark, with
the Ad~~aide system, and it w~ll not be long before an extension of that l~ne is Illa~e
to the South Australian boundary on the Murray.to what is known as· the "Ned's'
Corner" cou~try. :These l~nes are certain to t~p the Murr.ay at more tllan. on~ point,
and one of thes~ points will possibly be near Renmark. In dealing with this "i~sueit
may be admitt~d at once. that as a general rule 'Yaterway charges are considerably less
than railway charges for a like distance. But rivers are tortuous, none more so than
the Murray, and railways are direct. Railways terminate in a market' or . a .port;,
bar-bound rivers, like the Murray, have to discharge on to a railway. to reach the
~~~~l;~~o
market or th,e port. i American experiencc proves beyo~~ a~gument that cheap fre,ight
~~:t:~~~~~~n~'s, does.~ot se~t)e thec?nflict in favour of the waterway. ¥r. EJwood,Mead an~ ¥r. Ta~t,
speakmg~vlth personal knowledge~ botp. drew our attentIOn to the fact that ,lt,lS on,ly III
handling low grade bulk freight tha~ the watenyay beat::; the . railroad; . the determin~g
factor being c]:te,ap f?--cilities for loa~ing and unload!ng bulk goods sllch asexj;st in~~e
great lakes o.f North America an,d tne canals and, p<?rts connected ,therewith. ,The
cargo refeged. to is ore; coal, timber; ,and grain; of these, grain is the only one that,
may possiWy be car~ied OIl. the Murray. .
.. ,
,
,.
..
Decline of river
In" t~e ,case .of the Mississippi, a streap1 ~hiph somew.p.at re~emble~ the Murray,
trade on the
Mississippi.
and which before the advent of the railroad had a large traffic; and has also a qeep sea
exit, the volume o~ f~eight has rapidly declined iii comparison witn the volu.m~ of railway
freight,. "On the ~ississippi and its tributaries;" says Mr. Tait, "the total tonii~ge
carried in IS99 was 28,289,503 ti;riis; and iii 1906 it was bnly 19,5:n,003 tons; showing
w
~tehrt·borne
II a decrease hi the p' e:tibd of 31 per cent."
Iii the European countries, on tne bther liand,
f relg" U'enera. y '
~~.~~ade
'notably Germany, water-borne trade is more than hol<;ling its own; But here; too; its.
g
freight is fN: th~ most part low grade caigo--'-(}oal, tiiiib~r; and bre; Iii some' cases
agricultUral produce ,fbrins an important ,factor of the freight, sometiilies as mucn as
Special causes
18 pei cent. There ',are Muses too' which increase the volume of water-borne traffic.'
assist water
carriage in
ip.
-Germany arid Franc~ which' do rl.o~ operat~; arid ate n(jt likely to operate~ here.
France and
Oerntany.
The cities of these cdtintries, being built before the era of railways, are largely sitWiteu
. up~m waterways, which were therithe chief means of communication. Strong local
influence~ are at work to ptoteet vested interests; arid rates are imposed u,fjoii the
. railways tdpievent their competing with the \vaterways; generally ,a rate fcifthe same
class of g(i(ids 9f 20 p~r cent. in excess of the water carriage rate, and sometimes a Iiiucn
larger perce:h.~age tnan .tills; is forced on. the railways by the State; In Europe too;
it is obVibus tnat the density bf population gives the waterways an opportunity '\"hic11
ca~not be giyeii by a sparsely populated couiitry, stich as the Murray Basin is. The
return furnished to us by Mr; Khibbs{ the Cominbnwealth Statistician; arid setout at
p; xxxViii bf ·this Report, snows tnat the whole populatioii withiil19 miles bf the Murray
Basin; does riot amount to 50,000 persons. It may be suggested that the popUlatioii
will grow in tlieatea, r~fetted .to., . If it aoes, it' wiJ]. oiily be as' aresuIt of a sl!-ccessfiil
~~~f::~~ts, if iitigation policy carried out chiefly py the. upper States; This also is certain, that the
a~:!~draU~"Y irrigation settleil:H~iits on the fivef, being iri all proba~ility compact tnickly popu.late~
connexion.
areas, will d~maiid direct railway comiliimication with the various Capitals; and' will
get it. We foiilid; as the 1902 Comiiiission found, that in Rehnuirk there eXists ~
preference for a locked river over a railway. It is hara to undet§tand tills pbint of
view; it 'is easier tb, question its vitality; Iii America, the demaria . for .i:ti1j:)Jiov-ed
waterways is doubtl~ss, to some extent, an outcome of the action of the Hailway
Oorporation~ .. .In Au,st!alia, the railways, being, State. own(!d; ne~d no' cqInpetitioh
fo~ the protection oft the producer.. A~ a producer of revenue, the ~analjzeq. river
holds out tAo prospect of a:p. ad.~quat~ ~et~r~ for the money prop~~ed tq be spent
upon it. ~he evidenq~ is all to the e.~~ct that ~ny ,charges whic~, will pro,vide .i:p.tef~st.
on expenditure would kill th~ ~rade: This aspect. ~f the ca.se may ther~for.e ~.e la~~ aside.
The expenditure :
For thes~ reas<?:p.s we think tha~ theexp~I}diture of frpm two .an,d a 1].a1£ milli9ps. ~o,
~~tlj::i~~l:~. three ~illions
publ~c~noney on locking :the ,Mll!~~y and Murtilrp.Wdgee: i~ '!:l.njustpi~ble·
~<t tpe p:r:esent tJ:IAe; and we ve:p.ture t<? .th~nk ~hap tlte p:r;9phecy of the ~.Q02 Gon;mp~~lt)ll.:
that portions of the riy~r would :' ~vent~?:lly,~(3l~c~{C.dt ,~:lts~ r~~~ ~~t~: ,SOlly. o~ t}10Se.l
utterances that Greek hIstory iJ.SSoClates WIth the oracle of Delphi. For the present, at
wa.terwayor
railroads in
Murray.basin.

>

.?!

•

,

•
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any rate, the locking 01 the Murray and Murrumbidgee should be dealt wIth in the same
way as the locking of the D,arling under the proposed agreements, and be held in .
abeyance. It is not easy to understand the South Australian anxiety for this heavy Difficult to
expenditure, in which she proposes to take a large share.
What reason is there to ~~~:~'t~~d
suppose that a complete locking will bring any special trade to that State? One of the ~t'tt;~~I~S
Murrumbidgee witnesses before the 1902 Commission stated that a locked river meant
that Adelaide would get the Murrumbidgee wool. But the marketing bf wool is
influenced in no slight degree by personal considerations.
Wool goes largely where
the owner's business relations. are. The practic.e of selling locally as against exporting
on owner's account has gained rapidly, and, as an Echuca witness pointed out, Melbourne
At the. present time, the Murrumbidgee and the
is a better market than Adelaide.
Murray from Murrumbidgee Junction to Morgan and Murray Bridge, are open during
the wool season every year. So there is nothing to prevent South Australia receiving
wool from the Murrumbidgee district. Therefore, the provision of locks will not change
,the relative advantages that Melbourne and Adelaide have as a market and a shipping
port for wool on this part of New South Wales. The expenditure of this large amount
will confer benefit on the various localities; , that is a well recognized feature of public
works outlay. The South Australian riverside interests will, probably, make an
immediate profit (l:md these p~rticular interests we believe to be both well organized :rtiyerside
and influential); but the taxpayer of South Australia will derive no compensation ~~'1{:8:;1 may,
from .this heavy, risky, and unconsidered expenditure. The natural interest of South Immediate gam,
Australia lies in the Darling, and. the day is far off when this stream will be locked.
Until it is locked, South Australia will get little more than a sentimental advantage
out of the million sterling to which the provisional agreement of 1908 committed her.
Her shipping and trading extension under these circumstances must be in the MurrumIn the Upper Murray the railway has already beaten water
bidgee and the Murray.
!3arriage; the ;traffic figures for Mildura show that it can do so even lower down. It
is not likely that the Echuca boat-owners and the Railway Commissioners of the two
Upper States will surrender the ti'ade without a struggle. The Victorian Railways have
already had some experience of water competition in connexion with Warrnambool
!1nd other ports.,
'
.
South Australia makes a large sacrifice for the sole purpose of giving the Upper rublic opinion
States a freer hand with the water, ~nd, before many years have passed, if the work ~'!~r~1~ will
ever is begun, the public opini.on of her people, in the face of a serious annual outgoing, ~~~~~~~y
will be formed in this direction. The formation of this public opinion would, we believe,
.be accelerated if the' work commenced on the Upper Murray or Murrumbidgee.
CONCLUSION.

For these reasons, which we have set out at some length, we have come to the Locking i~ not"
cop-elusion that locking is for navigation purposes almost exclusively; that for this pur- gro~~\,~~~~~re,
' not at present, an d IS
. not l'k
1 . b
the
pose 1't IS
1 e y to
e 'III t h e f uture, a proper 0 b']ect. f or t h e IrngatlOn
p~ramount18use
expenditure of public'money, and, finally, that irrigation is in the Murray Basin the ~a:~,rray
paramount use for the waters of its streams.
A report o'n the improvement of the navigability of the River Murray and tribti- Report Oil
taries will be found in Appendix B., The estimates and working costs of a system of ~~~i:;:~b~li,~~tof
locks are given, both for the suggested scheme of locking on the Murray and of the
locks on European rivers. It contains also complete tables showing the navigable
neri?ds in past years and the flaw required to give navigability. A list of obstructions
in the Murray arid means' whereby the navigability can be greatly improved by 'other
~eans than locking are. set out.
vVe think that with complete control over the
navigation of the river by the proposed Board much improvement to navigation can
be made.
REGULATING THE FLOW OF THE RIVER.

The consensus of opinion among the witnesses we examined was that irrigation Irrigation hao
had not so far interfered with naviga-tion. 'Many of the witnesses who gave evidence ~v~~l;~:~l~~~?on
in 190:] seem to have jumped to a conclusion that, the low river of that day was due
to the lLrge abstractions in the upper States; some .of the more cautious among them
att::ibutcd the shortage to the prolonged drought conditions. At~ this distance of time
we k;now that. the low river of that exceptional year was entirely due to this cause.
There is a natural inclination-and one easily understood-to impute an effect to a
calise of which one has an apprehension. This tendency was recently brouuht to' our
Ilotice in a nia~ked way. In November, 1909, the spring was unusually aiy on the
:Murray watershed, and the river fell very' rapidly. A gentleman who was described The. Victorian
' t 'ane~perIence
d
'
drIver
'
,
" complarne
' d-at te
h end of tliatmonth.dlver810ns.
as " a,n exper
navlgat9r
in a letter, which was referred to us, that the fall was consequent on diversions. Inquiry
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at the State Rivers and Water Supply Office brought out the fact that the diversions during
the month in question w;ere, owing to accidental circumstances, unusually small, amount, ing to quantities which, could not be perceptible in' the then condition of the stream's
flow. Mr. McKinney gave the following evidence befo1'e us with regard to the Victorian
diversions :-" Up to date there have been no diversions from the River Murray or its
tributaries into New South Wales which would make any perceptible difference in the
River Murray in South Australia, so that in this respect only the figures rel~ting to
Victoria :need be considered. The latest official returns of the Government of the
latter State, show that ,duri:ng the year 1908 the qmmtity of water which flowed past
Mildura towa?ds South u\usti'alia was nearly 24 times the total diversi.ons at the Goulburn Weir and ,Mildura, although the discharge for that year at Mildura was one of the
lowest on record. During 1907, although the flow at Mildura was much below the average,
the total quantity diverted at the two places named was only slightly over one-twentysixth of the qmmtity which flowed P2,st to South Aus1rralia. In 1906, the discharge of
the Mur:zay was somewhat above the average, and the quantity diverted amounted,
to little mo:ze than one-ninety-fourth of that which passed on for the requirements
of South Australia. Bearing in mind that the flow which passes Mildura is supplemented
by the waters ,of the River Da:ding at WentwoLth, it is clear that the, water diverted is
a .-very smdl fLaction of the discharge which enters South Australia, and can seldom
make any perceptible d~fference in the condition of the 'river."
An examination! of the records of discharges and diversions leads us to accept
this view as to the .small effect of present diversions:
VICTORIAN DIVERSIONS.

G)u1burn
iliveI"8io~.

EtJect of Diversions in the Low FloUJ Period.
Taking first the; Goulburn irrigation schemes, it is very improbable that the
maximum diversion from the Gouburn will qe more than 70,000,000,000 cubic
feet in the yeB,r, and th~t is only possible with very extensive storages. The diversions
so far from the Goulburn have been under 7,500,000,000 cubic feet for the twelve
months, and until there is an increase of settlement very little more than this is likely
to be used. If extensive diversions be made f.rom· the Goulburn's natural flow and,
not from storage's, during the critical months of. the year, serious difficulties will arise
at Swan Hill, Nyah, and :M:ildura, as the following figures will'show : !
i

-

Swan Hill Ganging,
l!"'iow in cub. ft. ]lcr nlill.

,
Mllximum.

\_Mi~hm~

Gonlburn Gauging 3,t ]furchison.
Flow in cub, ft. per luin.
Mean.

Maximum.

'Minimum.

Mean. '

6,500
6,500

7,448
7,200

11,600

11,600
16,540

I

March
April
March
April

·.

1908.
'

..

·.
·.
1909.
, .
·.
·.
·.

..
I

98,500
55,020

I

..·t·

94,260
85,200

II
II

22,800
39,960

54,480
48,660

~,600

23,400
49,020

58,800
63,,300

11,600
63,500

I

7,900

.11,600

The years 190& and 1909 are typical of th~ ordinary 1farch-April lowest
flow, .and if 10 per cent. be deducted from the Goulburn gauges for loss, the true value
of the Goulburn contribution is Imown. Taking the mean flows, it is seen that the
proportion of Goulburnlwater passing Swan Hill is about 17 per cent. of the totals during
March and April.
,
• When the Riyer,Murray is just about navigable, that is when about 200,000 cubic
feet per minute are passing at Echuca, no .general rule can be laid down as to the proportion the Goulburn :flow bears to the whole. The figures for the ~high period of a
number of typical low years show that it is between 30 and 40 per cent, of the total flow
past Echuca. It is entirely unlikely that for the next tifteen years more than half this
water will be diverted-;i.e., half the Goulburn water in a typical low year-so that any
consequent reduction"'in the Murray'S flow will not be more than 15 or 20 per cent. in the
low years. During the past 23 years, however, only eight low flows have occurred in
this river; the other years during the period record flows of from 80,000,000,000 to
160,000,000,000 cubic £eet per annum. In such years the 'diversion of 25,000,000,000
cubic feet will be inappreciable in its effect on navigation, and even if a maximum
possible diversion of 61,),000,000,000 or 70,000,000,000 were made it would in most
years have little effect: on the navigability of the Murray duringtp,e wool season.
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The other diversions in Victoria which affect the ,general flow of the stream ~urr~y
are in connexion with the Munay irrigation schemes. ,- According to a return dIverSiOns.
submitted by .Mr. Laing, they are flS f01l0W8 :--;-, .
Scheme.

Cohuna · .
Koondrook
Swan Hill
Nyah
·.

·...
..

Total
Mildura · .
White Cliffs

·.
·...

Total

.,

·.
·.
·.
·.

·.

·.
·.
·.

·.

·.
·.
·.
·.

"

'"

·.
·.

Present Di ....ersion.

l? h:ersion, after

Cubic Feet per l\!Jnute,

Cubic Feet per l\!Juute.

Worlfs·

6,000
1,500
1,500
1,500

,18,000
6,000
6,000
1,500

10,500

31,500

13,500
3,000

13,500
3,000

16,500

16,500

The evidence is that if all the public· pumps on the Murray above Nyah had been Danger of
working to their full capacity there would have been'little or no flow down the river ~~t:;~tof
. past. Nyah in several years during March and April. The requirements of Mildura and ~t:Clia~~
White Cliffs are 16,500 cubic feet per minute. Now the average February-March flow
of the ,Murrumbidgee at Hay is. about 30,000 cubic feet per minute, and on
occasions (in years other than 1902) the mean monthly flow has been down to
10,000 cubic feet, and its minimum down to 3,000 cubic 'feet per minute. It becomes
obvious, therefore, that if the low flows of the Murray and Murrumbidgee synchronize,.
there 'will not be sufficient'water at Mildura when the diversions above are at their full.
To provide for Mildfua and South Australia, water must be sent down from some storage
on the Murrumbidgee, Goulburn, or Murray. The diversions from the Murray' above
Nyah,· however, are not likely to reach 30,000 cubic feet per minute for some time, and
it is extremely unlikely that all the plants above and below Nyah will be working at the
same time, and at that particular period when both the flows of the Murray and Murrumbidgee are at an absolute minimum. For the present, storages on the Goulburn. will
suffice i:q. case of emergency, and in a few years the Barrenjack storage will be able to
supply an abundance of water for Mildura, and supplement the low flow periods in South
Australia if both the proposed Lake Victoria storage and the Darling be insufficient.
The controlling Inter-State Board should have power to divert or obtain water {Tom Inter.State
storages at present constructed or under construction to save the valuable permanent :~~;'~~~io
cultiv:ation at M~ldlITa, Renmark, &c.. 'Whilst ~here is little dou~t th~t for many ~ears, :i:~::e~om
even III a year lIke 1902, the "V~ranga, Barren]ack, and Lake VICtona storages WIll be
able to sup.ply any down river deficiency v{ithout restricting up-river irrigation diversions:
Should the monsoonal rains in Queensland occur, the flow of the Darling will provide
.
a super-abundance of water in .South Australia; but these rains are uncertain.
During the years 1886 to 1909 the March-April mean monthly flows at Morgan,
in cubic feet per minute, have been as·.follows : 1886.
March
April

..

·.
·.

..

,

·.
·.

..

1888.

271,000
219,000

860,000
813,000

·862,000
660,000

1894.

1895.

1896.

.

March
A,pril

1887.
----

1889.

1890.

306,000
190,000

617,000 1,558,000
662,000 1,348,000

1897.

·.
·.

711,000
570,000

616,000
582,000

368,000
447,000

411,000
377,000

1902.

1903.

1904,

1905.

100,000
24,000

1893.

571,000
338,000

571,000
616,000

1901. .

1898.

1899.

1900.

384,000
451,000

151,000
275,000

28,000
85,000

50,000
24,000

1906.

1907.

1908.

1909.

--

..
..

1892.

---

\

March
April

189l.

24,000
24,000

479,000
356,000

104,000
60,000

226,000
458,000

.

....

641,000
383,000
,

_-

100,000
280,000

151,000
199,000
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,These,~gures s~0.w't0at on very few occasions during the past twenty-four years
would thec~ltlCa~ flow, M., III M~trch and April, have been, sensibly afiected by contempla~ed d~vers~ons from the Murray, :)Y.furrumbidgee, or Goulburn. F:rom 1886,to 1899
'these dIversIOns would hardly ·have been noticed if they had been in operation, and
for the last four years also they would have been inappreciable. But from 1900 to
1~05 '(except 1904) t4~ diversions in the Upper States would have seriously interfered
WIth the flow in So'uth Aust!alia. In the four years, 1900 to 1903, the mean monthly
flow was between 24,000 and 28,000 cubic feet, per minute. It is obvious, therefore,
that the contemplated immediate increase iu the Murray diversions of some, 21,000
cubic feet per minute, shown in Mr. Laing's figures, would have made the river
, dry for a month or more in four separate years. ,These four years, no do.ubt, included
the years 190~ and 1903, a time of unprecedented dro~ght, but these figures show the
a~solute necessity of making provision for South Australia in case the Darling should
faIL The ,Oommission, therefore, think that in the interests of South ,Australia, the
Inter-State Board to be appointed should have power to construct a storage at Lake
Victoria, and also to- ,arrange for the release of sufficient surplus water from the Barren
Jack and Goulburri storages to make up any deficiency for irrigation purposes in South
Australia during the low ,flow pe:dod. '
EFFECT OF DIVERSIONS ON ,'J:'HE HIGH FLOW PERIOD.

~i~~~;ig~
~~~"~~~Ii~~~uc"
junction,

, The average rate for all the Goulburn and Murray diversions during this period'
of the year 1907 and 1908 was only 20,000 cubic feet per minute, a negligible quantity
compared with the t~tal Echuca, gaugings. The continuous maximum diversion of even
60,000 cubic feet per minute from the Murray would have little efiect on navigability,
except at the beginning and end of the navigable period, but it would be inappreciable
during the months bf August,' September, and October" which are the mon,ths of
'
heavy wool traffic.
,
,What has been said of th~ efiect of diversions above is equally applicable
as regards the Murray, below the Darling junction. Taking again the years 1907 and
1908, which are typical of two lo\v flow years following one another, the Morgan
gaugings, with the Victorian a'nd ' New South Wales diversions at present, and in, say,
ten years' time, are as follows :'

Effect of
diversions
belowthc
Darling
junction,

I

- - - - - - - - -.. - - - ' - - - - - - - - : - - - - - . , - - - - ' - - - - - c - - - c - - - - - , - Month,

Morgan Gaugings.
Cubic feet per minute• 1908,

1907.

June
July
Augu,st .,
September
October
Nov()mb~r

December
January, .

377,000
409,000
488,000
747,000
825,000
680,000
523,000
347,000

,
II

425,000
420;000
535,000
672,000
872,000
966,000
650,000
300,000

New South Wales and
Yictorian diversions.
Cubic feet per minuteAt p;esent, . Say in 10 years, '

25,000
25,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
60,000
40,000
, 45,000

' 150,000
130,000
150,000
250,000
250,000
250,000
200,000
200,000

These figures show that the diversions ~n the low fl~w, years h~ve. had ~nd are
having absolutely no appreciable efiect durmg the naVIgable perIod. vVIth the
diversions, suggested, viz. :, . '
60 000 cubic feet per minute for the North Murrumbidgee Scheme,
60:000 '"
"
". "
Victorian Murray 'Settlements,
90,000
"
"
"
"
Goulburn Schemes,
it is seen that during the years 1907 and 1908 there would have been ample.wate~ to give
navigability in South Australia during; the mon~hs of Aug~st-December mclUSIve (the
period of the Darling wool trade), beSIdes allow~ng a :nargm to fill ~he storages of the
upper States. Until, therefore, the North MurrumbIdgee Scherp.e IS ~01:,:bled, or ,the
Ovens Junction irrigation area devel~;ped by an .uppc:: Murray s~orage IS m .operatIOn,
the navigability below the MurrumbI~gee Junc~IOn WIll not b~ mte!fered WIt~ except
at the beginning an<J. end of the naVIgable perIOd: .In a typlCa.1 ~Igh year like 1894,
the year selected as 'such by the Inter-State OOmmISSIOn of 1902,. It IS seen that the cor:templated diversions of the upper States would have ~ad ~s lIttle efiect on the naVIgability ou the stream in a. high year as the present diverSIOns have on a low year.

- "'"
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Examination of the Morgan gaugings, for the years 1886-1909 inclusiV'e,
discloses that the contemplated diversions would in ten years <?ut of the·twenty-four
have had little, if any, more effect than in 18-91, whilst, with the exception of 1902-1903,
,no years would have been ~s detrimentally affected as those of 1907 and 1908.
r;tliii~i'~IWith an Inter-State Board of Control regulating the times when water shall be
held-up in the upper States storages, and when surplus water (which these reservoirs
must contain until the irrigation scheme which they are to serve are fully developed)
shall be let 9-own the river either to make up a slight deficiency in the water necessary
for navigation, or in that required in the Lower Murray for irrigation purposes, there
is little doubt of any appreciable difference being made for many years, either in the
length of the navigable period or in the amount of water required for irrigation on
the Lower Murray. It is to be understood, however, that the Commission is here only
dealing' with the probable diversions of New South Wales and Vict9ria within the
next fift~en years, after allowing for its use being increased at a much greater rate than
heretofore, and by the successful development of irrigated culture.
o

NEW SOUTH WALES DIVERSIONS.'

Some doubt has been expressed as to the effect of the Barren Jack storage on B1l.l'renJnck
the Murrumbidgee., J\fr. McKinney said, wi:th reference to, thatdiversion.
It may be' stated, however, that when the Barren Jack reservoir and the Murrumbidgee Northern
Canals corne into operation, the interests of South Australia will be prejudicially affected. In reply to ,
this, it is necessary to point out that the water stored in the winter and early r pring months will not only
maintain a sufficient supply for the canals, but will provide for a greater minimum supply in the Lower
Murrumbidgee than there is under natural conditions in a dry year. Hence, in seasons of extreme low
river, the Murrumbidgee will contribute more to the Murray than .it does under existing circumstances.
With regard to the flood discharges, it is necessary to bear in mind that the waters of the Murrumbidgee
corne almost entirely from two rivers, the soilrces of both of which are in the mountains near Kiandra.
These rivers are the Upper Murrumbidgee and the Turnut. The reservoir will impound flood waters on'
the former river, while the latter will remain unaffectljd. As the storage of water in the reservoir will take
place only during floods, when the Tumut River will also be in flood, and during the season,of high-river
in the ~furray, I do not consider that, notwithstandingcthe great capacity of the reservoir, the navigability
of the Murray will be appreciably affected. But there is another important reason for this opinion. When
the Murrumbidgee is in high flood, the contracted section of the river between Hay and 'the jUnction of
the Murray is insufficient to carry the flow. The waters then flood immense areas of land' a.nd fill numerous,
lakes, and very little of ~he water which thus eseapes, from the river eyer reaches the Murray. There are
also numerous flats of moderate area, but large in the aggregate, above Hay; which absorb great quantities
,of water. during floods. The result of this condition of affairs is that a moderate flood which does not go
beyond the discharging capacity of the Murrumbidgee below Hay, contributes almost as mnch to the
Murray as a considerably higher flood. In short, the Barren Jack reservoir will materially affect the
flooding of the land in New South Wales, but will have little effect on the flow of theMu~ay.
'

The Murrumbidgee irrigation schemes are designed to ultimately absorb the
. total flow of the Murrumbidgee in a low flow by supplying.
120',000 cubic feet per minute for irrigation bet~een .September and April;
30,000 cubic feet per minute down Yanko Creek during winter months;
18,000 cubic feet per minute throughout year down strearp. as compensation

water.
These quantitIes of water will not be diverted for many years, yet when they are,
. in our opinion, the effect on the interests of the other States will beA. Closing of the Murrumbidgee for ~aV'igationby Victorian steamers as
far as Hay during low, but not high years.
B. Reducing the flow of the Murray below Murrumbidgee Junction by
about 20 per cent. in years of low flow, though only 10 per cent. in
high years, so that the total maximum' diV'ersion proposed on the
Murrumbidgee will of .¥tself only- .
.
(a) curtail. the Lower Murray naV'igable period by about a

month or two;

.

(b) decrtlase the flow during the months of March and April
to 15,000 cubic ,feet, the proposed compensation water
to be allowed past Natrandera throughout the year.

Ix viii
As to this Mr. Wade saldI think there is no do~bt in dry ;ears when'B1trren Jack is being used to its full extent, navigation
will be iffected, and then it becomes a matter for consideration what is to be done.

.

It is to be noted, however, that under natural conditions the mean monthly
flow of the Murrumbidgee at Hay is sometimes down to from 6,0~0 to 10,000 cubic
feet per minute, whilst the minimum flow gets down to 3,000 cubic feet per. minute;
this is, however, on rare occasions and for only a few days.
.

The allowance of 18,000 cubic feet per minute as compensation water down the
Murrumbidgee past Narrandera, ~s proposed, would materially improve the natural
flow during February: and March. We think that, as a considerable period will elapse
before Barren Jack storage is utilized to i·ts full capacity, there should. be no difficulty
in maintaining a flow from this reservoir of 20,000 or' 3.0,000 cubic feet per minute or
.
more through the year. '
With- this discharge from the Murrumbidgee during February and l\iarch, there

\ Oompensation

r~;~~~nec~~l~~al should be no shortage of water at Mlldura and in South Australia, even if the

Darling should not flow. . It is our opjnion that the construction of the Barren Jack
and other storages will affect the interests of the Lower Murray se·ttlements beneficially
and not detrimentally, more particularly if the con·trolling Inter-State Board has
power to arrange for letting .the water 'out of a storage for periods of necessity in
the Lower Murray without injury to the irrigation interests of the State holding
the storage.

low flow.

In regard ·to 'effect on n~vigation by the Murrumbidgee s·torage and diversion
for perhaps 10 years the construction of the Barren Jack storage will be beneficial both
for navigation on the Murrumbidgee and Murray, provided, of course, the In'ber-State
Board can control such of the stored water as is not required 'for irrigation by
the State of New S01;l.th "Vales, and even if the full 120,000 cubic feet per minute be
used for irrigation, statistics show that in 12 years out of .the past 21 the surplus water
would have been sufficient to have maintained n.avigation on the Murrumbidgee, and
the Lower Murray navigable period would not have been affected cin 'bhe least by the
divl:?rsion. In. vi~w of this fact, and the long perio~ that will in ,all probability elapse
before the diversions from the Murrumbidgee are up to their full, it will, perhaps, be
20 or 30 years before naviga·tion is affected in other than low years.
.

BarrenJack

fi~~~fl~ l:;"~~~a.
tion.

The evidence of Mr. 'Vade clearly shows that there is not the least likelihood of
any, except small priv-ate diversion~; being made from the JYiurray for many years, and
until the Murrumbidgee schemes are in full \lse. The large increase in wheat-growing
between tlie. Murray and Murrumbidgee is also a factor which will delay the initiation.
of any large irrigation works iIi the Southern Riverina, 'and its remoteness from Sydney
will not cause any strong agitation for the expenditure of public money unless the area
between the two ri-yers is, decimated ,by a continuous drought. The Commission,
therefore, thinks that'.the _diversion of water from the Murray by New South 'Wales in
large quantities is at least fifteen years off, and, as in the case of the Murrumbidgee,
to go to large expenditure on locks at once to. provide against this anticipated but
long deferred .diversion because of its alleged conflict with the interest of another State,
is unjustifiable.
<:>

New South

;rr:!;~i!~~ray

Darling River
dimsions.

I

"
The volumes

diversions nre
accurately
knowIl.

of

The difficulties in providing and filling storages on the Darling prevents any .
extensive use of water. for irrigation, beca.1!se 'of the comparatively long and frequent
period when there is' no flow in the river. In any case, these diversions will not affect,
the navigable period either on it or on the Murray below the junction. It is possible,
however, that when the present leases of land along the Darling run out, in about twenty
years' time, there will be an increase of the' areas irrigated which will affect the'
contribution to So~th Australia. This contribution is, however, small, except in flood
time, and diversions will be so infinitesimal, in comparison, that we think that nothing
is likely to be done in the· way of irrigation on theD{1rling will detrimentally affect the
flow of the JVIurray; in South Australia nor. affect the South Australian trade on the
Darling during the wool season.
.
There is not much possibility of error with regard to the volume of diversions.
'rhe gaugings are carefully taken, the contents of the storages are known, 'and these figures
can be counterchecked by the areas of .irrigated land, which are known or easily
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ascertainable. Coming to future d,iversions for irrigation purposes, th~ Victorian rh,te~?ons.
~iversions are not likely to be increased materially for some years. Mr. Elwood Mead
stated in evidence that there would be no further diversions without further storage.
" The natural flow of the river," he said, " in dry years will hereafter be nearly or quite
absorbed to meet the needs of existing districts, hence storage works will be required to
assure water for these months (March and April) for additional areas." He further
pointed ,out that it would be unwise to expend more money in storages before the water
in the existing storages was put to its proper use. The position, therefore, so far as concerns
this State seems to be this: there will be no further diversion schemes until storages are
created; no storages will be erected until the people of this State have an assurance
that existing storages are turned to their full profit. With this attitude, which we
,consider a reasonable one, we may say at once we are in accord. Until this problem
is solved, 'and we fear it will take more time than the two years Mr. Mead contemplates
to do it, there need be no anxiety about Victorian diversions sensibly affecting the flow
of the Murray at the eastern' boundary of South Australia .
.T~e evid~nce of Mr~ ~V"ade sho.ws that the Barr(Jn ~ ack ~torage will not use muc? ~~~re':PJ~:k the
water III Its earlIer years. In 1912, one-tenth of its capaCity Will be drawn upon, and It RCFCJ'w,ir.
is hoped that an increased demand of one-tenth will be made in each year, the whole
being thus used in the year 1922. Mr. McKinney was less optimistic. But here again
the question of settlers, which perplexes Mr. Mead, is an important factor in the case.
We feel, therefo:-e,. tha:t for. a n~mber of years the naturaL flow 6f the strea:n in spite ~;t~r~~:lb~r of
,of any probable lrngatIOn dIverSIOns can be regulated by the Board, and prOVIde for the yoar~ will
•
"
. nee ds 0 f South ~'i.ustra
A
I'la, as we11 wants
prOVideofforSouth
naVIgatIOn
and'"
lrngatIOn, and stock and d omestlC
•
Austru.Il .. ,
as, or perhaps better than they have heretofore been prOVIded for.
Our reason for
this conclusion may be stated in this way: The difficulty arises with a succession of
typical low years, such as occurred between 1895 and 1898. A, continued shrinkage
of natural rainfall tends to make irrigated culture 'popular, and to increase the area
brought thereunder. The demand for water comes precisely at the time when there
is least of it available.
But the records of typical low years show that even in
such years there ,Vi'ill be enough water flowing in the stream to give South Australia
navigation for six months, and a supply for irrigation and stock and domestic requirements, and at the same time' irrigate an acreage in New South Wales
and Victoria infinitely larger than is likely to be brought under irrigated
culture for many years to come.
But, to prevent mishaps and to avoid
mutual jealousies and misapprehensions, the 'whole system must be subject The system
to regulation.
The stream must be controlled by one body. The measuring ~~~t.~d.
of the flow, its allocation, the determination of the times and places at which it shall be
allotted, ,the improvement of the stream, and what rpay be called the study of its habits
should, if the best results are to be obtained, be the work of a central authority. And
wide discretion and extended powers should be vested in the authority~ and it should
enjoy the confidence of all the interests which are concerned. It is only as a regulated ~~~a~~:river
river that the admittedly d~ficient water of the Murray and its tributaries can be made ~~r~~eWi1lgl\'1.I
to yield its fullest for the people of South-eastern Australia. The .principal essential best results.
in the regulation o~ this river system-the first and prime necessity-is suitable, storage.
STORAGE.

The first work to be undertaken in a reg' ulated river . is the creation
of storage.
The' essential.
Stor,~~e is
,
'
large supply of water in these Murray rivers is available at the "''Tong time of the year.
'Yhere .irrigation is successfully carried. on under natural conditions the high flow synchrolllzes WIth the period of water denland. Rivers like the Po are fed bY,melting snow in the
hot season, the Nile comes down when it is required as a consequence of tropicalrains in
the Abyssinian highlands. Snow falls in the Murray watershed, but it melts about
October and November, and does not help the flow much in the critical months of Feb~u~ry, March, a~d ApriL To preserve a flow ,at the critical times, the months in which
Irngators need It, artificial storage to take the place of snow storage must be created. ~
There, was a remarkable unanimity among the e},,]>erts whom we examined upon this E~pe.rts fl.re
quest~on. Mr. Kenyon, who has had long experience in connexion with the Murray ~l~~~lmous upon
and irrigation, said: "It is certain that we cannot increase our present amount of
~rrig~tion in Victoria without very large storage. Any valuable amount of irrigation
In Vlctoria nece~sit.ates large storage, which will have to be constructed in any case
6994.

('

apart from navigation." Mr. Elwood Mead' said.: "I think we want to consider immediately the construction of storage works on the Upper Murray. . . .' . I would say
we have reached the point where we must consider storage as a feature in any further
~evelopment on the Murray." ME. J. M. Coane said: "The amount of water available
III low years with unstored, unregulated rivers is so small that irrigation would have to
cease in the Upper States. practically; that is, if it should be developed to any very
great extent.;' Mr. J. G. Starr said: "I am in favour of building storage wherever
possible:" Mr. McKinney also referred to the importance of storage.
~~~2,Jh~t~;:~c
ia~~t sIgnally

. And the r~aso~s for this unanimity are. not far to seek. To ~ontinue to attempt
to Increase the dIVerslOn from .the Murray without storage, even to meet an earnest
desire on the part of cultivators to use it profitably, is to court disaster. Every -year
millions of cubic feet fall on the upper watersheds; year after year the' irrigation
!3ontinues to depend on the low flow of the river. There is almost criminal waste at
one period, and there will b~ more or less desperate want at another. So far as the low
flow is concerned, this is shown by the following deliberate statement of Mr. Mead :.. The value of irrigation depends largely on having all the water required at critical periods. The
CrItIcal period on the Murray is March and April. Water is needed then for moistening the ground for
ploughing and to mature fodder crops.. The natural flow of the river in dry years will hereafter be nearly,
or quite, absorbed to meet the needs of existing districts, hence storage works will be required to assure
water during these months for additional areas.
This statement. is based on t!).e following data :-The
pumps ereeted (or being erected) by this State· within the past two yc}1rS at White Cliffs, Nyah, Swan Hill,
Koondrook,. and Cohuna, have a; combined capaeity of 475 cubic 'feet per sccond, or 28,500 cubic feet
per minute. This is an increase over the former State diversions of-425 cubic feet per second. To these
there will soon be added the water diverted by an additional pump at ?t'lildura, and the water diverted by
a considerable number of new pumps being placed along the river in both Victoria and New South Wales
by private diverters.
The State pumps and those at Mlldura have a combined capacity of about 800
cubic fect per second. To tliese must be added thc water diverted by at least 200 private pumps in New
South 'Vales and Victoria; some of which irrigatc over a thousand acres of land, so that the possible diversions
by.pumping between Albury and· Mildura in the two. States, while not definitely known, is ccrtainly in
excess of 1,000 cubic feet per second. Not all these pumps will be in use at one time, or all run at their
full capacity, but a minimum flow'of 750 cubic feet per seeond at Tocumwa1 or Echuca is essential to the
success of existing works. This would not suffice for the needs of Mildnra were it not for the addition to
the river's discharge which comes from the Murrumbidgee; but until this is materially reduced by the
use of water on the works now building below Barren Jack, the critical point in Victoria along thc Murray
is at Swan HilL Here the low water measurement of the past three years shows that no further diversions
should be authorized until the low water flow has bcen reinforced by storage ..
,

Mr. l''lead certainly suggests that further storage is not urgent, but his reason for
taking this view is that existing storages are not put to their proper use. Hany progres~
is to be made, it must be by means of storage, always prov'iding there is a desire or
a capacity for progress in irrigatio~. We believe that, inasmuch as the apprehensions
of those inhabiting the lower portions of the river are ch~efly aroused at the low river
period, the creation of 'storages on the upper reaches to be used for supplementing the
natural low flow, would do much to promote a better feeling with regard to riparia;n
rights, and particularly would this be the case if the persons likely to be affected had
a representative on the proposed Murray River Board.
l)resent
Victorian
storages of
small capacity,

Hitherto, all the storage construction has been done by Victoria. In proportion
to the available water, the storage capacity in the ::\'lurray Basin is ,extremely small.
Taking Waranga Basin, the Go.ulburn Wei,r, and Kow Swamp, the storage of Victoriaamounts to about 10,000,000,000 cubic feet. Certainly, this is more than we appear to
require for regular irrigation.' It is not conveniently situate<i for supplying what lVIr.
Mead has indicated as the critical settlements at, low flow period.

New Soutll .
storage."';

New South \Vales has made a commencement of storing in the Murrumbidgee
with the great Barren Jack reservoii which, when full, is to contain 33,000,000,000 cubic
feet. South Australia has proposed a large storage at Parcoola, near Overland Qorner.

'Yale~

South
Australian
storage.
Storages for
na.vigation as
well as
irrigation.

..

These storages could be made serviceable for navigation as well as irrigation.
It is quite recognised that irrigationists may object to water being released from an
. expensive storage for this purpose. Their views are those of an American authority.
Speaking of the development of national resources, he says :-" The use of a'river to
create power, to irrigate farms,or even to supply a city with potable water,
as well as .the opportunity to restrain its floods and maintain its flow unimpaired,
..
- Now,'
must all ta.ke second ,place to the use of the streams for navigation.
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as a matter offact, the use of a river for navigation is its least valuable use. All other
uses confer greater benefit upon the public manifestly, then it is against public pDlicy
to. cDnfine the Federal Government's functiDns in' the treatment Df rivers sDlely to.
navigatiDn. . . . . But, if the theDry Df the defenders Df private water rights
hDlds gDDd, the least' beneficial' use of Dur streams must take precedence Dver al~ Dthers,
and we shall see such absurdities as the taking Df water frDm streams fDr publIc water
supply condemned because' Df injury to. navigatiDn." --Annals of American Academy
Df Political and Social Science, May, 1909.
No dDubt this employment Df storlJ,ge
water is wasteful; but it is nDt more wasteful than keeping' it unemplDyed, which is
the present case. The gaugings establish the fact that the period of navigation could
be prDIDnged with the aid of stDrage water; and, until irrigatiDn makes its full demand,
we see no. objection to the water being put to thisuse. In connexion with both the Barren,
Jack ReservDir and the Gimlburn 'Weir, the'principle of compensatiDn water is recognised.
In coming to. this Dpinion we are glad to. have the support Df e~dence given by experts,
SDme of whom, like Mr. Coane, areptactical irrigationists.In additiDn, it may be
mentioned that storages would help to. minimize the loss of water and the damage' which
.
are occasioned by floods.
In the conduct Df this inquiry
we have visited several places on the main river 8Stites
lor new
•
.
•
orages.
which presentep., a favorable pDsitiDn fDr th~ erection of storages. Of those that we saw
and studied, what is knDwn as Lake Vic-bDria appeared to. us, from its situatiDn near Lake Victoria;
the SDuth Australil;Ln boundary and the comparatively small outlay which it would
require, to be a mDst suitable's-cDrage. Our Secretary and Engineer, Mr. WilkinsDn,
M.C.E., made a special visit to this place for'the purpDse Df more closely studying it, than
was pDssible during the CDmmissioners' hurried inspection. The result Df his observations will be found in Appendix C to. this Report. For an expenditure' of, say,
£15,000 we consider that enough water could be retained in this fine natural storage
to. give South Australia 35,000 cubic
per minute for twelve weeks, thus supplying
her entire irrigation needs fDJ; the critical months of the year, or, in the alternative
and if desirabll:l, prolDnging the average navigable periDd in Sonth Australia for, say, an
additiDnal three or four weeks. The storage would be effective every year, except in
ca~e of an abnDrmally low flow in the previous winter. We recommend that this storage
shDuld be the firs-GwDrk gDne Dn with by the proposed Murray River Board. CDnsidering
the cri·tical condition in March and April Df recent years Df the Murray Settlements, if
full diversion had been in operation we think this wDrk shDuld be gDne on with immediately. It should be constructed at the expense of the three States in equal shares.
It may be necessary befDre long to undertake the larger scheme which involves locking
and weiring the river at Lake VictDria. If, on inquiry, the BDard think this desirable,
it -shDuld be gDne Dn with, and the cost divided equally between the three States.
The Victorian departmental opiniDn seems to be that the next wDrk to be ~g~~~~n
proceeded wiGh as a storage is in the Goulburn; as in Dur- opiniDn the treatment of -the
GDulburn and the Murrumbidgee !shDuld be Ii, State CDncern for reaSDns .which appear
elsewhere, we need Dffer no. DpiniDn upDn this work.
We became convinced during Dur inquiry that a storage Dn the Upp,er }\l[urray ~gfa~e~urral'
somewhere abDVe Albury is necessary to reinforce the summer supply at the lVlurray
Settlements, and -Go. serve the valuable irrigatiDn areas Dn the Victorian side between
the Ovens J unctiDn and the GDulburn and on the New South Wales side taking off at
Bungowannah or TocumwaL Any sitechDsen wDuld necessi'cate a jDint work by Victoria and New South Wales. 'rVe inspected a site at Cumberoona, SDme 20 miles above
Albury, which has been favDrably reported upDn by the Dfficers· of the two.
States. One of the witnesses we examined, ~Ir. McGregDr; recommended that
bDth ,the Cumberoona stDrage' and another at TalmalmD, sQme miles higher
up, shDuld be built, the former to be put in hand first. PrDbably CumberoDna
will serVe all purposes for many years to CDme.. This storage has an estimated
capacity. of 25,000,000,000 cubic feet. Its cost was es~cimated' in 1902 at £787,500.
'As SODn as the future Df irrigatiDn and irrigated culture is assured, we think that this
storage shDuld be taken in hand. Probably j-b would have to be cDnstructed at the cost
Df VictDria and New SDuth 'Vales. Certainly these States will derive Ip.ost benefi-b
frDm it' .If no a!ITeement
be'bween 'che ,three States is come to. 'Victoria
New e
South
0
b e and
tw
eAgreement
n
Wales should agree on this work. The lat~er may not require to use it for irrigation 1~!O~~u~~d
fDr many years, but some arrangement could be made whereby that Sta-be should pay Wales.
back part of the CDst when she decided to. irrigate heJl Berrigan and Deniliquin cDuntry,
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and in the meantime' pay interes'G on it in proportion to the, service rendered to her of'

~lereit~zens by'bhe water stored therein. With regard to these joint s'Gorages they should,
If possIble, be constructed by tp.e ~lurray River Board, and sholtld be managed by that

body or their use regulated on certain fixed principles under its direction.'

,

DIVISION .AND DISTRIB'GTION OF THE WATER.

In an ,earlier part of this Report we described at some length the considera;tions.
which should determine the share of each State in the waters of the Murray and its'
determHlmg tbe .... 'b t '
UT h
1
hId
'h h
b
d
~~~~$' shares of urI U arIes.
n e ave a so set out t. e proposa s an suggestIOns t at ave een rna e
,
in proposed agreemen'Gs and by experts. So ' far, as the, agreements are concerIled the
scheme adopted has been simple, namely, to apportion the water between the contributing States and to allow a fixed amount to th€\ non-contiributing State. The principle of
benefit in proportion to contribu'bion is a'G any rate simple; and the amount which was
proposed to be allotted to the non-contributing' State in the final agreement, namely,
60,OQO,OOO,OOO cubic feet per annum, was considered sufficient for its ordinary requirements. Now, while as between the contributing States the principle referred to satisfies
the'sense of natural justice, it does not necessarily give the best results for the Australian
New SOUtil
people. As between New S011'Gh Wales and Vip'Goria the ,position is briefly this. New
Wales alld
Victoria
South
'Vales has by far the larger, area of land suitable for irrigation, her effective contri- ,
c0tr!pt\ycd.
bution is probably smaller in low years, her propo,';led use of the water is smaller at
present, but if the Murrumbidgee scheme succeeds, she will within the next quarter of
a century probably use as much water as Victoria. Victoria's irrigable area is much
smaller, her effective contribution is probably larger, her. expenditure upon irrigation
is larger, .and she was first in the field. On the whole, taking the various considerations ,
of contribution of possible use, of beneficial use, and vi actual or intellded use, the
claims of the two States appear to be about equa.l; and it will simplify matters to take,
the basis of contribution to which the two States have already assented. With regard
to the non-contributing State-South Australia-we think she should be allotted a
proportiona'Ge share of the natural flow of the Murray at her eastern boundary. All
three States should have what migh't, be called a partnership interest in the stream.
vVe feel that this arrangement would reduce the occasion for disputes and would
encourage each of the States 'bo put their shares to their highest use. Mr. Elwood
Mead said, with regard to the share to be allotted to Bouth Australia, "it would be
a share based on existing ,requirements and partly on concessions made to ,bring about
an amicable agreement between the threlj States, and considerations as to how the
,va'Ger could be used to the best advantage regardless of State lines."
Princ!l!le~ for

,

'~~re~~~;r
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It seems to us that a fair division of the water, and one. which ,is likely to yield
the most beneficial results for some years at any ,rate, would be to gIve four-fifths to
New South Wales and Victoria, in proportion to their contributions, and one-fifth to
~~!l!l:fttu~t~~l\" South Australia. The allowance' we suggest will cover all South Australia's needs,
,
and, in our opinion, is liberal. These shares should be made available to each State
at sucJ:l times as, in the opinion of the Murray River Board, are necessary for their several
requirements. If, as time went on, it \vas found that any of the States failed to make'
full use of its share of the water, the Board should have power,. from time to time, to
allot the unused part to the 'other States. If eventually it becomes manifest that a
State does nO'bintend to use its share to the best advantage, some arrangement between,
the States should be come to, so as to secure the .full use of the water (see page xxxix.
of this Report). In estimating the use of the water, the Board should be guided by
Gnter of
h'
d
f
d
"
precedence in
~ IS or er' 0 prece ence In uses:-'uses,
1. Use for d~mestic and stock supply for those residing on the river;
2. Use for industrial purposes; ,
3. Use for irrigation;
4. ese for navigation;
~ and no use. should be permitted which tends materially to conflict with. or restrain any
other use which is given preference over it in this orderQf precedence.
J

TaYigahility to
e preserved as
it present.

,It is obvious,however, that for many years, although the available water cannot
suffice fDrirrigating more than a fraction of thc available land in the States, there will
be water en011O'h to give ni:tViD'ability for nearly six months every year~ The Board should
so regulate th~ distribution ~f the' water as to secure this navigability for, such months
and, in case,storages'have been built, they should, where the stored water is not required
)
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for irrigation, have power, so long as means of communication by' boat are necessary
on the stream, to use the stored water during such months to preserve a reasonable
navigation depth. We consider a depth to give navigation for boats drawing 3 ft. 6 in. is
reasonable (see Appendix D to this Report). There are a number of boat~ and barges
dm wing. more, but they are old, and it is ridiculous to waste water in their interest.
We had evidence that shallower boats are now being constructed. \i\Then the time
comes,. and it inevitably will come', when the Board will be unable to give this
reasonable navigability for the six months, it should report to that. effect to ~he various
State Governments, and suggest some scheme to meet the case. The States should then
confer,' and enter into some fresh arrangement with regard to, the means of communication which may then be required for those riverside settlers who have been in the
habit of using the waterway jor the carriage of goods or as passengers. What would
be in the interests of these persons can only be determined when the difficulty has
arisen. Railway development by that time may have entirely altered the conditions
now existing. The cost of any new work of communication should be borne by
the State or States which benefit either from the work itself or from the use of water
which makes such work necessary.
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE STATES.

There should be an agreement between the three States embodying the foregoing s1~~fbeem:g!e
proposals. This should be ratified by an Act of Parliament in each of the States. The to.
provisional agreements of 1907 and 1908 were, in our opinion, carefully prepared
documents, and evidently the result of much thought and discussion. 'They contain
provisions which seem to us unwise in the interests of the people of the three States,
notably the provision' for the immediate undertaking of locking. But, with the
modifications which will require ,to be made if our recommendations are adopted,
the framework of the ;;tgreement of 1907 could be safely accepted.
MURRAY MOUTH LAKES.

We have already alluded to the conditions at the Murray mouth. The lakes ~~~J~!~t~~~ia
there are of great extent. Lake Ale~andrina cont~ins 220 square miles; Lake. Albert r~i:t.c~~r4Y
contains 64 square miles. The Commission of' 1902 elicited the evidence that the lakes
had become salter. Mr. McKinney, in his evidence before the 1902 Commission, and
in his report to us, attached much importance to the works which are necessary at the
Murray mouth to keep these lakes fresh. The cost of these works has been ,estimated
at £51,600; they were recommended by the Inter-State Commission of 1902. This
. water is the stock supply of the lake frontagers; who are not numerous, the land being
mostly held by a few large owners, who fatten cattle for the Adelaide market. It is
possible, however, that with better railway communication and closer settlement, this
area may carry a far larger population. To maintain fresh water for such a sparselypopulated district would be unreasonable. if the upper States had to do i,t by sending
down immense volumes of fresh, water. If in time barrages are required, South
Aust.ralia should construct them at her own expense. The saltness, according to
the evidence, is due to local conditions; and the work should, in our opinion, be paid for ,
locally. If the oth~r States contribute towards it, South Australia should contribute
towards the cost of Camberoona, or some other Upper Murray storage.
RECOMMENDATIONS.
We desire to recapitulate shortly the principal conclusions which we have come
to upon the facts snbmitted to us1. That an agreement should be arrived at between the States of New South
Wales, Victoria, and South Australia with regard to the regulation and use of the Murray
River and certain of its tributaries.

2. That, failing an agreement between the three States' named, an agreement for
the same purpose should be entered into between any two of the States concerned.
3. That a Board should be created consisting of one representative for each
State party to the agreement.
. 4. That the Board should have the powers and duties set out on pages Ii. and
Hi. of this Report.
.
,.
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5. Except for a stock and domestic supply for settlement within a reasonable

distance of the streams, irrigation should be deemed the paramount use of the Murray
River system.
6. That the canalization of the Murray and Murrumbidgee by means of locks
and weirs should not be proceeded with. In our opinion,to lock and weirthe~e rivers
at present would be quite unjustifiable.
"
'
,
7. That a storage by means of a regulator in the Rufus River, and other improve- '
ni,ents, should be created as soon as possible at Lake Victoria, at the cost of the three
States concerned.
, 8. That, as soon as closer settlement is assured of success in irrigated areas, the
construction of further storages should be commenced.
9. That the 'Goulburn storages should then be increased by Victoria, and a storage
above, Albury, probably at Cumberoona, should be constructed by New South Wales
and Victoria upon such terms and conditions as to cost and otherwise as they may
·decide.
'.
,
10. That the Murrumbidgee and Goulburn Rive:r& should,' as far as is not inconsistent with our recommendations, be entirely subject to the control and management
of the States of New South Wales and Victoria respec~ively, and that no .irrigation
works or the use thereof on either stream should be subject to. objection by any State.
11. That it should be agreed between' the' States that for the time being the
allocation of the iYIumiy waters between the States should be as follows :-New South
Wales and Victoria should receive in proportion to· their contributions, but that the
Darling flow should not be regarded as a contribution except in so far as it is used by
New South Wales to' make up that State's contribution towards the South Australian
proportion; and South Australia should receive one-fifth of th~ total annual natural
flow at the boundary, such proportion to be provided in such quantities per minute
and at such times as the stock and domestic requirements for settlement within a reasonable distance of the river and as the irrigation of an area not exceeding 200,000 acres
may, in the ~oard's opinion, demand.
. 12; That, in. order to maintain transportation facilities for localities which now
have tttem only by river and which do not hereafter obtain them by railway construction,
the, Board be empowered to regulate the flow of the rivers so that the period of navigation
hi~herto customary be preserved for' vesseJs of a reasonable draught and so long as
this is not iQ,consistent with'irrigation development.
, 13. That; when the 'Board 1sof opinion that the natural flow of the river reinforced by 'available water from storages is insufficient to supply irrigation requirements
and at the same time maintain navigation, as hereinbefore mentioned, it shall so report
to the States concerned, and the members shall submit to their respective States a scheme
whereby suitable transportation facilities and means of communication, whether by
land or water, could be secured for localities on the Murray and Murrumbidgee which
.are being deprived of such'. facilities and means of communication, and thereupon the
States shall carry out such scheme upon such terms as to post and otherwise as such
States shall' agree upon. In settling such terms; the principle of payment in accordance
with b"enefit received shall be observed. (2ee page lxiii. sup/'a.)
.
.
14. The volume of diversion of ,any ,one State may be increased beyond that
provided in the agreement at any time, .and for the time being, by the Board, provided
that this increase does not interfere with the actual requirements of any other State.
Further, it shall be competent for the Board to so regulate the diversions as to provide
for the preservation of fruit and other permanent crops in all three States, in exceptionally
low periods of flow, ,such as occurred in 1902-3.
CONCLUSION.
. I:o. conclusion, ~e have .much pleasure in acknowledging our ,indebtedness' to our
Secretary and Engineering Adviser, Mr. H. L. Wilkinson, M.C.E. From the beginning
of tl),is inquiry he has throwf!. himself into it with increasing energy. His professional
knowledge has been of immense assistance to us in investigating matters which are
mcessarily somewhat technical; and he has never spared himself in his efforts to obtain
the best and most reliable information for us. He made visits to Bourke, Barrenjack,
and Lake Victoria, for the purpose of obtaining first-hand information. The results
of some of his investigations will be found in the Appendices to this Report. His ordinary
secretarial duties were" carefully and thoughtfully discharged.
'.,_ ,"
_.
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We wish also to thank the officials of the State Departments of New'South 'Wales,
Victoria, and South Australia for their ready compliance with our demands ,for. official
information. 'We would particularly refer to Mr. Checci, who gave much of hIS valuable
time in assisting in the preparation of tables. Om; thanks are specially due to the
South Australian Government for kindly allowing Mr. S. McIntosh, whose knowledge
of the South Australian river settlements is unrivalled, to accompany us on our passage
from Renmark to the Murray Lakes.
We should also like to add that several member'S of the'Royal Geographical
Society, and Mr. J. H. Ogier, expressed their willingness to assist the Commission with
evidence as to the tmeboundarv of the States.of New South Wales and Victoria. We did
not consider that this matter c~me within the-ambit of our instructions.
Witness
- our hands and seals this 14th day
. of March, 1910.
DONALD MACKINNON, Chairman.

(L.S.)

RICHARD H. S. ABBOTT.

(L.S.)

J. J. CARLISLE.

- (LS )

JOI-IN GRAY.

(I,.S.)

G. F. HOLDEN.

(I,.S.)

JOHN LEMMON.*

(1".8.)

'WALTER MANIFOLD.

(L.S.)

IL BLOOMFIELD RRRS.

(L.S.)

DAVID SMITH.*

(L.S.)

H. L. -WILKINSON, Secretary.

* Subject to attached memorandum. 'Ve dissent from the view that successful
irrigation settlement in Victoria must be' largely the work of settlers from abroad.
We are of opinion, on'the contrary, that suitable persons from among our own people
are quite capable of establishing snch settlement, provided that the laud is made'
available upon liberal terms, and other assistance rendered, such as might he done if
there were devoted to the purpose the money proposed to be expended' to bring out
aBd settle the irrigationists. 'Ye hold .strongly that our own people should have the
refusal of any block hefore it is made nvailable to allY applicant or other individual
from abroad.
The proposal to obtain irrigationists from abroad was not referred ,to the
members qf the COlIlmission in the Letters Patent, and we are only constrained to add,
this memorandum because the matter is so directly and emphatically dwelt upon in
the hody of the Commission's report.
.

In reference to the ahove dissenting observations the Report is not intended to
convey that Australians should not have the f11'st chance of obtaining any allotments
which may hecome available in the irrigable areas ..
DONALD

:M:ACKINNO~,

Chairman.

